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The Delightful Fruits of October 
eedless to say, a good number of epicureans identify 
the month of October not with the ‘trick-or-treating’ 

of Halloween, but with the Oktoberfest celebration – where 
pubs and restaurants customarily hold special promotions 
for the occasion. The feast, which originated in Germany, is 
the world’s largest beer festival and is held annually there. 
The origins of Oktoberfest started in 1810 in honour of the 
Bavarian Crown Prince Ludwig’s marriage to Princess Therese 
von Sachsen-Hildburghausen. The original celebrations 
lasted from 12 October to 17 October – and it was such a 
memorable occasion that the locals decided to make it an 
annual affair!

As Germany began its globalization process, Oktoberfest was 
one of its brands introduced to the world. One could say 
that the feast is an ‘infectious’ brand as most beer-drinking 
countries in the world have caught on with this festival 
and are celebrating it in their home turf annually. Pubs and 
restaurants will have special promotions featuring German 
beer brands; and their beer promoters, dressed in traditional 
dirndls, the Oktoberfest costume, do their best to give us a 
glimpse of the best of German culture. This beer festival has 
become synonymous with Germany – and what a great and 
fun way to represent a Country Brand! (Just so you know, I am 
already getting rather thirsty penning down this note!)

You will be delighted to know that Oktoberfest is not the 
only beverage-related celebration to hog the month of 
October. International Coffee Day is celebrated on 1 October 
– a celebration that not many of us in Malaysia might have 
been aware of (until the recent ‘coffee war’ broke out between 
two global FMCG brands, Nescafe and Wonda Coffee). Nescafe 
comes under Nestle – considered to be one of the largest 
FMCG brands in the world; whereas Wonda Coffee is a brand 
of Etika Group of Companies, formerly known as Permanis.

In the run-up to 1 October, both brands promoted heavily 
both in traditional print and online media. Front-cover 
newspaper wraps were used by coffee-tug-of-war rivals, 
Nescafe and Wonda, to grab the attention of readers with 
catchy taglines orbiting the of notion of a good cup of coffee 
to start the day. Wonda had a bigger advertising budget as 
their print media covered all major newspapers – in English, 
Chinese and Malay. Akin to the savouring of premium coffee 
beans from the outside in, the brand even extended its ads to 
the inner pages of the papers (its social media campaign was 
equally interesting – collaborating with other major brands 
such as 7-11, Shell and disruptor brand, Grab Car, which would 
deliver Wonda Coffee to customers who download the app.

All in, Wonda Coffee’s advertising expenditure for the 
campaign must have exceeded RM1 million. While many 
brands are holding back their advertising dollars in view of 
the weak business sentiment, Wonda Coffee is adopting the 
right strategy that branding, regardless of the climate. Truth 
be told, brands that take a backseat in branding (particularly 
when the economy is weak) would find that their market 
share would be eroded by their competitors when times get 
better. In bad times, consumers may hold back their spending 
– but if a brand is confident enough and able to convince 
them to spend, then they do not mind parting with their 
money.

On the F&B side, many cafés did not respond with 
promotional activities for International Coffee Day as the 
day was only officially launched in 2015 by the International 
Coffee Organization in Milan. Once the hype catches up, 
coffee bars and cafés will try to outdo each other to promote 
the day – very much like how they presently celebrate Father’s 
Day and Mother’s Day.

October is also a special month for The BrandLaureate 
as the first ever The BrandLaureate Brand Versus Brand Golf 
Championship tees off on 11 October at the Kota Permai Golf 
& Country Club. Over 30 brands will be competing to claim 
the championship title and stamp their supremacy on the 
fairway. This will be followed by The BrandLaureate Brand 
ICON Leadership Awards dinner on 13 October where we 
honour and recognize the country’s icons who are leaders in 
their respective fields of specialization.

Our Cover Story for October’s issue is also special as this is 
the first time that we are featuring an army officer on the 
front page. Y.Bhg. General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli 
bin Mohd. Zin is the Chief of Defence Forces for the Malaysian 
Armed Forces (MAF) or Angkatan Tentera Malaysia (ATM). What 
has the MAF got to do with brands and branding? Plenty, 
as the MAF is a brand that has been entrusted to defend 
the security and sovereignty of Malaysia. According to the 
General: “MAF must be a brand and be promoted as one 
that is one above all – then people will have confidence and 
people will trust it all.”

Read about the achievements of this iconic General who 
has built his whole career around and dedicated his life to 
defending our precious Motherland not to mention the role of 
MAF as it moves into a new era of warfare that requires more 
engagement than brute force to win wars.

Yes, October is a special month indeed for us – and I hope it 
is the same for you.

Take Care & God Bless!

N

CHEW BEE PENG
PUBLISHER / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BPCHEW@THEBRANDLAUREATE.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/BRANDLAUREATE
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Leading Agrofood Research 
and Innovation

#betterMARDI  #OurFoodOurFuture

www.mardi.gov.my

blogmardi.wordpress.com

MARDITubechannel

MARDI Malaysia

@MARDItweet

Contact us: 

Malaysian Agricultural Research and Development Institute (MARDI) 

MARDI Headquarters, Persiaran MARDI-UPM

43400 Serdang, Selangor, MALAYSIA

Tel: 6-03-8953 6000

Website: http://www.mardi.gov.my

To ensure its effectiveness, MARDI engages with 

stakeholders and public by:

• Serving as a centre for collecting and disseminating 

information and advisory services through 

publications and technical trainings

• Providing expert services in food, agriculture and 

agro-based industry such as consultancy services, 

laboratory analysis, quality assurance and contract 

research and development (R&D)

• Providing grant-in-aid for pure and applied 

scientific, technical and economic research and 

development related to food, agriculture and agro-

based industry

• Maintaining liaison with local and foreign public 

and private organisations engaged in scientific, 

technical, economic and social researches related 

to food, agriculture and agro-based industry

• Providing extension services to the agriculture, 

food and agro-based industries

• Capitalising MARDI’s assets to complement 

its research and development function via its 

business arm, MARDI Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

For the last forty years, MARDI has developed numerous 

products and technologies along the value chain in the fields 

of science & technology, economy and social science with 

regards to agriculture production, utilisation and processing of 

agrobased-food and farming systems

n the past two months, Samsung Electronics 
has been burned by its battery crisis, the first 
involving Samsung’s flagship smartphone, and 

the brand is still battling to recover from its biggest 
business catastrophe yet. A nightmare fiasco for 
brands in the technological industry, Samsung’s newly 
released flagship device Samsung Galaxy Note 7 raised 
alarm worldwide due to its battery explosions. It was 
reported from customers that their new smartphone 
batteries were exploding while they recharged their 
devices. One burning incident occurred in a hotel 
room that caused approximately RM5,600 worth of 
damage, followed by a Samsung tablet explosion on 
an airplane during a flight. Since then, airlines and 
air safety agencies around the world have warned 
passengers against using the Galaxy Note 7 on flights. 
People were told to immediately turn the device off 
and an immediate halt of sales worldwide was issued.
The South Korean technology giant even released a 
temporary software “patch” to cap the battery capacity 
at 60 per cent to avoid a spate of exploding batteries.

The undisputed king of the smartphone industry 
was apologetic and honest about the situation at 
hand, displaying positive attributes of the brand that 
somewhat helped in reversing some of the damage 
done. Within two days, they acknowledged the truth 
of the claims and decided on a global recall, with an 
official apology by the office in charge. This move by 
the smartphone brand for quickly making the recall 
decision should again be praised. A bold but necessary 
move for the Korean mobile company, Samsung 
recalled 2.5 million Galaxy Note 7 devices from ten 
countries such as South Korea, China and U.S via 
customer service. Knowing that influencers are a great 
way to get consumers back on board, even legendary 
actor Mr. Amitabh Bachchan has had his Samsung 
Galaxy Note 7 replaced with a new one after he voiced 
out his frustration on Twitter about his faulty battery. 

Samsung rectified the issue with the lithium-ion 
batteries and placed the device back on sale. However, 
restoring brand image after a big fiasco for one of the 
biggest companies is not something that lends itself 
to an instant fix. As Samsung Electronics reported 
that the cost to rectify the damage amounted to a 
“heartbreaking amount”, their shares fell nearly 7 per 
cent to hit their lowest level in the span of two months. 
This major blow to Samsung’s brand reputation could 
cause product sales and consumer confidence to wane 
in months to come. 

Despite having learned very expensive but invaluable 
lessons, Samsung has done an awful lot of other 
things right in management crisis, which can serve as 
an example to brands out there. They knew the scope 
and severity of the crisis and they were fast to respond 
and to try to re-build customer loyalty and trust, and 
it worked. Amid the undesirable explosion of events, 
30,000 units of Galaxy Note 7 were sold in two days 
upon its return to the market.

Surprisingly, not long after that, Samsung’s arch rival 
Apple caught in the same ordeal when the news 
about a newly released iPhone 7 Plus burst into 
flames went viral on social media platforms. Both 
Apple and Samsung are two of the most competitive 
and secretive companies in the technology industry; 
for many years, the two giant brands have been in 
battle over the market for invention identity. Taking 
cues from Samsung’s crisis as a teaching moment, the 
American smartphone company quickly claimed that 
theirs were isolated incidents that were not caused by 
manufacturing problems. 

So, even the best companies in the world have bad 
days. That said, it really is hard to kill or seriously 
wound a major brand but it will set itself up for a 
bigger fall if the brand fails to respond well to crises! 

IDA IBRAHIM
MANAGING EDITOR

IDAIBRAHIM@THEBRANDLAUREATE.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/BRANDLAUREATE

I
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W H A T ’ S  I N S I D E
issue #37 October - November

This issue celebrates, clockwise from top, 
General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli bin 
Mohd. Zin of ATM, the late Arnold Palmer, OWL,
Proton and many more...
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COVER STORY

This land is ancient...far more primordial than written history can account 
for, with evidence attested solely by its primeval natural history. Only eternity 
can truly tell of the battles which took place over the centuries for struggle 
of territory and dominion of coastlines. Still, on this very day, it is a sheer 
privilege and blessing to see how countless families can sleep soundly at 
night in the warm and fuzzy knowledge that they are safe because of the 
ever-vigilant protectors of the land.

The Malaysian Armed Forces has, since its inception on 1 March 1933, been 
synonymous with the defence of the nation even before it became the refined 
entity it is today. Over the decades since its establishment, the perpetually 
dynamic global and regional geo-strategic landscapes have experienced 
substantial shifts – duly compelling significant changes on how one may 
view peace and stability and fathom the intricacies of harmonious balance.

Being an organization steeped in centuries-old traditions, legacies and ethos, 
one may indeed wonder if the Malaysian Armed Forces is truly prepared to 
depart from its age-old customs, philosophy and heritage in order to better 
adapt to an increasingly uncertain, albeit challenging, world. In essence, one 
ponders if said military organization can remain relevant and relatable to 
a younger generation increasingly insulated from conflict, conditioned by a 
softer climate and cozy with its inhibited lifestyle...

In truth, to define the Malaysian Armed Forces as a Brand would be 
superfluous as it is the sole agency responsible, by law, to defend the nation’s 

sovereignty against foreign threats. In this sense, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
has no competitors as the illustrious history of this country bears witness of 
its selfless sacrifices in ensuring continuous peace and stability to the nation. 
In short, its existence is assured by the Constitution and no entity would 
be able to replace it. That notwithstanding, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
has left no stones unturned in making its presence continuously felt and 
its manifestation constantly relevant to societies, within and beyond our 
borders. For that, The BrandLaureate could find no better person to irradiate 
this phenomenon than the ‘Master of the Brand’ himself, General Tan Sri Dato’ 
Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli bin Mohd. Zin, the 18th Chief of Defence Force, since 
2011.

DIMENSIONS OF THE GENERAL’S EYE

My soldiers are an integral part of a living organism;
Of which I am the head – giving direction and inspiring enthusiasm;

My heart of hearts senses its reverberating pulse of dynamism;
Transcending the uniform via the organic prism of untold wisdom.

The words, Heavy the head that wears the crown, take new a dimension of 
meaning when it concerns an army general who is in charge of his men. He 
feels for their lives in every aspect imaginable – for their duty takes them 
to the very frontiers of resilience of mind, body, emotions and spirit – and 
he must keep a vigilant eye both on the path for the march ahead and the 
families they have left behind in his care.

BY  LIEUTENANT COLONEL KAMARALZAMAN AZIZ & IAN GREGORY EDWARD MASSELAMANI

LIFEBLOOD IS SPILT, FIGHTING HARD TO RETAIN HEAT ON ITS DEFINITIVE FALL 
TO THE INERT GROUND;

A BATTLEFIELD LADEN WITH NAUSEATING GUNPOWDER, EXPLOSIVE MINES, 
SPLINTERED BONES AND A MILLION SCREAMS NOW NOWHERE TO BE FOUND;
SPILT FOR LOVE, NOT JUST SENTIMENTAL, BUT OF PATRIOTISM SO PROFOUND;

WILLING TO PAY THE ULTIMATE PRICE, WITHOUT A SECOND THOUGHT, 
UPON THE DARLING BATTLEGROUND.

ANGKATAN TENTERA MALAYSIA

THE GRAND DEFENDER OF 
UNREMITTING PEACE AND STABILITY
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Contrary to the adage, The most difficult thing to put into a 
military mind is a new idea, because you have to dislodge an 
old one, as described by the military thinker, Basil Liddle 
Hart, the Malaysian Armed Forces has moved according to 
the times – continuously transforming itself to meet new 
challenges. It is a plethora of new and innovative ideas 
has placed it amongst the more progressive Government 
agencies in the country spearheading a number of formal 
initiatives. Its presence continues to assure security to 
the people, especially against external threats while the 
services rendered to society encompasses a myriad of areas, 
some of which includes even the most unthinkable ventures 
such as organizing an art exhibition and housing selected 
law breakers in military camps for rehabilitation. Such 
innovative initiatives afford assurance that the Malaysian 
Armed Forces is constantly adapting to new albeit more 
demanding challenges whilst having its finger closely on 
the rakyat’s pulse.

GAZING UPON THE STRATOSPHERE OF ARMY 
LEADING

The whirring sounds of impending war machines send a 
paralyzing chill across his spine;

Not just any backbone – but one steady straight, dauntless, 
ever ready, utterly devoid of any shades of gutless citrine;

He is a soldier, a warrior, even a martyr, in a sense – standing 
tall in the horizon, like a lone pine;

Wings of death approach from the sky; half-tracks from the 
rear, and the sound of foot stomps marching to the tune of 

eminent death complete the doom trine.

Destiny Unfolds
General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli hails from Pasir 
Mas, Kelantan, and was born to a simple family on 14 June 
1954.

“Ever since primary school, I was fascinated with uniforms.”

He joined the Malaysian Armed Forces in 1973 and was 
sent to the prestigious Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, 
United Kingdom, where he earned his commission in 
1974.

“I was fortunate to have undertaken my Officer Cadet 
training at the Royal Military Academy, in Sandhurst, United 
Kingdom, which is still acknowledged as the best military 

academy in the world. To be tutored as an Officer and 
Gentleman in the British mould was a major shift in the 

mind of this Pasir Mas teenager. Once assimilated, this form 
of conduct became inherent throughout my career.”

Tiger Resilience
On his return to Malaysia as a budding Second 
Lieutenant, he was posted as a Platoon Commander to 
the 2nd Battalion, Royal Malay Regiment (RMR), on 9 August 
1974. Needless to say that the battalion, famed with 
its designation as the ‘Tiger of Malaya’ for its tenacious 
defence against the Japanese Invasion during the Second 
World War, shaped the psyche of the young Second 
Lieutenant towards being a professional infantry officer. 
In fulfilling his command responsibilities, General Tan Sri 
Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli would also see service with 
the 6th, 20th, and 23rd Battalions of the RMR in various 
capacities.

The apex of his infantry officer career came in 1993 when he 
was given command of the 9th Battalion, Royal Malay Regiment. 
The caveat was that he was to transform that unit from a 
Standard Infantry Battalion into a Parachute Battalion and it was 
no easy feat. It was during his watch as Commanding Officer 
of the Battalion from 1993 until 1995 that it won the prestige 
of being part of the Airborne Brotherhood under the famed 10 
Brigade (Parachute) – where it remains until today.

Spectrums of Distinction
In recognition of his able and exemplary command abilities, 
General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was later made 
Commander of the 8th Malaysian Infantry Brigade in Kota 
Bharu, Kelantan, in 2002. Being the formation located along 
the Malaysia-Thai border, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli mobilized his diplomatic skills by enhancing the 
relationship with his Thai counterpart across the national 
frontier. This feeling of shared comradeship was further 
bolstered with the fact that he was a graduate of the 
prestigious Royal Thai Army Command and Staff College and 
the ‘old school tie’ spirit facilitated such amity. His endeavour 
not only resulted in more coordinated measures in securing 
the common border, but helped build confidence between the 
two forces. The special bond with the Royal Thai Armed Forces 
would last until today with the cordiality never experienced 
before.

With the marque of his command secured within the Corridors 
of Power in Kuala Lumpur, he was further entrusted with the 
command of the 3rd Malaysian Infantry Division, from 2005 

until 2007, at the rank of Major General. As the first Combined 
Arms formation in the Malaysian Army with a total strength of 
1091 officers and 18,445 other ranks under his stewardship, 
which also included vital assets of the mechanized infantry 
brigade and 155-mm medium-gun artillery regiment, over 
and above other assets normally allocated to the standard 
divisions, deemed command of the 3rd Malaysian Infantry 
Division more challenging.

Tripartite Military Might
As General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli opined, it 
required a thorough knowledge of the MAN, MACHINE and 
METHODS imperatives and their interrelationship which links 
all three elements in the trilogy to generate holistic combat 
power. This vital lesson would follow him throughout his 
career as a General and officer until today.

Armed with the vast experience gained, insatiable thirst for 
knowledge and a charismatic participative form of leadership, 
it was no wonder that General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli was promoted to Lieutenant General in 2007 as Army 
Field Commander and thence on, resumed the responsibilities 
of Deputy Chief of Army in 2008.

In 2010, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was 
selected to become the 23rd Chief of Army. He wasted no 
time in pursuing the modernization of the Malaysian Army 
and charting its future development amidst a continuously 
uncertain global environment.

I was fortunate to have 
undertaken my Officer 
Cadet training at the 

Royal Military Academy, in 
Sandhurst, United Kingdom, 
which is still acknowledged 

as the best military 
academy in the world. To 
be tutored as an Officer 
and Gentleman in the 

British mould was a major 
shift in the mind of this 
Pasir Mas teenager. Once 
assimilated, this form of 

conduct became inherent 
throughout my career.

image:
Inspecting the MAF Day parade.

images:
01) Call on General Prayut Chan-o-cha, Prime Minister of Thailand.

02) With Former Chief of Defence Force General Sommai Kaotira of Thailand.
03) School days at Pasir Mas.
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Organic Leadership Expansion
To add further value to his command experiences, General 
Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli, like any Malaysian 
military officer, would be engaged in Extra Regimental 
Employments throughout his career. This comes from 
vast exposure in staff and instructional duties to further 
reinforce his command knowhow. He took up numerous 
staff appointments as a junior and intermediate level 
officer.

Subsequently, he was appointed Military Assistant to the 
Minister of Defence from, 1998 until 1999, and this was 
followed by his selection as the Director of the Infantry 
Directorate, from 1999 until 2000. He was then appointed 
as Colonel Human Resource, from 2001 until 2002, and 
then became Commander of the Reserve Service Division in 
2002 in the rank of Brigadier General. These appointments 
exposed General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli to 
the intricacies of detailed staff work, comprehensive 
management and far-sighted strategizing. It impacted 
significantly in his continuous demand for developing 
strategic insights and meticulous planning in effectuating 
organizational objectives.

Similarly, his instructional experiences would include being 
a trainer for subalterns at the Young Officers’ Combat School 
in 1981, a Directing Staff at the Malaysian Armed Forces 
Staff College in 1997 instructing officers at the intermediate 
level from within and beyond the country. To cap his vast 
instructional experiences, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli was selected to become the Commandant of the 

Army Combat Training Centre or PULADA in 1997 – which is 
the premier combat training institution in the country – if 
not the region.
 
Primed for Leadership
To prepare him for this extended exposure in command, 
staff and instructional duties, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) 
Haji Zulkifeli was sent to attend numerous courses locally 
and abroad.

Among the notable ones attended were the Royal Thai Army 
Command and General Staff College in Thailand in 1992, 
where he was inducted into its International Hall of Fame 
in 2011. He also read at the National Defence University in 
Washington DC in 2001 where he obtained his Master’s 
Degree in National Resource Strategy. As a testimony of his 
association with the University, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri 
(Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was inducted into its International Hall 
of Fame in 2011.

He was conferred with an Honorary Doctorate in 
Management from the University Tun Abdul Razak in 
November 2013. He is also an inductee of the Malaysian 
Armed Forces Defence College and the Malaysian Armed 
Forces Command and Staff College Halls of Fame, respectively.

Catapulted into the Frontiers of Excellence
Over and above the striking experiences gained in 
command and Extra Regimental Employment, General Tan 
Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was appointed the first Head 
of Mission of the International Monitoring Team – Mindanao 

To add further value to 
his command experiences, 
General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri 

(Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli, like any 
Malaysian military officer, 

would be engaged in Extra 
Regimental Employments 
throughout his career. This 
comes from vast exposure 
in staff and instructional 
duties to further reinforce 
his command knowhow. 

He took up numerous staff 
appointments as a junior 
and intermediate level 

officer.

(IMT-M) from October 2004 until September 2005. This 
multinational team, composed of observers from Malaysia, 
Brunei Darussalam and Libya, was established to monitor 
adherence to the Malaysian brokered Agreement on Peace 
between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines 
and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front of 22 June 2001 (Tripoli 
Agreement), the Implementing Guidelines on the Security 
Aspect of 7 August 2001, and the Implementing Guidelines on 
the Humanitarian, Rehabilitation and Development Aspect of 7 
May 2002.

Truth be told, creating the IMT-M was no easy feat for General 
Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli as he had to precisely 
understand the deep-rooted animosity and suspicion 
harboured between the Filipinas and the Moros. Similarly, 
he had to establish an extensive network – not only with the 
stakeholders but with the common people as well – to win 
their confidence and preserving hope for a lasting peace. 
The most daunting challenge was their employment in the 
conflict areas-being unarmed and unescorted – protected 
only by their professionalism, good faith and trust. The 
model created by General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli 
as its first Head of Mission still exists until today through 
subsequent missions.

To prepare him for this 
extended exposure in 
command, staff and 
instructional duties, 

General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri 
(Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was 

sent to attend numerous 
courses locally and 

abroad.
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 Decorated with the Legion of Merit by President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.
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01) In discussion with the US Military Advisor at Mindanao.

02) Greeting a Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) 
soldier in Mindanao.

03) Addressing personnel from the (MILF) .
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Embracing the Mantle of a Perpetual Icon
In view of his unfathomable sense of professionalism, able 
leadership and illustrious career, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) 
Haji Zulkifeli was appointed as the 18th Chief of Defence Force 
in June 2011. His tenure to date has seen an expansion of the 
Malaysian Armed Forces’ responsibilities to include engaging 
in Traditional and Non-Traditional Security challenges. It was 
against this backdrop that General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli charted the course for the Malaysian Armed Forces to 
transform as a Full Spectrum Force – with the ability to project 
multiple responses throughout the spectrum of Traditional and 
Non-Traditional Security challenges decisively and seamlessly. 
He ultimately left no stone unturned in integrating the Malaysian 
Army, Royal Malaysian Navy and the Royal Malaysian Air Force as a 
formidable force in protecting national sovereignty.

The General further strengthened his network to afford 
efficient and effective inter-agency cooperation through the 
operationalization of the National Blue Ocean Strategy (NBOS). 
Similarly, he mustered his military diplomacy skills to enhance 
cooperation and amity with Armed Forces within and beyond the 
region.

General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli is famed as a notable 
speaker for his clear insights on security and defence issues where 
he has been invited annually to present his views in prestigious 
regional and global forums such as the Shangri La Dialogue in 
Singapore and the Xiangshan Forum in Beijing. In point of fact, in 
a latest reveal, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli has been 
invited to deliver the principal address during the Welcoming 
Dinner of the 7th Xiangshan Forum in Beijing on 10 October 
2016. The address will kick off vibrant and dynamic discourses 
and deliberations during the forum; and being the first Malaysian 

invited to deliver the address since the inception of the 
Xiangshan Forum which is now in its seventh series, he will 
share the honours previously held by globally renowned 
luminaries such as former Premier Kevin Rudd of Australia 
and Hun Sen of Cambodia.

 
AT THE FRONT LINES OF CHANGE

My actions – those of a General – are guided by an 
internalized passion which over time and season, grew;

Effervescent methods, and abiding zeal, saw each and every 
vision to its fullest come true;

It is leadership, it is teamwork at its best, it is pure resolve, I 
dare construe;

To ultimately earn the respect of my men, my army, my crew...

Noteworthy Feats of the Chief of Defence Force
True to the universally accepted adage, You will find a true 
General where the action is, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) 
Haji Zulkifeli was the face Malaysians were looking at 
throughout the incursion of a Non-State Actor in the form 
of the Royal Sultan of Sulu Security Forces into Eastern Sabah 
from February until June 2013. Having placed himself at 
the front line in Lahad Datu throughout the episode, he not 
only oversaw the military involvements, but also enhanced 
confidence of the local population and Malaysians in 
general, towards the Government’s measures in facing this 
crisis. His daily press conferences were a much-awaited 
event as the rakyat was kept updated on the development 
of security operations. In more ways than one, General Tan 
Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli manifested the Malaysian 

Armed Forces brand and the assurance that despite facing 
overwhelming odds, the challenge will be overcome.

Similarly, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli‘s 
ubiquitous presence during the Malaysian Airlines’ Flight 
MH-370 disaster on 8 March 2014 gave the impression 
that the Malaysian Armed Forces was at the fore and 
that everything was being well managed. His sterling 
leadership, meticulous coordinating skills and investment 
in military diplomacy paid off when 29 nations contributed 
personnel and assets in the massive Search and Rescue 
Operations for the tragic flight.

On the same note, the tragic loss of Malaysian Airlines’ Flight 
MH-17 which was shot down above Ukrainian airspace on 
17 July 2014, again saw the involvement of General Tan 
Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli – shuttling between Kiev, 
Moscow and Den Hague to secure the repatriation of the 
victims’ remains and the recovery of the fateful aircraft’s 
vital black boxes and debris for further investigations. This 
venture proved successful as all Malaysian victims were 
returned home while the Dutch authorities managed to 
conduct investigations on the cause of the mishap.

Another feather in General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli’s cap was the planning and implementation of 
the National Blue Ocean Strategy (NBOS) initiative. The 
brainchild of the Prime Minister, Dato’ Sri Mohd. Najib Tun 
Razak, is aimed at implementing schemes which create 
high impact with low cost – by breaking down silos across 
ministries and agencies.

 The General further 
strengthened his network to 
afford efficient and effective 

inter-agency cooperation 
through the operationalization 

of the National Blue Ocean 
Strategy (NBOS). Similarly, he 

mustered his military diplomacy 
skills to enhance cooperation 
and amity with Armed Forces 
within and beyond the region. 
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01) Planning for Flight MH-370 Search and Rescue 

Operations.
02) At a Lahad Datu press conference with the 

ex-Inspector General of Police.
03) Visiting a MAF personnel injured during OP 

DAULAT at Lahad Datu.
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01) With General Worapong Sanganetra, ex-CDF of Thailand at the General Assembly at UN HQ.

02) With Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah during an exercise in Brunei Darussalam.
03) With King Salman of Saudi Arabia (then Prince Salman, Minister of Defence of Saudi Arabia).
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Progressive Relevance of the Malaysia Armed Forces
From its inception in 2013, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
has been in the forefront of the strategy by implementing 
numerous initiatives through smart partnerships and 
beneficial collaborations with other Government agencies 
and the private sectors. Ventures such as the strategic 
collaboration between the Malaysian Armed Forces and 
the Royal Malaysia Police through the assumption of 
control of border operations from the Police, establishing 
Joint Communications between the two security forces, 
provisioning training facilities for the Police at military 
training institutions, the recruitment of ex-military 
personnel into the Police, the conduct of joint patrols with 
the Police and the establishment of AMANITA – a special 
unit established by the Royal Malaysia Police to serve as 
link with the rakyat – especially housewives.

Another initiative by the Malaysian Armed Forces is the 
implementation of the Community Rehabilitation Programs 
with the Prisons Department. In yet another initiative, the 
Malaysian Armed Forces collaborated with the Ministry of 
Regional and Rural Development, Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Ministry of Human Resources, Ministry of Health and Ministry 
of Agriculture to effectuate the Rural Transformation and 
Basic Infrastructure Development Program; which entailed 
the building and restoration of houses for the poor, 
provision of water supply to rural areas, utilization of 
combined unused Government land with rural labour for 
high value economic activities and the establishment of 
Rural Transformation Centres.

Transformational Initiatives
In the hope of raising the quality of life within the Armed 
Forces, initiatives such as the establishment of Military 
Community Transformation Centres, Military Community 
Partnership and Military Community Volunteering Days were 
undertaken.

In order to face emerging challenges on national security, 
the Malaysian Armed Forces collaborated with the Royal 
Malaysia Police and the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement 
Agency to set up the National Special Operation Forces – 
consolidating the special forces of these three agencies.

In the hope of engaging the younger generations in 
Nation Building, the Malaysian Armed Forces, together 
with the Royal Malaysia Police and the Ministry of Youth and 
Sports, conducted Visionary Youth Programs.

Beneficial Landmarks upon the Topography of the Nation
To protect the nation’s biological diversity, the Malaysian 
Armed Forces, together with the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment, implemented the 1Malaysia 
Biodiversity Enforcement Operation Network in a number of 
national and state parks.

Additionally, the Malaysian Armed Forces, in cooperation 
with federal and state governments, as well as the private 
sector, initiated the creation of the Military Adventure World 
in Port Dickson, Negeri Sembilan, to provide military 
activities to the public.

These are but a few of the enterprises within the National 
Blue Ocean Strategy in which the Malaysian Armed 
Forces participated with unprecedented enthusiasm 
and uncommon zeal. This, by no small measure, was 
due to the Chief of Defence Force’s strong interest and 
close monitoring of the programs which contributed 
significantly towards positioning the Malaysian Armed 
Forces brand closer to the heart of the population. It also 
reaffirms the organization’s capacity to implement inter-
agency cooperation seamlessly to benefit the rakyat.

Making the Most of the Time Given
When queried whether the Malaysian Armed Forces 
has enough resources or time to conduct the myriad of 
NBOS activities over and above the core functions of the 
Force, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli’s reply 
was that the human resource, expertise, facilities and 
time were maximized and optimized to afford significant 
contribution toward the success of NBOS. This was where 
the Full Spectrum Force architecture was put to test and 
the efficient synchronization of the MAN, MACHINE and 
METHODS trilogy prevailed.

Here, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was at his 
philosophical best when he resolved that the Malaysian 
Armed Forces must invest strategically to position its 
brand by narrowing the gap between the Armed Forces 
and the public during favorable periods.

The dividends – in the form of trust, confidence and 
affiliation of the rakyat towards the Malaysian Armed 
Forces – will prevail when the country is faced with 
challenges.

Infiltrating the Binary Battlefield of Cyberspace
A monumental feat towards enhancing force development, 
performed by General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli, 
was his strong drive in penetrating cyberspace as part of 
the Malaysian Armed Forces capacity building strategy.

The notion of utilizing cyberspace as part of the realm 
of operations is not new. The 4th Dimension Malaysian 
Armed Forces (4MAF) strategic development plan entails 
the optimization in the realms of subsurface, surface, 
aerospace and cyberspace. The Malaysian Armed Forces 
has, to date, made significant breakthroughs in the areas 
of subsurface, surface and aerospace with the provision of 
plans and acquisition of hardware. That notwithstanding, 
its penetration into cyberspace was left with much to be 
desired – with the exception of the use of tactical and 
operational communications and sensors.

General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli subsequently 
developed a Vision and the penetration into cyberspace 
which began with the inception of the Network Centric 
Operations architecture. This was then populated by 
various hardware and software – the employment of 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and the introduction of 
the X-Band satellite system for strategic communications 
through the establishment of the Malaysian Armed Forces 
Satellite Centre signaled the Forces’ entry into cyberspace. 
Over and above that, he also had a hand in driving the 
Soldier Advance Kombat Technology Integrated (SAKTI) and 
Battle Management System programs to further enhance 
military foothold in cyberspace.

When asked what was the rationale behind this insatiate 
desire, The Chief of Defence Force recollected authors, 
Alvin and Heidi Toffler’s, ‘Third Wave’ dictum: Future wars 
are going to be knowledge based and not won by brute 
force. In this sense, dominance of cyberspace through the 
efficient and effective employment of a comprehensive 
Command, Control, Communication, Computers, Intelligence, 

Future wars are going to 
be knowledge based and 
not won by brute force.

images:
01) Launching of the Joint Patrol between the Armed Forces and 

Police by the PM at Pavilion KL.
02) Visiting the Rehab Centre (CRP).

03) Speaking with the family of a wrongdoer (NBOS).
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01) Assisting in the flood relief work (Dec 2014).
02-03) Visiting a flood relief centre in Kelantan.
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Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) System would 
afford the military to see more, see farther, decide quicker, 
respond faster and strike surgically in the modern 
battlefield.

He also opined that for the Malaysian Armed Forces to 
capitalize on the Full Spectrum Force architecture, the 
presence of the C4ISR System would afford the nimbleness, 
responsiveness and decisiveness to formulate solutions 
when facing multifaceted challenges in the future. 
He cautioned that any inhibition in penetrating into 
cyberspace would result in the Malaysian Armed Forces 
lagging behind other Forces as the fact of the matter is the 
technology related to this realm evolves ever so rapidly.

These feats are but a few of the numerous achievements 
chalked by General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli 
as Chief of Defence Force and ‘Master of the Malaysian 
Armed Forces Brand’. The General’s firm convictions and 
his seen omnipresence exemplifies Brand Leadership at 
its highest degree. These incredible feats, and the many 
other accomplishments, in the opinion of many, mark the 
General’s finest hours in an already illustrious career.

THE LONG ROAD EN ROUTE TO TIMELESS 
SUCCESS

I had a dream, and in said conscious vision, I heard a grand 
call for boundless leadership;

I willfully chose to excel in all that I did, to become the best, 
resonate magnificence, and court success in true kinship;

Looking back, an impactful chieftain I did not merely become 
by method of carrot-and-whip;

But by displacing exemplar qualities during my good time in 
the very prime of headship.

The Unstoppable Inertia of Fineness
His very gaze of existence is refined from the perspective 
of a lead warrior and commander. When asked on his 
preparation to hold the highest military appointment 
in the land, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli, 
in all his humility, confessed that he neither dreamt nor 
aspired to hold the office of Chief of Defence Force. What 
he simply did was to become a true professional, through 
and through, by always putting the correct foot forward 
and placing faith in his destiny as pre-ordained by Almighty 
God.

In a more specific tone, he iterated that modern soldiering 
especially in the higher defence organization would require 
a wide range of knowledge and a deep understanding on 
how different synergies operate in a complex matrix. In 
this sense, it is imperative to learn, unlearn and relearn 
vital lessons for knowledge is all but fleeting. Again, to cite 
the Tofflers: “The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be 
those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot 
learn, unlearn, and relearn”.

The Chief of Defence Force’s academic records speak for 
itself. It is a known fact that he has topped every course 
attended and won accolades such as being the best 
student in his cohort at the Malaysian Armed Forces Staff 
College and Malaysian Armed Forces Defence College. He 
was nominated as the first recipient of the Best Overseas 
Student Award while attending the Royal Thai Army 
Command and Staff Course. His excellence in courses or any 
of his other endeavours could be attributed to the maxim, 
When doing anything, do your best for the best matters. He 
has indeed proved, more than once, his status as Primus 
Inter Pares (First Amongst Equals) against the best.

Of Sterner Stuff
Another factor which needs to be strengthened is the 
building of character which is critical in command and 
leadership. Furthermore, the Chief of Defence Force 
views that one has to have a high level of perseverance, 
tempered by physical endurance and mental resilience, 
towards a just cause. Contrariwise, any measure to 
enhance human capital without positioning the entity, in 
this case the Malaysian Armed Forces, as a professional 
organization would be futile to say the least. In this sense, 
the stakeholder must be beholden to the entity to which 
he has staked his life upon.

Hence, it is imperative that the Malaysian Armed Forces 
maintain as a professional organization firmly grounded 
in Expertise, Responsibility and Corporateness as espoused 
by renowned military thinkers Samuel P. Huntington and 
Harold Laswell. It is when the organization attains niche 
market status that its stakeholders will invest heavily 
in that entity. The Malaysian Armed Forces must be an 
excellent professional organization so that the personnel 
will not think twice to offer their blood, toil, sweat and 
tears without reservations. Hence, the assimilation and 
internalization of the organization’s solemn pledge to 
serve diligently and loyally to the King and country, the 
upkeep of the Malaysian Armed Forces’ traditions and 
legacies, the strict adherence of its ethos, will facilitate the 
sense of professionalism in military personnel to reach for 
the stars.

As such, its prowess is not only on the battlefield, but in 
other arenas where the Malaysian Armed Forces, together 

with the Royal Malaysia Police, won the Prime Minister’s 
Innovation Award, considered the most prestigious 
accolade awarded by the Government, in 2010 and it 
again triumphed in regaining the award in 2015. 

Similarly, the Malaysian Armed Forces was honoured by 
The BrandLaureate by bestowing it the Transformational 
Recognition Brand Award for 2015-2016. On that 
score too, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli 
was conferred the Brand Icon Leadership Award for 
2014-2015. These achievements, together, with the 
illustrious legacies and current successes attained by 
the Malaysian Armed Forces, ascertained it as a niche 
brand, not only beyond but equally important, within 
the organization.

On that score, General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli 
observed that the expansion of responsibilities 
entrusted to the Malaysian Armed Forces today would 
demand a myriad of expertise and specializations. This 
knowledge and skills must be acquired not only within 
the Armed Forces but also through extensive tutelage 
at higher learning institutions. The opportunity to 
further one’s education is greater today than it was 
thirty years ago. As such, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
presently is populated with Doctorates, post-graduate-
qualified personnel and undergraduate-capable human 
resource. Granted a more rewarding service package 
and attractive remunerations, the military profession 
is definitely choicest in the employment market today.

The Malaysian Armed 
Forces must be an 

excellent professional 
organization so that the 
personnel will not think 
twice to offer their blood, 

toil, sweat and tears 
without reservations. 
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After being decorated by President Tony Tan of Singapore.
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THE MALAYSIAN ARMED FORCES:
 BRAND EVOLUTION

Each weary sweat, every heartfelt teardrop, each life-
quenching breath that fuels a nation defender’s capillary 

strand;
Via the sharpening of the military mind and the 

reinforcement of the battle-skill of hand;
All words profoundly escape the immense depth of love 

shown for the blessed motherland;
Everlastingly resounding, hail the mighty Malaysian Armed 

Forces brand!

Feeling the Brand
The nature of a brand is organically intertwined with its 
manner of outward branding. Parallel to General Tan Sri 
Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli’s seasoned understanding of the 
arena, Brand Strategy and its positioning could be traced 
to the military where establishments are represented 
by badges or emblems which denotes the functions 
and specialization of these entities. They represent the 
conviction of the bearer to society and the recognition 
of the population to the services rendered by these 
establishments.

As these institutions evolved through the participation in 
various battles, which would inevitably result in gaining 
prestige and experience, the battle honours would be 
included in the establishment’s emblem as a testimony 
to its long and illustrious experience. The accumulation 
of these battle honours would, in a way, deem the 

establishment as elite, or in Brand Strategy parlance, niche 
market. That said, the General amused at this theory and 
doubt that any of the prestigious business schools would 
subscribe to this simplistic view.

On a more serious note, however, General Tan Sri Dato’ 
Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli reiterated that the Malaysian 
Armed Forces is a brand which service has evolved since 
its inception in 1933. Taking a leaf out of the annals of 
marketing strategy, the Malaysian Armed Forces brand 
conforms to the notion that it represents: The contract 
between a company and consumers. A bundle of contracts, in 
fact. This contract, among others, affirms that the Malaysian 
Armed Forces will defend the sovereignty of the country, 
protect its citizens and, assist civil authorities in ensuring 
peace, stability and prosperity.

Seeing the Brand
As in any product or services, the brand projected must 
continuously attain consumer satisfaction which will 
vary over time. The Malaysian Armed Forces brand has 
undergone four stages of evolutions namely, Counter-
insurgency, Conventional, Modernization and Transformation, 
to afford peace and security to the people. This is done so to 
meet the changes in an ever-changing global and regional 
geo-strategic environment and the challenges faced 
from state and non-state actors on national sovereignty. 
Each evolution produced wider albeit far reaching 
competencies for the Malaysian Armed Forces which has 
brought it closer to the rakyat. As a case in point, during 
the First (1948-1960) and Second (1968-1989) Emergencies, 

the main pre-occupation of the Malaysian Armed Forces 
was fighting Communist insurgency in the deep jungles of 
the country where their presence was unseen but impact 
felt. Today, members of the Malaysian Armed Forces are 
highly visible conducting a plethora of functions from 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief operations 
to performing joint patrols with the Royal Malaysia Police 
at strategic locations in cities throughout the country. As 
such, the identification of and satisfaction towards the 
Malaysian Armed Forces brand have never been more in 
demand today than ever.

On a similar note, the Malaysian Armed Forces brand has 
gone international since 1960 when a battalion group 
was deployed as one of the elements in the Peacekeeping 
Force in Congo under the auspices of the United Nations. 
Since then, the Malaysian Armed Forces has provided 
thousands of peacekeepers and observers for UN missions 
worldwide and the Malaysian Peacekeeping Centre in Port 
Dickson is recognized as a prestigious centre of excellence 
for peacekeeping training. Similarly, its personnel have 
been a welcomed sight providing Humanitarian Assistance 
and Disaster Relief worldwide, from Afghanistan to the 
Philippines.

All this, by no small measure, has further enhanced the 
prestige of the Malaysian Armed Forces brand as a reliable 
collaborator in ensuring global and regional peace, and 
preserving human security. Convesely, the Malaysian 
Armed Forces brand also plays a key deterrent factor 
against any would-be aggressor.

THE MALAYSIAN ARMED FORCES: 
BRAND CHALLENGES

New realms are unfolding, elusive dimensions 
that evade the mighty sword;

Cutting the ‘rakyat’ away from their motherland, 
severing their patriotic umbilical cord;

In a world riddled by VUCA, 
the Malaysian Armed Forces 
firmly delivers on its word;

Maintaining peace, radiating integrity, 
forming the nation’s shield, keeping accord.

Positive Perception
Brand is about perception management and the positive 
opinion of the rakyat towards the Malaysian Armed Forces 
through effective Brand Identification which is critical 
in gaining legitimacy as the ‘Sword and Shield’ of the 
nation. In this sense, the continuous enhancement of 
the Malaysian Armed Forces brand is not to overcome 
competition nor capture market.

The success and acceptance of this brand is to gain 
legitimacy and public support for this vital institution. 
In the face of increasing security challenges in both 
the Traditional and Non-traditional spectrums, such as 
terrorism and cyber security, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
must continuously plan, organize, direct and control the 
perception of the population over its relevance.

For this, more efforts should be placed to enhance 
the MAN, MACHINE and METHODS trilogy through the 
efficient implementation of human resource strategy, the 
acquisition and optimization of state-of-the-art software 
and hardware, and the formulation of far-reaching 
directives and doctrines to face emerging challenges. 
These enhancements must be achieved despite being 
faced with Vulnerability, Uncertainty, Complexity and 
Ambiguity or VUCA.

Transcending Theory
That notwithstanding, the procedures and processes 
formulated are cold and bland like bones. The flesh, on the 
other hand, lies on the leadership imperative. General Tan 
Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli opines that the leader must 
possess the strategic insight and the will to create means 
to effectuate the organization’s objectives. The military 
leader, more than any other profession, would require to 
display a high level of Coup d’oeil or as defined by military 
philosopher, Carl von Clausewitz: “The near instinctive 
capacity to discern through the fogs of war, what was 
happening and what needed to be done” (or better known 
as intuitive qualities).

This capacity will afford leaders to see beyond the horizon 
and formulate measures to anticipate sudden change of 
events. Endowed with these qualities, the leader will set 
standards and ensure that said criteria are religiously 
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Trooping of the Royal Colours.
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adhered to while continuously enhanced to face 
the ever demanding needs of the people and the 
institution. It is the leader who will strike smart and 
beneficial collaborations from within and beyond 
national boundaries to effectuate multilateral 
responses. It is the leader who will inspire his men to 
be the best and afford the best for his men. For such 
leadership to take form, the Malaysian Armed Forces 
must invest in knowledge building, and tempered 
with intangible strength hardened by the solemn 
pledge, strive to the extent of sacrificing one’s life 
in displaying undivided loyalty to the King and the 
resolute defence of the nation derived from traditions, 
legacies, values and ethos of the noble institution as 
the wise axiom of Field Marshal Sir Philip Chetwode 
states most aptly :

“The safety, honour and welfare of your country come 
first, always and every time. The honour, welfare and 
comfort of the men you command come next. Your 
own ease, comfort and safety come last, always and 
every time.”

ENDURING LEGACY

Long have I been a Brand Champion and 
an omnipresent protector-steward;
Henceforth I shall stride onwards – 

optimistically gazing forward;
Here, during the sunset of my days, 

I seek to reach further deeper inward;
In truth, every moment spent 

with my family henceforth is my ultimate reward.

This remains General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji 
Zulkifeli’s desire, as one of the Brand Icon Leadership 
Award recipients for 2015, for the brand he has given 
his full measure of devotion to nurture:

“After serving 43 years in the Malaysian Armed Forces, 
theoretically there’s not much left to do. But in reality, 

I am not counting the seconds before I hang my uniform;
but rather making the seconds count.”

This inspirational man now aspires to spend his latter 
years, his ‘bonus time’ so to speak, with that which 
he had defended all these decades holistically – his 
beloved family. It is a God-given season to catch up 
from where he left off. There is no greater assurance 
in the sound reward of a life of illustrious service, 
boundless sacrifices and the full measure of devotion 

After serving 43 years 
in the Malaysian Armed 

Forces, theoretically there’s 
not much left to do. But in 

reality, 
I am not counting the 

seconds before I hang my 
uniform 

but rather making the 
seconds count.

towards duty, a branding of the purest form, for all to see. This, in a nutshell, says that it has 
all indeed been worth it.

In a pleasant twist, reminiscent of Micheal Corleone’s remarks in The Godfather: Part III which 
lamented, “Just when I thought I was out, they pull me back in.”

General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr.) Haji Zulkifeli was appointed as the first Director General of 
National Security with effect from August 2016, over and above his appointment as Chief 
of Defence Force, which he will relinquish in December this year. With that ubiquitous 
twinkle in his eyes, the General divulged that he has been entrusted to position the National 
Security Council as a niche brand in the country’s diverse security domain. But that’s another 
story for our future editions.

Tho’ much is taken, much abides; and tho’
we are not now that strength which in old days

moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are;
One equal temper of heroic hearts,

made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
TO STRIVE, TO SEEK, TO FIND, AND NOT TO YIELD.

image:
With the family after a religious ceremony.

Alfred Lord Tennyson

image:
Group photograph of the Chiefs of Defence with Pengiran Muda Haji Al-Muhtadee Billah during the Chief of Defence 
Conference in Brunei 2014.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
B R A N D   P E R S O N A L I T I E S

Bestowed on personalities who have contributed significantly to the world and communities through their areas of expertise, recipients of 
The BrandLaureate Awards are role models and a source of inspiration to many. Here are some of our brand personalities who have been recently 

conferred with The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award. Congratulations! 

For the latest updates on the discovery of our branding stars, visit our website 
www.thebrandlaureate.com or Facebook fanpage www.facebook.com/brandlaureate

JAMIE ANDREW
The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award

He is the first quadruple amputee to conquer Switzerland’s 
iconic Matterhorn, where he has managed to scale the 

14,692ft Alpine summit using prosthetic legs and specially 
adapted poles. He took almost 13 hours to reach the 

summit and return to base camp – about five hours longer 
than most climbers but that definitely didn’t stop him 

from finishing what he has started. Losing his hands and 
feet to frostbite after becoming trapped in a snowstorm 

while mountaineering in France 17 years ago, Andrew 
spent five years training before attempting to reach the 

4,478-metre alpine summit with two seasoned guides from 
the International School of Mountaineering. Despite his 

condition, he has made some amazing ascents all over the 
world, including climbing Kilimanjaro, Ben Nevis and also 

participating in the London Marathon.  

WANG LEEHOM
The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award
A world renowned a singer-songwriter, record producer, 
actor and film director, Leehom was listed as one of 
Goldsea’s “The 100 Most Inspiring Asian Americans of 
All Time” for his remarkable achievements. His album, 
The One and Only received phenomenal international 
success – selling over 1 million units in Asia, the rock-
inspired album won him over seven different prestigious 
awards throughout 2001 and 2002. He is also active with 
Worldvision, where he visited Laos and Sierra Leone in 
the last couple of years to raise awareness about the state 

of poverty in those countries. He sponsored over 20 
underprivileged children throughout the world 
with NGO World Vision and frequently participates 
in the much needed fund-raising campaigns for 
disaster relief such as the massive earthquake at 
Sichuan and Typhoon Morakot in Taiwan.

KATY PERRY
The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award
She is one of the biggest pop music singing sensation 

that is currently topping the industry.  As an established 
pop icon; herwork has earned herself four Guinness World 

Records, and been included in the Forbes list of “Top-
Earning Women In Music”. She is one of the best-selling 

musical artists of all time, having sold 100 million records 
globally throughout her career. Apart from her successful 

career, she has also supported various charitable 
organizations and causes. She has contributed to 

organizations aimed at improving the lives and welfare 
of children in particular. In April 2013, she joined 

UNICEF to assist children in Madagascar with 
education and nutrition and was then officially 

named a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador.

SIMONE BILES
The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award
At only 19 years old, Simone Biles hold the title of three-
time world all-around champion, four-time United States 
national all-around champion, three-time world floor 
champion, two-time world balance beam champion and 
a member of the gold medal-winning American team 
at the 2014 and the 2015 World Artistic Gymnastics 
Championships. As the most decorated American female 
gymnast in World Championships history, she became 
the first woman to win her third consecutive world all-
around title, giving her a record of 10 gold medals at the 

international competition. With ten gold medals, she 
holds the record for most gold medals won 

by a female gymnast in the history of 
the World Championships.

LUKE AIKINS
The BrandLaureate International Brand Personality Award

Luke Aikins is the first man ever to jump out of an airplane 
at 25,000 feet above Simi Valley, California without a 

parachute or wingsuit. He has made history by freefalling 
into a safety net without any aid. Aikins has practically 

lived his life in the sky, making his first tandem jump when 
he was just 12 years old followed by his first solo leap 

four years later. For his passion in skydiving, he runs a fully 
certified skydiving center, Skydive Kapowsin in Washington 
which provides skydiving training to Navy Seals and other 

members of elite fighting forces. Throughout his life, 
he has made an astounding 18000 parachute jumps, 

helped train some of the world’s most elite skydivers, 
and has done some of the stunts for the movie 

Ironman 3.

PAUL AVGERINOS
The BrandLaureate Brand Personality Award
A Grammy nominated and award winning composer and 
producer, Avgerinos’ music is broadcast all over the world 
and is classified in the genres of ambient, space, world, 
World Fusion, electronic and drone. As one of the most 
innovative composers, performer and producer of new-age 
music, he is recognized as “One of the Giants of New Age 
Music“ where he has recoded and produced many popular 
albums and worked alongside artists as diverse as Jewel, 
Willie Nelson, Deana Carter, Richie Havens, Run DMC, 
and the Celtic Tenors. He has worked on over 100 Film, 
Commercial, TV, and Cable projects for all of the major and 
minor networks with over 3,000 licenses.

MARTIJN DRIJVER
The BrandLaureate Brand Personality Award

He is the great mind behind the Drijver Goalie Camps. 
Being a much-sought personality by hockey’s world 
ranking teams, he is well-known as the ‘Goalkeepers 
Guru’. Having 25 years of experience as a goalkeeper’s 
trainer at home and abroad, Drijver developed his 
own training philosophy at Drijver Goalie Academy in 
Netherlands and Belgium. The Goalie Tracker System is 
the foundation of all his trainings – a system that works 
for any goalkeeper, regardless of age, level or style of 
goalkeeping; something that is acclaimed as one of his 
best approaches. His remarkable reputation has had 
several national teams signed him as goalkeeping coach 
on their staff in recent years and that includes the men’s 
national teams of Netherlands, Spain and Ireland and 

the South African women’s team.

BOB PROCTOR
The BrandLaureate Legendary Award
Since 1973, Bob Proctor’s name has become a fixture 
in the self-help community. For more than 40 years, he 
gave millions of men and women hope and direction 
in a chaotic world, teaching them about their hidden 
abilities and helping them to create lives of prosperity. 
In recent years, his popularity has grown dramatically 
due to his contribution to The Secret – one of the most 
successful self-help book and film released in the past 
century, teaching people how to tap into the Universal 
Law of Attraction, and succeed in every aspect of life. 
Proctor is indeed one of the greatest motivational 
speakers in the world; highly regarded for his work 
in the Born Rich programmes, and internationally 
renowned as one of the teachers of The Secret.

JAMES CAMERON
The BrandLaureate Hall of Fame - 

Lifetime Achievement Award
As astonishing filmmaker, director, producer and 
screenwriter – plus inventor, engineer, philanthropist 
and deep-sea explorer extraordinaire, his timeless 
masterpieces such as Terminator (1984) and Aliens 
(1986), have altered the world of entertainment in a 
way that can be said to be contagious, garnering fans 
of these titanic franchises even to this very day. To many, 
he is a true reality definer emanating the essence of 
an environmentally conscious figure, not to mention 
champion of veganism, bearing a heart that beats for 
the preservation of this world – one who propagates the 
hope of a better planet through innate talent. Having 
directed two of the three films in history to gross over 
USD2 billion worldwide Titanic (1997) and Avatar (2009) 

– his legacy shall without a doubt live on forever.

KIM COLLINS
The BrandLaureate Legendary Award

Kim Collins is a world-renowned track and field sprinter. 
A four-time Olympian in the 100 meters, he became the 
oldest male participant in the history of the IAAF World 

Indoor Championships. Upon graduating from Texas 
Christian University, he went on to compete on behalf of 
his country in the Summer Olympics from 1996 to 2008. 
He became the World Champion in the 100 metres, and 

the country’s first athlete to ever reach an event final. 
At age 40, he is the first man to break the 10 second 

barrier, which has yet again extended his own record as 
the oldest man to run a sub 10 second 100metres, which 
continues with each sub-10 performance. In 2015, he ran 
the indoor 60 metres in 6.47, improving his own Masters 

M35 World Record as well as his own National Record.
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AHMAD MOHD DON REPLACES 
JEFFREY CHEAH AS SUNWAY 
REIT CHAIRMAN
Sunway REIT Management Sdn Bhd 
non-independent non-executive 
chairman Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey Cheah 
Fook Ling will relinquish his position 
as part of efforts to enhance board 
independence. Cheah, 71, who is 
founder and executive chairman of 
Sunway Group, was appointed to the 
board of directors of Sunway REIT 
Management on March 24, 2010.

In a statement, the manager of Sunway 
Real Estate Investment Trust (Sunway 
REIT) said its senior independent 
non-executive director Tan Sri Ahmad 
Mohd Don, 69, will replace Cheah as 
independent non-executive chairman 
starting October 1st. Ahmad was the 
governor of Bank Negara Malaysia 
from May 1994 to August 1998.

“The change from a non-independent 
chairman to an independent chairman 
is in line with the REIT manager’s 
endeavour to continuously enhance its 
best corporate governance practices, 
which are consistent with the 
principles and recommendations of 
the Malaysian Corporate Governance 
Code 2012,” said Sunway REIT 
Management.– THE EDGE

DRB-HICOM LOOKING AT 5 
PROPOSALS FOR PROTON 
PARTNERSHIP 
DRB-HICOM Bhd has short-listed five 
global carmakers to be its subsidiary 
Proton Holdings Bhd’s strategic 
partner. Group managing director 
Datuk Seri Syed Faisal Albar said the 
strategic partner would also own a 
stake in the national carmaker. 

He said the group hoped to finalize 
the matter by the first half of next year. 
“We would like to complete it by the 
middle of next year, but we are trying 
to close it by the first quarter of next 
year,” he said after the launch of the 
new Proton Saga. 

Syed Faisal said the group had 
received many proposals but 
short-listed five. He said the group 
had looked at a few criteria while 
short-listing the candidates. “There are 
three core areas. First is the strategic 
fit, then there are the operational fit 
and cultural fit. These are the key to 
DRB-HICOM and Proton. “We also need 
to look at the whole ecosystem of the 
Malaysian automotive industry. Vendor 
network and dealership network are 
some of the examples,” said Syed 
Faisal. 

Syed Faisal said one of the conditions 
for the RM1.5 billion soft loan given by 
the government was for Proton to find 
a strategic partner. “So we have issued 
a request for proposal, and a number 
of interested parties submitted their 
proposals. Certainly, finding a strategic 
partner also means giving up some 
equity stake to the potential partner. 
As mentioned before, DRB-HICOM will 
remain the substantial stakeholder 
of Proton, without a doubt.” He said 
Proton would like to see what the 
potential partners could offer before 
deciding on the stake to be disposed 
of. – NST

PETRONAS TO USE MISC’S 
FLOATING VESSEL WITH ECO-
FRIENDLY FEATURES
Petroliam Nasional Bhd (Petronas) 
will employ a floating vessel offshore 
Sarawak that incorporates a first-of-
its-kind technology in the region to 
allow for higher oil production with 
lower gas emissions. MISC Bhd, a 62.7 
per cent subsidiary of Petronas, said 
in a statement that it was providing 
the fit-for-purpose floating production 
storage and offloading vessel (FPSO) 

for developing marginal fields.

The Marginal Marine Production Unit 
(MaMPU 1) will be used at Anjung 
Kecil oil field, offshore Sarawak, which 
is operated by Vestigo Petroleum Sdn 
Bhd, a Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd unit 
set up a few years ago to develop 
marginal fields. 

MISC said MaMPU 1, converted from 
an oil tanker, had a storage capacity of 
318,000 barrels and was designed to 
produce 15,000 barrels of oil per day 
with 25 million standard cu ft per day 
(MMscfd) of gas handling capacity. 

MISC said it was the first in the region 
to introduce the technologies on a 
floating asset. “This advancement will 
benefit in sustaining MISC’s position as 
the one of the leading marginal fields 
solutions providers,” it said.– THE STAR

CANADA APPROVES $8 BLN 
LNG PLANT, BUT PETRONAS TO 
REVIEW PROJECT
Malaysia’s Petronas said that it would 
review a proposed C$11 billion ($8.3 
billion) liquefied natural gas plant in 
western Canada that was approved by 
Ottawa following a three-year wait. 
Many analysts are skeptical the project 
will proceed, with the green light from 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s Liberal 
government coming as state-run 
Petronas is looking to rein in spending 
in the face of a global slump in prices 
for commodities, including LNG, and 
economic slowdown in Malaysia. 

The decision, which came in Canada, 
has been widely seen as a major test 
for the Liberals, who must juggle the 
needs of an energy industry suffering 
from job losses as well as the concerns 
of environmentalists, who Trudeau 
courted in his successful 2015 election 
campaign. “The announcement was 
just made. We need time to look at 
the conditions and then we will have 
a review of the project,” Petronas 
President and Chief Executive Wan 

Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin told reporters. 

“That’s what we think will cause 
Petronas to pause investment for a 
period of time until it’s more confident 
about future gas prices.” Petronas in 
early 2016 announced it would cut 
spending by up to 50 billion ringgit 
($12.09 billion) over four years in 
response to the oil price slump. “We 
always look at the business and if 
there are options for optimising of 
course we will look at that,” Wan 
Zulkiflee said when asked about more 
spending cuts this year. – REUTERS

BCM ALLIANCE AIMS TO RAISE 
RM16.01M FROM IPO
Commercial laundry equipment and 
medical devices equipment distributor 
BCM Alliance Bhd, which is en route 
to list on the ACE Market of Bursa 
Malaysia Securities Bhd, expects to 
raise RM16.01 million from its initial 
public offering (IPO). Of the total IPO 
proceeds, RM2.6 million will be used 
to set up a chain of 11 new Speed 
Queen self-service laundrette outlets 
as concept stores throughout Malaysia. 

Besides that, RM7.7 million will be 
used to purchase new commercial 
laundry equipment and medical 
devices, RM3.21 million to fund 
working capital expenses while the 
remaining RM2.5 million to be used to 
defray listing expenses for the IPO. 

BCM Alliance managing director Liaw 
Chong Lin said the expansion of 
Speed Queen self-service laundrette 
outlets across Malaysia is expected to 
provide the company an opportunity 
to establish and expand its market 
presence and customer base. It is also 
expected to enhance the company’s 
marketing and brand awareness of 
the Speed Queen brand of vended 
commercial laundry equipment in 
Malaysia. 

“We intend to set up 11 new Speed 
Queen self-service laundrette outlets 

THE BRIEF
News

THE BRIEF
News

in major townships in the Klang 
Valley, Johor, Penang, Melaka, Negri 
Sembilan, Terengganu and Kelantan 
by 2018,” he said at the IPO prospectus 
launch ceremony. Under the floatation 
exercise, BCM Alliance is issuing 
84.25 million new shares at an issue 
price of 19 sen per share. Out of the 
84.25 million shares, 22 million new 
shares will be made available to the 
Malaysian public, nine million new 
shares for its eligible directors and 
employees while the remaining 53.25 
million new shares are earmarked for 
private placement to selected investors
– NST

SIME DARBY SELLS ENTIRE 
STAKE IN SDP ALEXANDRA
Sime Darby Bhd has disposed of its 
entire equity interest in Sime Darby 
Property (Alexandra) Private Ltd (SDP 
Alexandra) to Aster Investment Holding 
Pte Ltd for a total cash consideration of 
S$82.5mil (RM249.2mil). Following the 
disposal, SDP Alexandra has become an 
associate company and has ceased to 
be an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary 
company of Sime Darby.

“The disposal will not have any 
material effect on the earnings or 
net assets of the Sime Darby group 
for the financial year ending June 30, 
2017,” said the company in a filing with 
Bursa Malaysia. Aster, a private limited 
company incorporated in Singapore, 
engages in property management and 
investment holding.

Sime Darby, which owns a 22.2 per cent 
stake in property developer Eastern & 
Oriental Bhd (E&O), agreed to sell a 10 
per cent  stake at a lower price to E&O 
group managing director Datuk Seri 
Terry Tham than the price they agreed 
on in early June. The revised sale price 
of the stake was at RM323.3mil or 
RM2.45 per share in E&O. The price for 
the convertible warrants remained at 
30 sen per warrant. – the star

MERCEDES-BENZ PLANS FOUR 
MORE NEW MODELS BY YEAR 
END
Mercedes-Benz Malaysia unveiled two 
new models. Both cars — the C-Class 
Cabriolet and SLC Roadster will be 
added to the company’s Dream Cars 
Collection. The collection now has six 
other range-topping models, all of 
which are fully imported.

“The Mercedes-Benz Dream Cars 
Collection is a collection of the most 
exciting cars available in the market 
today. Up to now, there has been 
something missing in our collection, 
that is why we bring you another 
exclusive option for the connoisseurs 
of dream cars, the C-Class Cabriolet 
and SLC Roadster,” said the company’s 
sales and marketing vice-president for 
passenger cars Mark Raine during the 
launch.

“All of these exclusive cars embody 
what makes our brand so fascinating 
and with these models, we offer two 
luxurious dream cars with everything 
that makes open-top driving so 
breathtaking,” said Raine.

The all-new Mercedes-Benz C-Class 
Cabriolet, which comes in three 
variants, is priced between RM358,888 
and RM443,888, whereas the SLC 
is sold in two variants and is priced 
between RM398,888 and RM468,888. 
Prices are on-the-road without 
insurance.

While the carmaker declined to 
disclose to-date sales figures, it 
remains confident that the new C-Class 
Cabriolet and SLC will contribute a 
reasonable portion to its total sales for 
the year. 

“Though Malaysia is not a big market 
for top-down models, we are confident 
that these two models will appeal 
to the market consisting of people 

who are outgoing and adventurous, 
particularly the younger demographic,” 
Raine told The Edge Financial Daily. 
Mercedes-Benz will end the year by 
launching four more models, including 
the locally-assembled C-Class C350 
next month. – THE EDGE

EPF DEFENDS DUKE HIGHWAY 
BUY
The Employees Provident Fund (EPF) 
has defended its purchase of the 
concessionaire for the Duta-Ulu Klang 
Expressway (Duke), citing several key 
reasons to justify the high valuations 
of the toll operator. The proposed 
RM1.13bil purchase of a 40 per cent 
stake in Nuzen Corp Sdn Bhd from 
Ekovest Bhd came under scrutiny as 
it now values the company and its 
highway assets at RM2.8bil.

 “The valuation for the 40 per cent  
stake was derived from the extension 
of Duke 1’s toll concession from 34 
years to 54 years with a 10-year 
extension option. Additionally, it also 
took into account the valuation of the 
new Duke Phase 2, which is under 
construction and due to be completed 
in mid-2017,” the fund explained.

Ekovest secured the 53-year 
concession in January this year, or 
eight months prior to the stake sale 
to the EPF. Plans for the Duke 2 and 
Duke 3 highways were also announced 
after the company’s 30 per cent  stake 
purchase from MRCB.

Last week, Ekovest announced that it 
planned to sell a 40 per cent stake in 
Nuzen to the EPF for RM1.13bil. Nuzen, 
the parent company of Konsortium 
Lebuhraya Utara-Timur (KL) Sdn Bhd, 
holds the concession for the Duke 
highways.

According to the EPF, it is currently 
conducting its own due diligence 
exercise regarding the deal, which 
includes an independent traffic study 
and financial and legal assessments. 

“The EPF had previously acquired 
a number of highway assets and 
the expected project return for the 
investment in Duke is in line with its 
other highway investments,” it said.

The EPF already has substantial 
exposure in owning highway assets 
with a 49 per cent stake in the North 
South Expressway. In 2014, it paid 
Taliworks Corp Bhd RM69mil for a 49 
per cent stake in Cerah Sama Sdn Bhd, 
whose wholly owned unit, Grand Saga 
Sdn Bhd, owns the concession of the 
Cheras-Kajang Highway. – THE STAR

LTAT PLANS MORE PROPERTY 
PROJECTS
Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera 
(LTAT) will launch several more 
property projects to “unlock potential” 
for its members. The armed forces fund, 
through wholly-owned Perbadanan 
Perwira Harta Malaysia (PPHM), 
launched the second phase of its 
Taman LTAT project in Bukit Jalil. It 
offers 2,000 units of three-bedroom 
affordable houses to its members at a 
heavily subsidized price. 

The 3.28ha project is in addition to the 
previous low and medium cost housing 
projects undertaken by LTAT in Bukit 
Jalil, Mutiara Rini in Johor and Mutiara 
Damansara in Selangor. The Taman 
LTAT apartments will be sold to the 
fund’s members at RM199,750, after a 
subsidy of RM46,750. Lodin said each 
unit would have a built-up area of 850 
sq ft with three bedrooms and two 
baths, an ideal set-up for a family. 

“This project clearly reflects our 
continuous dedication to enhance 
value for our servicemen and 
servicewomen. It is our long-term 
vision to offer high-quality and 
comfortable homes to members 
of the Malaysian Armed Forces at 
an affordable price. This has been 
made possible through our strategic 
investments in the property and 
construction sector,” he explained. – NST
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The magazine is also known for edgy 
reporting typified by correspondents 
like Matt Taibbi, who skewered Wall 
Street titans during the global financial 
crisis, and the late Hunter S. Thompson, 
originator of the gonzo style of first-
person journalism. – REUTERS

PEPSI BEATS COKE THANKS TO 
JUNK FOOD

When it comes to soft drinks, many 
people still prefer Coke. It continues 
to be the market share leader. But on 
Wall Street, that’s an entirely different 
story. Pepsi has outperformed Coke for 
the past few years. And it looks like that 
trend won’t end anytime soon. Pepsi 
reported sales and earnings that topped 
forecasts. It boosted its outlook too.

Pepsi stock popped 1.5 per cent on the 
news. The stock is now up nearly 10 
per cent this year. Meanwhile, Coke’s 
stock is down 2 per cent. If Pepsi’s stock 
continues to rally, it may not be long 
before the company winds up being 
worth more than Coke as well. Pepsi’s 
market value is currently more than 
$155 billion, about $25 billion less than 
what Coke is worth.

Both Coke and Pepsi are trying to adapt 
to changing consumer tastes. Pepsi is 
trying to appeal to Millennial and Gen X 
nostalgia with the reintroduction of its 
Crystal Pepsi clear soda. But at the same 
time, both high-calorie soft drinks and 
diet beverages are falling out of favor. 

As such, carbonated beverages are 
losing ground to energy beverages, 
juices and water. Coke and Pepsi each 
have a presence in markets. Coke owns 
Minute Maid, Dasani and Powerade. It is 
also the largest shareholder of Monster 
Beverage and Pepsi owns Tropicana, 
Aquafina and Gatorade.

The profit margins for Pepsi’s food 
business are extremely appetizing 
to investors. Even though Frito-Lay 
accounts for just a little more than 20 

per cent of the company’s overall sales, 
the division makes up more than 40 per 
cent of Pepsi’s operating profits. – CNN

SPOTIFY ‘IN TALKS TO TAKE OVER 
SOUNDCLOUD

Music streaming company Spotify is 
reportedly in talks to take over $700m 
(£535m) rival Soundcloud. The two 
sides are in advanced negotiations, 
according to the Financial Times. The 
talks come at a time when competition 
in the streaming music sector is 
intensifying.

Sweden’s Spotify remains the market 
leader but faces increasing competition 
from Apple Music and Amazon’s recently 
launched music service. German-
based SoundCloud built its business 
by allowing artists to upload their 
music and share it with fans on social 
media and blogs. It has established the 
company as an influential player in the 
music industry, especially in the dance 
music genre.

In March, the company launched a 
pay-for streaming service similar to the 
offering from Spotify or Apple Music. 
The firm has failed so far to make a 
profit, but has Twitter as its most high 
profile investor.

Mark Mulligan, an analyst at consultancy 
Midia, has been blogging on the 
takeover claims. “Soundcloud has 
been shopping itself around for some 
time, while Spotify needs to continue 
outpacing Apple as it heads towards an 
initial public offering. “But a deal would 
be “far from a guaranteed winner for 
Spotify” as Soundcloud’s growth may 
have “peaked” in 2014, he says.

Spotify, meanwhile, has seen its 
revenues reach €1.95billion ($2.2bn; 
£1.5billion) over the past year, but still 
has failed to make a profit. The platform 
offers music over the internet for 
nothing, with advertisements or ad-free 
for a fixed monthly rate.

Apple launched its own music 
streaming service in 2015, while there 
are many smaller companies such as 
Rhapsody, Tidal or Deezer offering a 
similar service. Spotify currently has 40 
million paying subscribers, while next 
big player Apple Music has 17 million. 
– BBC

GOOGLE REBRANDS CLOUD 
BUSINESS, ADDS MORE ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

Alphabet Inc’s Google said it renamed 
its business-to-business cloud 
computing brand and enhanced some 
enterprise applications using artificial 
intelligence, the company’s latest 
gambit to better compete with Amazon.
com and Microsoft Corp. in the lucrative 
cloud business. 

Discussing the rebranded Google Cloud, 
Diane Greene, senior vice president 
of Google’s enterprise business, said 
the company has made good progress 
courting customers and improving its 
technology. 

Cloud computing uses remote internet 
servers to store, manage and process 
data, and Google offers a range of apps 
like word processing and email, as well 
as the ability to host data and offer 
resources for developers. The new name 
replaces the Google for Work brand. 

“We are closing the gap incredibly fast” 
with competitors, Greene, a former CEO 
of VMware who joined Google last 
year to ramp up its cloud business, told 
experts and journalists at an event. 
Analysts say Google trails Amazon and 
Microsoft in market share but is gaining 
under Greene. Although the business is 
not big enough to break out separately 
in its quarterly earnings statement, 
Google reported a 33 percent surge 
in “other revenue” in its most recent 
quarter, which analysts said was 
probably due largely to gains in cloud 
computing. 

Greene has moved quickly to streamline 
engineering and appointed new 
leadership to beef up the company’s 
cloud business. This has helped improve 
sales, Google Chief Executive Officer 
Sundar Pichai said during the company’s 
latest earnings call.– REUTERS

DUNKIN’ PARTNERS WITH COCA-
COLA ON BOTTLED COFFEE

The Dunkin’ Brands Group Inc said 
its doughnut chain will partner with 
Coca-Cola Co to launch a line of bottled 
coffee beverages in the United States, 
its first foray into the ready-to-drink 
coffee market dominated by rival 
Starbucks Corp.

The Dunkin’ Donuts chain operator said 
the beverages, set to launch in early 
2017, will be manufactured, distributed 
and sold by Coca-Cola. The bottled iced 
coffees, which will include milk and 
sugar in a variety of flavors, will be sold 
at supermarkets, convenience stores and 
in Dunkin’ Donuts shops.

Dunkin’ Brands Chief Executive Nigel 
Travis told Reuters that the new venture 
will appeal to existing customers and 
also build brand recognition. “Some of 
our Dunkin’ consumers were drinking 
other people’s products because we 
weren’t there,” Travis said.

The cold beverages, like the packaged 
coffees Dunkin’ Donuts already sells 
through various retail channels, also are 
expected to introduce consumers to the 
chain’s flavor profile. That can help build 
interest in the brand as it expands into 
new U.S. markets, Travis said.

Dunkin’ will split net profits from the 
sales of ready-to-drink coffee sold 
outside its shops with U.S. Dunkin’ 
Donuts franchisees, with the highest 
revenue-producing operators receiving 
the largest percentage of that share. 
– REUTERS
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NEW ADIDAS CEO SETS OFF IN 
PURSUIT OF NIKE
Closing the gap on clear market 
leader Nike is the challenge facing 
new Adidas boss Kasper Rorsted when 
the Dane takes charge of the world’s 
second biggest sportswear brand from 
the start of October. 

Investors are banking on Rorsted, 
54, repeating improvements to 
profitability he achieved at consumer 
goods maker Henkel and the Adidas 
share price has risen by around two 
thirds since his appointment was 
announced in January. 

Ingo Speich, a fund manager at Adidas 
shareholder Union Investment, said 
he hopes Rorsted will scrutinize the 
Adidas product portfolio and its sales 
structure as the first steps to boosting 
lagging margins. “I expect small 
measures rather than a bombshell. 
But in 12-18 months, if the margin is 
still where it is now it will be difficult 
for the shares,” said Speich, a critic 
of outgoing Adidas Chief Executive 
Herbert Hainer. 

Rorsted’s performance at Henkel 
is being examined for clues as to 
what he will do at the sportswear 
group which supplies soccer jerseys 
to Manchester United and world 
champions Germany. At Henkel, 
Rorsted culled 80 per cent of the firm’s 
brands, pushing top names such as 
Persil at the expense of local labels. 
He also kept a tight control on costs, 
shifting some head office functions to 
“shared service” centres in lower-wage 
countries.

Investors also want Rorsted, who 
earlier in his career worked for US 
firms Compaq and Hewlett Packard, 
to maintain the focus on reviving the 
Adidas brand in the United States. 
The Dane spent a lot of time there in 
the last few years as he overhauled 
Henkel’s US business. 

Adidas has started to chip away at 

Nike’s dominance in the US market 
thanks to heavy marketing spending 
and collaborations with singers such 
as Kanye West and Pharrell Williams as 
well as top sports stars. – RUETERS

HYUNDAI MOTOR UNION STAGES 
FIRST FULL STRIKE IN 12 YEARS 
Hyundai Motor’s South Korean labour 
union staged its first full nationwide 
strike in 12 years over wages, putting 
the automaker’s earnings and sales 
targets at risk. The full-day walkout 
came after a series of partial, sporadic 
stoppages since July at the automaker’s 
factories across South Korea, its 
biggest manufacturing base which 
produces nearly 40 per cent of its 
vehicles sold globally last year.

Sporadic strikes since July had led to 
lost production of 101,400 vehicles 
worth 2.23 trillion won (US$2.02 
billion), the biggest output loss for the 
automaker in terms of the value of the 
vehicles. “This year’s strike is lasting 
longer than expected. The third-
quarter earnings should disappoint,” 
Eim Eun-young, an auto analyst at 
Samsung Securities, said, also citing 
weak domestic demand.

Hyundai, the world’s fifth-biggest 
automaker along with Kia Motors, 
said in a statement it was “obviously 
disappointed” with any stoppage in 
production and was continuing to work 
with the union to resolve this dispute.

Workers have not put a timeline 
on the strike, saying it depends on 
the outcome of wage negotiations. 
Late last month, Hyundai Motor’s 
unionised workers in South Korea 
overwhelmingly voted down a 
tentative wage deal which was less 
generous than last year’s package.

Hyundai Motor has been hit by 
strikes in all but four of the union’s 
29-year history, although it usually 
makes up for lost output by the end 
of each year. The company posted 
its tenth consecutive quarterly profit 

fall in the April-to-June period, hit by 
an emerging market downturn and 
its failure to tap into strong global 
demand for sport utility vehicles.

Cho Soo-hong, an analyst at NH 
Investment & Securities, said Hyundai 
and Kia Motors were expected to see 
global sales slip 0.6 percent to about 
7.96 million vehicles this year, below 
their targets of 8.13 million vehicles. 
– REUTERS

FERRARI AGAIN BETS ON SPECIAL 
EDITIONS AS $2 MILLION APERTA 
SELLS OUT BEFORE LAUNCH
Ferrari’s 1.86 million euro ($2 million) 
LaFerrari Aperta sports car had sold 
out before its official debut at the Paris 
auto show, in a sign the super rich 
still clamour for any special edition 
of the luxury brand. Only 200 of the 
hybrid convertible sports cars will 
be produced for carefully selected 
clients, with an additional nine made 
for use by the company during its 70th 
anniversary celebrations next year.

“For us a limited edition is a way to 
reward our most dedicated clients,” 
sales and marketing head Enrico 
Galliera said. “These 200 customers 
bought the car without having seen it; 
they went with faith.”

Limited editions are routinely used 
by high-end sports car makers to 
showcase new technology, maintain 
exclusivity - and prices - and are a 
major source of profit for Ferrari and 
Volkswagen-owned ultra-luxury peers 
Bugatti and Lamborghini.

Some analysts estimate they could 
make up around 10 percent of Ferrari’s 
revenues this year. “They’re hugely 
important to the mystique of the 
brand and their ability to continue to 
generate the sales that they need and 
that the markets demands of them 
now,” said Ian Fletcher, an analyst at 
IHS Automotive.

Getting invited to purchase one of the 
vehicles is not easy, and being one of 
the growing number of super rich is 
not enough. Interested parties have to 
show they are passionate about Ferrari 
- by owning several of the $250,000 
regular models and maybe another 
special one already - and by cultivating 
a relationship with the brand, for 
example by attending Ferrari events. 
The company also makes sure nobody 
buys them just to make a quick buck 
by selling them on. – RUETERS 

 

SINGAPORE’S BANDLAB TO BUY 
49 PCT OF ROLLING STONE
Singapore’s BandLab Technologies 
will buy 49 per cent of Rolling Stone 
magazine from publisher Wenner 
Media and plans to expand the 
business into new markets and boost 
its profile in Asia, the two companies 
said in a statement. 

The acquisition could lift the music 
magazine’s brand in Asia, where 
its name does not go as far. It also 
highlights the struggles of the 
publishing industry as advertising 
revenues fall in an increasingly 
competitive online age. 

BandLab, led and co-founded by 
Kuok Meng Ru, the 28-year-old son 
of Singaporean palm oil tycoon Kuok 
Khoon Hong, is a group of companies 
making products for music creators 
and fans. 

The statement gave no financial 
details of the deal. “We see an 
enormous opportunity to diversify 
the brand into new markets and new 
areas of business,” Gus Wenner, head 
of digital of Wenner Media, said in the 
statement. 

Rolling Stone publishes 12 
international editions in Australia, 
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, France, 
Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, 
Mexico and Russia, and says it reaches 
an audience of over 65 million people. 
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THE BRANDLAUREATE 
BRAND VS BRAND GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 2016 
PRESS CONFERENCE

9th of September 2016 – The Asia Pacific Brands 
Foundation officially launched the inaugural, The 
BrandLaureate Brand Versus Brand Golf Championship 
at Kota Permai Golf & Country Club in Kota Kemuning, 
Shah Alam. The press conference was graced by 
Chairman of the Asia Pacific Brands Foundation, Tan 
Sri Rainer Althoff, President of The BrandLaureate, Dr 
KKJohan and CEO of The BrandLaureate, Ms Chew Bee 
Peng. Also present were Board of Governors of the Asia 
Pacific Brands Foundation, Dato’ Lawrence Chan and Tan 
Sri Dato’ Dr. M. Jegathesan; Managing Director of Volvo 
Malaysia, Mr Lennart Stegland; members of the media 
and invited guests. 

The BrandLaureate Brand Versus Brand Golf Championship 
is launched as part of The BrandLaureate’s 10th 
Anniversary celebration this year. The first of its kind 
in the world of golfing, the golf competition sees 
representatives from international and local brands 
compete for the winning title and walk away with the 
specially designed trophy cup. The Golf Championship 
is held at Kota Permai Golf & Country Club on 11th 
October 2016 and played in Texas Scramble format with 
2-person per team. 

Highlight of the event was the unveiling of the Championship trophy cup. The trophy is exclusively designed to 
reflect the eminence of the Championship as the first ever Brand versus Brand Golf Championship in the world. 
Made of pewter and plated in 24k gold, the trophy is precisely crafted to reflect the nature of the game, that of 
impeccable  excellence and perfection. The significance of the golf championship is seen in the figure of the golfer 
at the pinnacle of the trophy. Majestic and brimming with strength, the trophy is an embodiment of pride, dignity 
and beauty and a symbol of fame, glory and honour. Positive traits synonymous with winning brands and brand 
champions.

During the press conference, an official handover ceremony of the hole-in-one prize, a brand new Volvo V40 took 
place. The ceremony saw Mr Lennart Stegland, Managing Director of Volvo Car Malaysia pass a mock-up key of the 
car to Dr KKJohan, President of The BrandLaureate. Following that was the first tee off by Chairman of the Asia Pacific 
Brands Foundation, YBhg Tan Sri Rainer Althoff and Dr Tony Chew to mark the official launch of The BrandLaureate 
Brand Versus Brand Golf Championship.

The BrandLaureate Golf Championship is the only golf tournament that will bring together leading brands from 
various industries in one golf course. At this tournament, apart from playing for and representing their companies, 
golfers have the opportunity to network with other participating companies. This tournament  provides a great 
platform for companies to leverage and promote their brands.

Also present during the press conference were Mr World Malaysia 2016, Anthony Tan and Miss Malaysia World 2016, 
Tatiana Kumar who are the official ambassadors of The BrandLaureate Brand Versus Brand Golf Championship. 
Tatiana Kumar was recently crowned champion at the Miss Malaysia World 2016 pageant finals held in Kuala 
Lumpur while Anthony Tan won the title of Mr World Malaysia 2016 and will now represent Malaysia in the next 
edition of Mr World 2017/2018. Mr Anthony and Ms Tatiana will represent The BrandLaureate in the promotion of 
the golf championship. 

MFW2016 GLOBAL LAUNCH
10 MALAYSIAN FASHION DESIGNERS 
TO TAKE PARIS BY STORM

20th of September 2016– A press conference 
announcing the MFW’s global launch held recently was 
attended by the participating Malaysian designers, Dato’ 
Dzulkifli Mahmud, CEO of MATRADE & Chairman of MFW, 
Jean-Pierre GALLAND, Counsellor for Co-operation and 
Cultural Affairs, Embassy of France,  Johnson Lim, CEO of 
Elite Expo Sdn Bhd and, Lee Mark CEO of The Hot Shoe 
Show and Co.. Also in attendance as a special guest was 
renowned Malaysian born French singer, Datuk Sheikh 
Abdullah Ahmad Bakhbereh aka Datuk Shake, who was 
recently appointed Principal for the local popular talent 
show Akademi Fantasia 2016. 

The Malaysia Fashion Week (MFW), a project by INTRADE 
organised by Malaysia External Trade Development 
Corporation (MATRADE) and STYLO International, will be 
showcasing the capabilities of 10 Malaysian designers in 
Paris, taking advantage of the Paris Fashion Week slated 
for 27 September to 5 October 2016. The initiative is an 
effort to strengthen Malaysia’s position as a fashion hub 

for the South East Asia region and the world. The showcase, also a global launch for MFW, is set to take centre stage 
on the second day of the Paris Fashion Week.

The Malaysian designers – Bon Zainal, JO DISAYA, Bill Keith, Keith Kee, Fizi Woo, Tanoti Crafts, Sakura Malaysia, Ruzz 
Gahara, Porosus and Toi – The Dressmaker, who were all selected based on their international appeal, quality and 
capabilities - will showcase their ready-to-wear Spring/Summer 2017 collection at a fashion show taking place on 
the River’s King boat. An exhibition will then be organised at Maria Callas Suite at the Hilton Opera, Paris. 

The global launch that will be held at Escale de Grenelle along the River Seine, will see an international audience 
made up of trade buyers, fashion agents and media from the European region viewing Malaysian fashion that 
incorporates unique designs and materials inspired by the various cultures in Malaysia. The collections are tagged 
to be fashionably modern, trendy, and suitable for international markets.

MFW, since 2014, has been making headlines and is focused on boosting the Malaysian fashion and lifestyle industry. 
The event is a strategic marketing platform to present local fashion brands to international buyers, whilst aspiring 
to elevate Malaysia’s status as a major fashion hub in ASEAN and beyond. MFW also provides a great opportunity for 
Malaysian companies and designers to reach international markets and achieve greater business mileage leveraging 
on this internationally promoted event.
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TASTE MIGF 2016
MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL GASTRONOMY 
FESTIVAL RETURNS

24th and 25th September 2016– Taste MIGF, the 
spectacular preview event of the Malaysia International 
Gastronomy Festival (MIGF) returned to Berjaya Times 
Square Hotel Kuala Lumpur . Guests were able to taste 
fabulous food from all over the world as the Festival 
Master Chefs gathered in the ground-breaking Theatre 
of Cuisines to deliver bite-sized portions from their 
specially-crafted Festival Menus. The envy of every 
food festival around the world, the unique format of 
Taste MIGF gives the Malaysian public and scores of 
international tourists a peek into the very best of the 
Malaysian food industry. 

With the theme ‘High Octane Chefs’, Taste MIGF 2016 
showcases the very best restaurants in the country as 
the culinary masterpieces whipped up by their chefs 
continue to dazzle diners year after year. This year’s 
Festival features a bountiful array of cuisines from across 
the globe including Sri Lankan, Japanese, Cantonese, 
Italian, French, Western Classic, Seafood, Malay, Nyonya, 
Argentinian Steakhouse, English, Mediterranean and 
Asian Fusion. 

In line with the theme High Octane Chefs, Taste MIGF had a slew of exciting gastronomical activities for the whole 
family in a carnival-like atmosphere. Aside from the delicious food being served up in the Theatre of Cuisines, 
visitors to Taste MIGF are also able to shop at the Epicure International Gourmet Village, attend Master Chef’s 
cooking classes and enjoy wine appreciation talks and a host of other informative workshops.

The Malaysia International Gastronomy Festival (MIGF) itself takes place from 1st to 31st October 2016. During this 
time, Malaysia’s premier league of dining venues serves special Festival Menus at very special Festival prices found 
only throughout the Festival month.

This year’s lineup of participating restaurants is among the best and most diverse in the Festival’s 15-year history. 
The Olive, one of the signature outlets of Genting Highlands and winner of the coveted Golden Cauldron Award for 
Best All-Round Restaurant of MIGF 2015 returns with Chef Radzuan Hamzah once again cooking up sensational 
Western Continental creations. 

Italian food has always been a mainstay on the festival roster and this year, the much loved cuisine is once again 
well represented with Marini’s on 57, Neroteca and Senja returning to the festival fold alongside new entrant Savini 
Ristorante Italiano. 

MIGF favourite Dynasty, from Renaissance Kuala Lumpur Hotel, returns with some of the city’s finest Chinese 
offerings; while The Westin Kuala Lumpur’s Five Sen5es is also back after two year hiatus, offering premium 
Cantonese fare. Other restaurants also include Ruyi & Lyn, 2OX, Southern Rock Seafood Kitchen, Unique Seafood 
PJ23, The Elite Seafood and many more. 

ASIA PACIFIC CSR 
FORUM & AWARDS 2016

23rd of September 2016 – The Asia Pacific CSR Council 
& JCI Achiever, in support of The United Nations Global 
Compact presented the 5th Asia Pacific CSR Forum. 
The aims of the conference is to discuss matters of 
importance of social responsibility in business, good 
governance, sustainability in business and how all these 
can contribute to a better world in line with the United 
Nations Global Compacy Goals and the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Along with the forum was the awards program to 
recognize and honour corporations that have executed 
highly successful and impactful CSR activities within 
or outside their boundaries. The forum and awards 
program were supported by the International Chamber 
of Commerce (ICC). 

“The organisers has found a common mission statement in CSR and UN Global Compact – to empower young people 
to create positive change. By providing an opportunity for companies to showcase their social performance, we are 
supporting the UN Global Compact and Millennium Development Goal, and its goals to embed markets and societies 
with universal principles and values for the benefit of all. 

The Asia Pacific Awards program recognises organizations for embodying the principles of corporate responsibility 
in their business philosophy and operations following the principles of United Nations Global Compact. Awards are 
given for programs that achieve excellence in terms of services to stakeholders and innovative sustainable solutions 
to pressing social challenges.”

Awardees were chosen based on demonstration of the company’s leadership, sincerity and on-going commitment 
to incorporating ethical values (anti-corruption), compliance with legal requirements (labour standard), respect for 
individuals (human rights), involvement in communities and protection of the environment into the way they do 
business. 

The Award was held at The Grand Ballroom, The Event Place @ One City, Subang and graced by Yang Amat Mulia 
Tengku Muhaini as the Royal Patron of the Award and Datuk P. Kamalanathan, Deputy Education as the Guest of 
Honour.
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MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL
A TIME OF RACIAL HARMONY 

15th of September 2016- In Malaysia, the Chinese 
celebrate this festival by purchasing and consuming 
moon cakes with different flavours, including some 
outrageous ones like durian and coffee! So popular are 
these moon cakes that many hotels, if not all, stock their 
own freshly-made pieces for guests to savour. Hotels 
and resorts around the country take this opportunity to 
outdo each other with quality moon cakes using creative 
and innovative flavours and designs.

The city of Miri saw a fantastic celebration of racial 
harmony and a host of beautiful colours as thousands 
turned up from all over the city to celebrate the Mid-
Autumn Festival. There were several events celebrating 
the traditional Chinese festival. The Malay, Indian, Iban 
and Orang Ulu communities joined in the mooncake 
feast and lantern processions with their Chinese friends. 
Also at the event were hundreds of Bruneians and foreign 
expatriates who had come to the city for shopping and 
entertainment.

At the Miri Civic Centre and the Miri City Fan Recreation Park, Piasau state assemblyman Datuk Sebastian Ting joined 
thousands in lighting up beautiful lanterns of all shapes and sizes at the historic Miri Tua Pek Kong Temple on the 
night of the Mooncake Festival.

Crowds were seen going to the temple to offer prayers to the deities and also to light up the place with all sorts of 
lanterns. The celebrations continued in Miri city over the weekend as hotels and shopping malls also held their own 
events. In the evenings, both the young and the old could be seen playing with their colourful lanterns in the various 
public recreation parks in different parts of the city.

Sungei Wang Plaza had also taken shoppers back in time to reminisce how the Mid-Autumn festival was celebrated 
in ancient China where people would go and watch shows on stage and appreciate the colourful lanterns displayed 
everywhere. The centre stage has been transformed into a beautiful Chinese garden and a Giant Wishing Lantern, 
signifying the core of Lantern Festival, is hung in the middle of the atrium.

Bright and colourful lanterns were also installed all along Sungei Wang Walk together with ancient Chinese opera 
character lanterns. Eight life-sized Chinese opera character lanterns were installed at Sungei Wang Walk and 
Concourse Level.

2016 FORMULA 1
PETRONAS MALAYSIA 
GRAND PRIX

30th September and 2nd October 2016– Kuala Lumpur’s 
challenging Sepang International Circuit had staged 
another fascinating battle with Daniel Ricciardo winning 
the drama-filled Malaysian GP. The 18th edition of the 
2016 Formula 1 Petronas Malaysia Grand Prix was held 
from 30th September to 2nd October 2016, the first time 
it has been moved in the F1 calendar for many years. 
Came right after the Singapore F1 Grand Prix, the race 
offered a unique double F1 treat in Southeast Asia.

Red Bull Racing’s Australian driver, Daniel Ricciardo had 
an incredible win, fighting off teammate Max Verstappen 
for his fourth Formula 1 victory on a disastrous day for 
Mercedes. Ricciardo raced home 2.443 seconds ahead of 
his Red Bull teammate, winning a tense mid-race scrap 
which became the battle for the win with a third of the 
race to go. 

Ricciardo and Verstappen were engaged in a tense battle 
for what was second on Lap 39, the pair racing side by 
side through several of the fast corners around the back 
of the Sepang circuit before Ricciardo was able to fend 

the Dutchman off. Through it all, Ricciardo managed to race through to take his first win of the season. “I’m not really 
one for believing in a whole lot, but obviously it went the other way in Monaco, so I’ll take this today,” he said. 

Meanwhile, for Lewis Hamilton, just when he seemed set to add a seventh 2016 victory to his tally and to reclaim the 
world championship lead after a near-perfect weekend, the reigning champion’s Mercedes blew its engine without 
warning. The Briton had been leading by 22.7s, with just 16 laps left to the chequered flag. 

It left teammate Nico Rosberg with a 23 point lead in the standings, but the German hardly had a trouble-free day. 
Contact from Sebastian Vettel at the first corner put the Ferrari driver out of the race and sent the world title leader 
spinning to the back of the pack and fell as low as 21st. 

Having lost a long debate with the stewards concerning his actions at Turn 1, Vettel left Malaysia with the blame for 
tipping Nico Rosberg into a spin. He may not have agreed with such a decision, but that didn’t stop him apologising 
to Rosberg in both the media and via a private phone call. “I did my best under braking but I couldn’t avoid the 
impact,” was his public explanation. “It was an unfortunate chain reaction which ruined my race and Nico’s one. I can’t 
do more than apologise to Nico, because the accident had nothing to do with him.”

Hamilton’s retirement was obviously fortunate for Rosberg. But independent of that one incident, his comeback was 
a superb mix of aggression, precision and skill. His pass on Raikkonen may have earned him a 10-second penalty, but 
it also secured third, a piece of opportunistic brilliance not always associated with the German. This was a comeback 
that might just secure him a first world championship crown. He might not have actually won, but he must have felt 
like he did in the circumstances.
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RIO PARALYMPICS 2016
MALAYSIA’S INCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE

18th of September 2016– For some two weeks, the 
Malaysian contingent which comprised 19 athletes 
slugged it out against the cream of the crop of sports 
from over 160 countries, and the hard work paid off 
after winning three gold medals and a bronze. The 
paralympians made history by winning three gold 
medals and one bronze in athletics, thus ending the 
Paralympic Games in 36th place.

The first gold medal was won by Mohamad Ridzuan 
Mohamad Puzi who ran the race of his life to win the 
T36 100m sprint. Muhammad Ziyad Zolkefli did better in 
the F20 shot put when he won the gold medal and set 
a new world record with a throw of 16.84 metres. Abdul 
Latif Romly was not to be out done when he leapt to a 
new world record of 7.60 metres in the T20 long jump 
for the third gold medal. Siti Noor Radiah Ismail won 
the bronze medal in the T20 long jump when she leapt 
to 20.05 metres to renew the Asian Para Games record.

The Ministry of Youth and Sports had announced that paralympians who won the gold medals will each receive 
RM1 million and monthly pension of RM5,000. The silver medalist will receive RM300,000 and monthly pension of 
RM3,000 while the bronze medalist will receive RM100,000 and pension of RM2,000.

Parade of The National Heroes
Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak recognised paralympians as icons for Malaysians due to their remarkable 
achievements. Despite their disabilities, the paralympians who did the nation proud, demonstrated high spirit and 
strong determination to suceed on the world stage.

“The paralympians show that we can record remarkable achievements if we have a strong determination. Hearing the 
Negaraku being played, gave me goosebumps,” he said at a grand welcome for the Malaysian Paralympic contingent 
at Bunga Raya Complex, KL International Airport (KLIA).

Najib said the success story of the paralympians in Rio de Janeiro could be used as a powerful stimulus for Malaysians 
to work hard to achieve success.

The Paralympians were greeted by Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin. Shortly after the Paralympians 
arrived at KLIA, the national heroes took pictures with Youth and Sports Minister, Khairy Jamaluddin and NAZA Kia 
CEO, SM Nasarudin SM Nasimuddin.

Some 1,000 supporters were present to welcome the 38 
athletes and coaches led by Dr Ang Kean Koo, the chef 
de mission of the Malaysian contingent to the 2016 
Paralympic Games. During the ceremony, Najib announced 
additional incentive of RM100,000 for bronze medalist Siti 
Noor Radiah Ismail, bringing her reward to RM200,000.

The coaches will also receive 
rewards for being the ‘unsung 
heroes.’ He said the government 
appreciated the contribution of 
the paralympians by rewarding 
them with similar pension as the 
Olympians.

“Malaysia put the paralympic athletes 
on the same level as the Olympic athletes. 
This is unlike some countries.”

Also at the ceremony were the prime Minister’s wife, 
Datin Seri Rosmah Mansor, Youth and Sports Minister Khairy 
Jamaluddin, Women, Family and Community Development 
Minister Datuk Rohani Abdul Karim, Malaysian Paralympic 
Council patron, Tun Jeanne Abdullah and her husband, 
former prime minister Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi.

Public’s Overwhelming Welcome Response
Cheers rang out from some 1,000 sports fans who filled the 
Pavilion shopping mall soon after the paralympians arrived 
in a Hop-On-Hop-Off bus.

The Malaysian contingent consisting of 
21 athletes led by chef de mission 

Dr Ang Kean Koo were thrilled with 
the heroes’ welcome given by the 
public.

The public made it a lively affair with 
some wearing the Harimau Malaysia 
jersey and chanting ‘Malaysia Boleh’ 
and waving the Jalur Gemilang. The 

three gold medalists, Mohamad Ridzuan 
Mohamad Puzi, Muhammad Ziyad Zolkefli 

and Abdul Latif Romly were on the bus. 
Bronze medalist Siti Noor Radiah Ismail was 

also inside.

Malaysian Paralympians who won medals at the London 
and Beijing Games will be given lifetime pensions on par 
with able-bodied athletes within two months and recently, 
AirAsia had announced that all ASEAN athletes who won 
gold medals at the recently-concluded Rio Olympics 2016 

would get free flights for life.
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Danau Permai Resort Berhad (379138-V)

No.1, Jalan 31/100A, Section 31, Kota Kemuning, 

40460 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel: +603-5122 3700    Fax: +603-5122 3702    Email: kpgcc@kotapermai.com.my

GPS Coordinate: 2.006592,101.534421  
www.kotapermai.com.my
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• Top 3 Best Green In Malaysia
  – ParGolf People’s Choice Awards 2016

• Top 3 Best Maintained Golf Course In Malaysia
  – ParGolf People’s Choice Awards 2016

• Top 3 Best Corporate Tournament in Malaysia
  – ParGolf People’s Choice Awards 2016

• Top 3 Best F&B - Haflway Hut in Malaysia
  – ParGolf People’s Choice Awards 2016

• Top 10 Best Golf Course in Malaysia 

  – US Golf Digest 2016

• Best Course in Malaysia 
  – IAGTO Excellence Awards 2015

• Best Maintained Golf Course 
  – Malaysian Golf Awards 2015

• 1st Runner Up Best Course in Malaysia
  – Asian Golf Awards 2015

• Excellence Award for Best Golf Experience
  – Expatriate Lifestyle Awards 2015

KOTA PERMAI GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
SELANGOR, MALAYSIAArnold  Palmer

The Unmatched Golfing King
September 10, 1929 – September 25, 2016

Arnold Palmer, nicknamed as “the King” for his transformative legacy 
in golf, died at the age of 87. Palmer, who was a recipient of The 
BrandLaureate Legendary Award in 2014, made a name in golf six 
decades ago when he first started to play professionally in 1954 and 
became one of golf’s greatest players of all-time. Palmer played at least 
one PGA Tour event every season for 52 consecutive years, ending with 
the 2004 Masters. He stopped playing the Masters yet hit the ceremonial 
tee shot every year until 2016, when age began to take a toll and he 

struggled with his balance.

In the span of his professional career, Palmer won more than 90 golf 
tournaments, including the Masters four times, the U.S. Open in 1960 at 
Cherry Hills Country Club, and the British Open in 1961 and 1962. With 
his dominance in golf and distinctive style, he helped turn the sport from 

a country club pursuit to one that became accessible to the masses. 

Palmer and his two great rivals in the “Big Three” -- Gary Player and 
Jack Nicklaus -- helped take the sport around the globe in the 1960s, 
capitalizing on the ever-growing reach of television. Golf grew into 
made-for-television events and with it came massive sponsorship and 

prize money.

“He took the game from one level to a higher level, virtually by himself,” 
Nicklaus wrote in a statement.

“If it wasn’t for Arnold, golf wouldn’t be as popular as it is now,” Tiger 
Woods said in 2004 when Palmer played in his last Masters. “He’s the one 
who basically brought it to the forefront on TV. If it wasn’t for him and 
his excitement, his flair, the way he played, golf probably would not have 

had that type of excitement.

“And that’s why he’s the king.”

Beyond the fairway, Palmer was a pioneer in sports marketing, paving the 
way for scores of other athletes to reap in millions from endorsements. 
Some four decades after his last PGA Tour win, he ranked among the 
highest-earners in golf. Palmer became the first person to make $1 

million playing golf.

“I would like to be remembered for bringing golf to a worldwide 
audience,” Palmer said in 2012.

His legion of supporters, who were coined by the press as Arnie’s Army, 
were as much as a legacy created by Palmer as his winning strides in 
the sport. Drawn by his good looks, the man-of-the-people charm and 
charismatic attitude in sports, Palmer was fast to attract fans from all 
walks of life. He revolutionized the public’s perception of golf, making 
the sporting game, which was once known as a rich man’s game, more 
appealing to the masses. Just like the iconic Shirley Temple, Palmer’s 
immense popularity turned a famous beverage concocted with iced tea 
and lemonade to bear his name. The legendary golfer has made par on 

both the fairways and life. 

“Players today have no boundaries. I’m pleased that I was able to do what 
I did from a golfing standpoint,” Palmer said in 2008, two years after he 

played in his last official tournament. 

“I would like to think that I left them more than just that.”
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How do we perceive life: 

Is it a dog’s life; 

or something more of value?

.

THE NEVER-ENDING ANTHEM OF 
BRANDING

THE INAUDIBLE RHYTHM OF BRANDING
Branding is like a song to me...a beautiful song. The 
very notion manifests as an unheard tune inside my 
mind. It is like the rhythm of my heart, a melody 
that only I can hear inside, resounding, inspiring, 
constantly driving me forward to do something 
meaningful with my life. It is the sort of song 
that you rewind and listen to over and over again. 
My favourite tune...my own personal evergreen 
favourite. I replay the piece of music time and time 
again in my head. It’s like pressing the ‘Rewind’ 
switch on an old cassette player or ‘Repeat’ button 
on a CD player.

Folks look at me and often wonder where I get my 
drive from. They take a glance at me, a completely 
unassuming gentleman, and ponder and try hard to 
figure out what makes me tick. They find that there 
is something upbeat about the way that I Brand 
myself. The truth is actually simpler than one might 
suppose – I am my own Brand Generator. What I 
feel inside, is Brand Energy. There is so much of it 
– sometimes to the point I feel like I am going to 
implode (or even explode)! But the beauty about a 
song is it must be heard, not just on the exterior, 
but inside as well, and shared. The sharing of a song 
makes it a wonderful and wholesome experience. 
After all, songs are at the heart of merriment – and 
what a celebration Branding is! Celebrate your 
Brand! Celebrate your Brand all the time. Celebrate 
your Brand inside your heart. Celebrate your Brand 
inside your soul! And celebrate your Brand outside – 
for the world to see! For when the globe sees such 
revelry, it cannot help but partake in it.

This is type of cheery energy is highly constructive, 
not utterly destructive. Positive energy builds... It 
builds character. It builds resilience. It builds the 
person. It builds the Brand. It builds the company. It 
builds the nation. This is the path which leads to the 
superhighway of dreams. It is the corridor through 
which I travel, a Brand Superconductor that takes 
me places – places many can only imagine – a mega 

city of dreams – dreams which have inevitably come 
to pass over the years.

In the midst of this resounding tune, building my 
country via Country Branding is my ultimate aim. 
For what can be greater than a country and its 
Branding thereof? The song inside me grows louder 
every time I align my thoughts with the trunk flow 
of Country Branding. (It is a as though a figurative 
volume knob is turned up inside of me!)

“Success is our BRAND and Success is our 
NAME.”

 
How Do We Discover the Essence Which Makes Our 
Brand Tick?

FINDING THE HEARTBEAT OF YOUR BRAND

“I am all fired up, inspired and excited about 
the future!”

Know thyself...and know thy Brand. Indentifying 
one’s talent is not a new thing. If you really sit down 
and think about it, the process begins as early as 
kindergarten (and today perhaps even earlier in 
preschool and prep school) when the teacher asks 
the students, “What would you like to be when 
you grow up?” (In fact in some education systems, 
talents are identified at a very early age and the 
student will be groomed and conditioned to focus 
and master his or her area or according to said 
natural expertise.)

Thinking about ambitions, likes and life choices, 
at first students might say something exciting 
– perhaps options based on their favourite TV 
programme, heroic character, house pet, close friend, 
or even an adult who influences them profoundly. 
There are many possible persuasive factors – both 
good and bad. Their choices would most likely (and 
most naturally) orbit the best of the world they 
know at that particular juncture of their lives.

CO U N T RY  B R A N D I N G  S E R I E S

In the midst of this resounding tune, building my country via Country 

Branding is my ultimate aim. For what can be greater than a country 

and its Branding thereof? The song inside me grows louder every time I 

align my thoughts with the trunk flow of Country Branding.
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However, life is a journey of continuous discovery. Change is 
inevitable. There is a constant shifting and reprioritization 
of likes and dislikes, even from a young age. We learn new 
things every day – which affirms the very purpose of our 
subsistence. In fact, we aspire for new things every day – 
which gives us the drive and zest for existence. Discovery 
happens continually – both externally (learning) and 
internally (self-discovery). And the student will ascertain 
that he or she has unique strengths and abilities along the 
way, which will eventually influence his or her life choices 
and ultimately, shape the path travelled and alter, impact 
and fine-tune their destiny. This is just so powerful! Can 
you feel it?

In this light, Brand Self-discovery is not very different. 
At the beginning, one may perceive their own Brand in 
a certain way and want to Brand in accordance with said 
perception. At that juncture, said Branding is justified. But 
it cannot remain stagnant forever. For even this inward 
perception of the Brand is organic and will continue to 
grow with the people who constantly develop a changed 
perception of their Brand, growing, pushing past former 
boundaries, extending territories, and redefining (perhaps 
even rebranding) their Brand with time.

“The only way to be above worry is to always aim 
high, be the best, go beyond, and outdo the rest. 

With all this, what is there to worry about?”

How Do We Keep the Flame Ablaze for the Brand?

KEEPING THE FIRE GOING

“Keep that Branding spirit alive – keep humming 
that Branding Anthem!”

Keeping Branding alive is as pivotal as bringing it to 
life. At a glance, it may seem like a tireless task. Now 
look at it from a different point of view – translate this 
idea into a song – into your own personalized internal 

anthem – and never stop humming to it! And lust like 
that, the unattainable becomes ever so inviting! What 
you once thought to be an arduous task now becomes a 
breeze! And as you make it a habit to Brand (and Brand 
and Brand again), and thoroughly know what your Brand 
is all about, always remaining open to the possibility of 
it changing and developing even further (and welcoming 
said transformation with open arms), the next course of 
action would be to ensure that this becomes an ongoing 
phenomenon – to the point it will outlive you and 
continue on as a legacy through your Brand.

Knowing what you now know about your Brand, it is as 
easy as (and as natural) listening to a song... A catchy 
tune inevitably spreads like wildfire. To tell you the 
truth, ‘spreading the fire of Branding’ has become a way 
of life for me. This knowledge has very shaped the way 
I think. The Song of Branding has moulded the way 
I perceive and interpret life. It has made me what I am 
and continues to propel me into the ‘Promised Land of 
Branding’ of tomorrow. Everyone will hum to that all-too-
familiar melody, whether consciously, subconsciously or 
unconsciously. And before you know it, those around you 
will be ‘infected’ by it. Lo and behold – the next-generation 
successors will pick it up soon enough...and the legacy of 
the Brand will continue on until the very end of time.

When everyone in the nation shall sing along to that 
beautiful song (a contagious Brand Song or Brand 
Anthem, spreading like wildfire, so to speak). In time, the 
motivational tune becomes internalized and ultimately, 
immortalized. At this juncture, the characteristics of a 
Brand become an integral part and prominent feature 
of that nation – hum it – hum that jingle proudly – and 
the nation, possessing an allegorical mind of its own, will, 
through its own inertia and boundless energy, carry said 
perpetual Branding Tune to the four corners of the world 
like an amplifier system! I implore you to sing the song 
of your Brand and stand tall to its Brand Anthem! I know 
my essence of Branding will carry me to the ends of the 
Earth – what about you?

However, life is a journey of continuous discovery. Change is inevitable. There is a 

constant shifting and reprioritization of likes and dislikes, even from a young age. 

We learn new things every day
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Remember when the future of retail was online? Now it seems that online 
retailers have decided they can’t get by without bricks and mortar. For a 
long while, it looked as though the high street was doomed as retailers 
scrambled to hold the attention of consumers by offering online shopping. 
But now the tables are turning, with previously online-only retailers such as 
Amazon and Google opening customer-facing branches. 

Amazon led the business crusade when they raised eyebrows last November 
for opening its first brick and mortar extension – a bookstore in Seattle’s 
University Village. The online giant’s rise, after all, is blamed for laying waste 
to independent bookshops across the country. But Amazon is only among 
the latest, if largest, e-commerce player to take a stab at traditional retail 
after starting life online.

Another example would be Victoria’s Secret. A trip to their store would 
lead you to consider how much a good in-store experience truly influences 
purchase, word of mouth and brand love.

It wasn’t just the personalised fitting, constant assistance locating options, 
or the fact every staff member helped find a better, more cost-effective 

deal that provided freebies. It was the entire experience. It was without 
doubt one of the best examples of how a brand can not only compete, but 
actually thrive in a retail landscape that is quickly becoming dominated by 
online sales. It also showed that despite the profound need for digital in 
the customer journey, it is tough to beat an amazing, personalised in-store 
experience.

Thus, more online companies in major parts of the world have launched a 
physical presence in the last few years to better market their wares, forge 
closer customer relations, and yes, boost online traffic and sales. But what 
are the reasons to this reversion? What is going on?

Omnichannel: There’s more than one way to buy
At the Demandware’s Xchange 2015 conference, NYU Clinical Professor of 
Marketing Scott Galloway stressed the importance of a physical platform for 
e-commerce businesses.

“The future of retail looks more like Macy’s than Amazon. Pure-play 
e-commerce doesn’t work for anybody. The world looks like a multi-channel 
future; pure-play e-commerce is dead.”

BRICKS & MORTAR
THE FUTURE OF E-COMMERCE: 

MAIN SECTION

“IN ANOTHER EXAMPLE, 
BARGAIN SITE EBAY 

HAS PARTNERED WITH 
RETAILER ARGOS TO 

CREATE A “CLICK AND 
COLLECT” SERVICE WHERE 

AFTER ORDERING FROM 
EBAY, CUSTOMERS CAN 

SELECT A NEAREST ARGOS 
STORE FOR THEM TO PICK 

UP THEIR PURCHASE, 
SHORTENING THE DELAY 

BETWEEN PURCHASE AND 
PRODUCT RETRIEVAL.

Customers today have access to numerous way for both information and 
spending; they move through multiple channels and devices in order to buy, 
and it’s essential for businesses to ensure that transitions between offline and 
online channels go smoothly. An omnichannel approach allows retailers to 
deliberately craft an experience that combines all platforms that a consumer 
might use - regardless of whether its digital or physical. This gives consumers 
the freedom and options to go through the buyer’s cycle at their own pace 
and convenience, allowing them to personalize their shopping experience 
just the way they like it.

For example, brick and mortar stores can be an avenue for consumers to 
touch and try on apparels and items before they make actual purchases 
online - a retail shop-online order model. Men’s retailer Bonobos’ 10 brick 
and mortar locations are called “guideshops”. Unlike traditional retail shops, 
they stock no inventory. Rather, customers make appointments with stylists, 
or “guides”, get fitted, place their order online through the stylist and get their 
custom-fit clothing delivered to their homes.

In another example, bargain site eBay has partnered with retailer Argos to 
create a “click and collect” service where after ordering from eBay, customers 
can select a nearest Argos store for them to pick up their purchase, shortening 
the delay between purchase and product retrieval. So even though retail has 
been primarily driven by technology, this doesn’t mean that brands can afford 
to forego an in-person experience, even when their roots exist online.

The digital domain is getting overcrowded and expensive
The ease of which an e-commerce shop can be started has largely been due 
to the rise of the internet and internet usage over the past two decades.As 
more and more businesses go online to promote their presence, it’s getting 
increasing difficult for business to stand out, much less be seen. In fact, a 
study done as early as 2010 by online company formation group Companies 
Made Simple already warned about the situation of domain overcrowding.

By AIN MC
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As online real estate has become crowded and expensive, bidding on keywords 
against the likes of Amazon and large retailers to land on the first page of 
search results is a costly game.

“It’s very hard to launch a brand these days that’s just online-only. It’s an 
incredibly difficult and crowded e-commerce environment,” says Sucharita 
Mulpuru, a retail analyst at Forrester Research.

She noted there are more than 800,000 online stores, all vying to attract 
customers through the gateway of Google. By opening physical stores, owners 
aims to increase awareness and draw customers in a realm where the reail 
options aren’t infinite or influenced by an all-powerful gatekeeper. Advantages 
of this approach is the ability to establish and reinforce your brand offline, and 
drive more visits and revenue to your online brand. A subtle interplay between 
the two enriches customer experience as well as driving more conversion 
rates due to wide array of services and platforms that this kind of approach 
can provide.

Adam Silverman, principal analyst at Forrester, said that e-commerce-
retailers-turned-physical-storefronts reap advantages in both acquisition and 
engagement.

“When you open a store, it has a direct impact on your ability to acquire 

new customers,” said Silverman. “You gain the ability to drive new customers 
and influence sales physically and digitally. And retailers are looking for a 
differentiated experience, and deeper engagement with customers.”

Brick and mortar offers additional dynamic approach to consumer needs
L2 Inc, a member-based business intelligence firm that benchmarks the 
digital performance of brands, recently concluded that a purely offline or 
online approach cannot keep up with the demands of the today’s market.As a 
digital experience can only go so far, cultivating your brand or product culture 
of its own that exists offline is an advantageous approach. This way, your brick 
and mortar store acts as an additional point of dynamic experience, which is 
completely different from what is offered, and can be offered online.

For instance, Cyclewear company Rapha, an online venture that started in 
2004, opened their first Cycle Club in San Francisco with more branches 
following over the years. Aside from selling their wares, Cycle Clubs promote 
the culture that surrounds cycling - allowing fellow cyclists to meet one 
another, talk, and organize trips.

In a similar vein, Frank & Oak, an online menswear start-up, has several 
storefronts throughout Canada. The stores are being designed more as 
experiences than just a place to buy clothes; they have barber shops and cafes, 
creating experiences that would be impossible to provide online.

A Future Where Everyone Benefits
Now it seems that online retailers cannot get by 
without brick and mortar stores providing services and 
experiences that pure online business can easily match. 
In reality, the dependency on either a pure e-commerce 
or pure physical approach puts brands in a less-than-
desirable situation in the competitive retail world.
Moving forward, digital and physical channels will have 
to converge into one seamless, branded, value-added 
shopping journey to rise up to the challenges provided 
by new-age shoppers.

Indeed, digital technology is now being put to use in 
brick-and-mortar stores to create a more seamless 
experience for customers and improve a company’s ability 
to effectively market to them. In the beauty industry, for 
example, brands such as Sephora and Benefit Cosmetics 
have discovered how strategically merging digital 
innovations with the traditional shopping experience can 
pay dividends.

1) Digital innovation efforts from Sephora provide some 
insight into this principle. The beauty retailer created the 
Sephora Innovation Lab to test ideas for enhancing the 
in-store experience. One result was a revamped store 
built around the concepts of teaching, inspiring and 
playing. These concepts formed the core values that led 

to innovations such as Sephora’s Beauty Workshop, Color 
IQ service and new group classes.

2) Benefit Cosmetics has put its data to use by intertwining 
the online and in-store experiences. Customers can book 
Brow Bar appointments online, and Benefit’s website is 
filled with options for interaction and personalization. 
The retailer has also updated its sales tactics for the 
modern world — Benefit Cosmetics vending machines are 
strewn throughout airports worldwide, targeting women 
on the go with TSA-approved travel kits and its highest-
rated beauty products.

Brands with a physical retail presence have a unique 
opportunity to harness digital technology to increase 
their marketing ROI while finding new ways to enrich the 
customer’s in-store experience.

The possibilities offered by mobile apps, digital displays 
and the proliferation of customer data represent a new 
era for the retail industry. The leaders who will emerge 
from the pack will find groundbreaking ways to use 
storytelling, customer engagement and the power of data 
to prove that the world isn’t ready to craft a eulogy for 
brick-and-mortar retail any time soon.

“INDEED, DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY IS NOW 
BEING PUT TO USE IN 
BRICK-AND-MORTAR 
STORES TO CREATE 
A MORE SEAMLESS 
EXPERIENCE FOR 
CUSTOMERS AND 

IMPROVE A COMPANY’S 
ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY 

MARKET TO THEM.” 
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ECONOMIC CORRIDORS: 

The establishment of corridor developments has spurred greater integration 
and coordination between the public sector, private sector and the community. 
They prove to be a vital tool for achieving economic and social development 
across integrated economic networks, such as global and regional value 
chains and production networks, and becoming critically important to the 
development of developed countries. 

It is increasingly clear to developed countries that a new approach is needed 
to make effective use of economic geography toward the confluence of 
regional economic integration and inclusive growth. For Malaysia to avoid 
concentrating all its growth in and around the capital and achieve a more 
balanced development profile throughout the country, the economic corridor 
concept has been absolutely central to that effort. Economic corridors connect 
economic agents along a defined geography. They provide connection 
between economic nodes or hubs and link the supply and demand sides of 
markets. They are not mere transport connections along which people and 
goods move but they are corridors that are integral to the economic fabric 
and the economic actors surrounding it. 

Under the Ninth Malaysia Plan, the Government of Malaysia embarked 
on developing five economic corridors to promote balanced regional 
development and accelerate growth in designated geographic areas. With 
ambitious economic objectives, the plan sets targets and defines some 
economic policies that have and will be implemented in the coming years, 
with the ultimate goal to make Malaysia a high income economy by 2020. 
As a testament to the country’s commitment to promoting free trade and 
business incentives, the government has established five economic corridors: 
Iskandar Malaysia in Southern Johor (IRDA), Northern Corridor Economic 
Region (NCER), East Coast Economic Region (ECER), Sabah Development 
Corridor (SDC) and Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy (SCORE). These 
five economic corridors have their very own clear and concise visions, focus 
and own authority to oversee the developments in their specified region. 
Nevertheless, they share common general objectives, which include; provide 
strategic direction, roadmap, planning integration, implementation, co-
ordination, monitoring and evaluation on the development of the respective 
areas covered.

Iskandar Malaysia
Iskandar Malaysia, or what was then known as the South Johor Economic 
Region (SJER), has made great strides by becoming the country’s first economic 
growth corridor. It was the best model of partnership involving both the public 
and private sectors which contributed to its progress and development. 

As for Iskandar Malaysia, the continuous economic activities that are happening 
in the region is expected to keep the pace of the region’s growth. Vibrant 
construction activities within the region are expected to drive the economic 
region growth, similar with what is driving the Malaysian economic growth 
for 2016. 

It is reported that Iskandar Malaysia continues to attract strong interest from 
domestic and foreign investors, securing RM208bil (S$69.47 billion) from 2006 
until June 30, 2016. Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak said that of the 
total cumulative committed investments, RM106.43billion, or 51 percent, have 
been realised as projects on the ground. Having strong investments and being 
continuously in top position comes with the huge responsibilities to ensure smooth 
and better facilitation of the projects approved in Iskandar Malaysia and Johor.

The Johor’s economic corridor also has been acknowledged as the Regional 
Centre of Expertise (RCE) on Education for Sustainable Development by the 
United Nations University. The RCE on Education for Sustainable Development 
is a platform to bring together individuals and organisations to promote 
sustainable development. This recognition is a step towards ensuring that 
Iskandar Malaysia achieve 50 per cent reduction in carbon dioxide emission 
by 2025. RCE Iskandar is the third REC in Malaysia after RCE Penang and RCE 
Central Malaysia.

The hard work and collaboration led by the lead agency such as MIDA together 
with its partners such as the economic corridors namely Iskandar Malaysia, 
SCORE and many more has been fruitful as Malaysia has managed to break a 
new record in terms of investments.

GATEWAYS TO ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION
BY IDA IBRAHIM
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Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy (SCORE)
As more energy intensive industries establish themselves in SCORE, they 
will form the bedrock of the SCORE strategy, giving a robust boost to the 
development of the growth nodes which in turn will require training centres 
and technical colleges to train the population and create a core of skilled 
workers thereby raising the living standards of the population. 

SCORE has a long coastline of more than 1,000 km, over 8 million hectares of forests, 
almost 5 million hectares of arable land and peat land suitable for agriculture. The 
corridor has 1.2 billion of known oil reserves, over 80 million tonnes of Silica sand and 
over 22 million tonnes of Kaolin of China clay, a key component of cosmetics, ceramics 
and, most recent, for combat area medical equipment.

SCORE has an abundance of natural resources, including clean and safe 
renewable resources, such as hydropower, that offers commercial users 
clean energy at competitive rates. In terms of land area, Today, SCORE is the 
second largest of the corridors and covers an area of more than 70,000 square 
kilometres of the resource rich central region with a population of more than 
600,000. This is in line with the State’s ninth Malaysia plan to capitalize on the 
State’s energy resources. The availability of inexpensive energy gives SCORE a 
significant advantage when competing to attract energy intensive industries 
and this has already resulted in a number of early successes.

In view of this, the 2008 – 2030 development plan for SCORE focuses on 
developing the energy sector and targets 10 high impact priority industries 
that will complement the development plan and also provide downstream 
opportunities for SMEs.

As SCORE grows, the benefits will impact the whole state of Sarawak and give 
citizens in the rural areas the opportunity to participate in the State’s primary 
goal to become a high income state on a par with the wealthier states in 
Peninsular Malaysia by 2020.

As employment increases, the socio economic inequality between rural and 
urban areas will be reduced and poverty eradicated. Quality of life will improve 
for the long term, more high income jobs will be created and the economy will 
move up the value chain in line with the 5 thrusts of the national mission and 
the key tenets of the State’s ninth Malaysia plan.

Northern Corridor Economic Region (NCER)
The key attraction for investors in the NCER continued to be driven by the 
manufacturing sector. For example, NCIA had identified new growth nodes to 
carve out more opportunities for the local communities. The four nodes were 
the Chuping Valley Development in Perlis, Kedah Science and Technology Park 
in Kedah, Manjung Development and Advanced Manufacturing in Penang.  NCIA 
is looking forward to greater participation from the private sector to enhance 
the ecosystem while growing and maintaining an industry-relevant talent base.

Sabah Development Corridor (SDC)
Similarly, SDC was specifically to enhance the quality of life of the people by 
accelerating the growth of Sabah’s economy as well as promoting regional 
balance and bridging the rural-urban divide while ensuring sustainable 
management of the state’s resources. Most importantly, an overriding goal of 
SDC is to fully eradicate poverty in Sabah by the year 2025. 

With the implementation of the SDC, Sabah is expected to experience rapid 
economic growth attaining a four-fold increase in its gross domestic product 
(GDP) to RM63.2 billion in 2025. With the rising new economy driven by the 
SDC, more job opportunities will be made available in various sectors as it is 
expected to create 900,000 new jobs. Unemployment rate is also expected to 
be reduced from 5.8 per cent in 2006 to 3.5 per cent by the end of 2025. 

As SDC development covers the whole state of Sabah, the spillover and 
economic benefits under the SDC will be enjoyed not only by those living in the 
city, but also in the small villages. These developments are intensified under 
the SDC through better provision of physical infrastructure and utilities, such 
as road, water and electricity.

Nevertheless, none of the corridors should exist in isolation. Physical 
connectivity between all Malaysian corridors, encompassing both hard 
infrastructure in transport, ICT and energy infrastructure as well as the 
regulatory framework and the software necessary to deliver associated services 
and utilities, plays a crucial role in the process toward a more economically 
and socio-culturally harmonized country. It goes without saying that to create 
a sustainable environment that is conducive for cross-border investment and 
financial flows to thrive, various stakeholders – governments, the private sector, 
civil society, regional institutions, and multilateral organizations need to forge 
deeper economic integration and partnership. 

East Coast Economic Region (ECER)
The ECER of Malaysia covers Kelantan, Terengganu, Pahang and the district of Mersing in 
Johor, occupying an area of 66,000 sq km or 51 per cent of the total area of Peninsular 
Malaysia. This poses a vast potential for real estate development and large scale 
commercial farming. The ECER also boasts diverse tourism resources ranging from pristine 
forests, attractive coastlines, coral islands, lakes, highlands, and rich culture and history. 

Driving the ECER Masterplan is the The East Coast Economic Region Development 
Council (ECERDC), a statutory body established under an Act of Parliament, the East Coast 
Economic Region Development Council Act 2008 (Act 688). Under the ECER Masterplan, 
ECERDC works to drive the implementation projects and key programmes identified in 
five key economic clusters, namely Manufacturing, Oil, Gas & Petrochemicals, Tourism, 
Agriculture and Human Capital Development. 

This is in line with the Government Transformation Programme (GTP) and Economic 
Transformation Programme (ETP).
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FORMULA 1 (F1) is the highest class of single-seat auto racing in the 
world sanctioned by the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA). 
Since the inaugural season in 1950, no other motor sports comes close 
in terms of speed, prestige, and publicity. Started in Europe 65 years ago, 
F1 is big business in United Kingdom, France, Italy and Germany, and 
has spread its wings to Japan, South America and Canada. Today, with 11 
racing teams competing in the World Championship over 20 times a year, 
F1 has become a multi-billion dollar industry,  bigger than the coal and 
steel mining industry in United Kingdom, and draws 90 per cent of TV 
audiences in Finland,  and 450-million fans worldwide.

Mark Gallagher, the CEO of Performance Insights in UK is a leading 
authority when it comes to F1. Having worked at the forefront of the 
Formula 1 motor racing industry for 30 years, holding executive roles at 
Jordan Grand Prix, Red Bull Racing and Cosworth -- a UK company which 
manufactures high performance engines; today he delivers inspirational 
speeches and business insights for companies eager to learn from this 
fascinating sport.

Speaking at BIGIT Technology Malaysia 2016 conference in Kuala 
Lumpur on September 19, on the Business of F1, he explains: “My job 
at Performance Insights is taking some learnings from Formula 1 and 
applying them to business. Basically, I work for multi-national companies 
who want to learn something interesting about F1, to find the golden 
nugget of information from the business perspective, or something 
unique to use in their business.”

Having worked with major companies like Microsoft, American Express, 
Keloggs and Airbus amongst others; Gallagher set up Performance 
Insights 18 years ago to provide business insights from Formula 1 to 
companies around the world. 

As a global sports event, F1 is also a platform for branding, which helps 
brands to promote themselves through brand association. “Whether it 
is a company like Red Bull, Ferrari, or Phillip Morris (with the Marlboro 
cigarette brand); there are more than 200 companies who use F1 for 
global marketing activities and that’s a very significant focus of my career,” 
he added.

MARK GALLAGHER
DRIVING THE BUSINESS OF FORMULA 1

BIG PICTURE

“THE REASON PEOPLE 
SPONSOR FERRARI IS 

BECAUSE THEY WANT THE 
BRAND ASSOCIATION.  

WHEN YOU SEE A BRAND 
LOGO ON THE RACING 

CAR, THE PUBLICITY OF 
THAT LOGO IS JUST A 
SMALL PART OF THE 

DEAL. THE REASON FOR 
SPONSORSHIP IS BECAUSE 

THEY WANT THE BRAND 
ASSOCIATION WITH 

FERRARI AS A PREMIUM 
BRAND.”

BRANDING THROUGH ASSOCIATION
With a background in marketing, Gallagher spends most of 
his career in deal making, working with major companies, 
and putting together marketing programs in F1. “I would say 
one of the most exciting things about working with Formula 
1 is that every day, you are working with global brands and 
helping them to promote themselves through sponsorship 
of the sport.”

On F1 sponsorship deals, he said: “The reason people 
sponsor Ferrari is because they want the brand association.  
When you see a brand logo on the racing car, the publicity 
of that logo is just a small part of the deal. The reason for 
sponsorship is because they want the brand association 
with Ferrari as a premium brand, so you can position your 
company as a premium brand for advertising, marketing, and 
public relations. Besides displaying their logo, they also have 
access to the brand, their brand values, and opportunity to 
ride on the F1 promotional campaign worldwide,

So, each sponsor has many benefits from sponsorship, and it 
is not just about sticking their logo onto the car. Although F1 
is a competitive sport, Gallagher said its brand value is more 
than just winning the race. 

“You sell sponsorship based on what you are going to deliver 
for your customers, 52 weeks in a year, every day of the year. 
Your team may win, or lose.  If you win, that’s nice, but the 
deal has to work on a business level first, otherwise the 
clients won’t be happy,” he added.

By GERALD CHUAH
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“IN F1, MANAGING AND 
REDUCING RISKS IS VERY 

IMPORTANT TO US. BY 
USING DATA ANALYTICS, 
ENGINEERS CAN NOW 
ENSURE THEIR CAR IS 

WELL-DESIGNED, SAFE, 
AND RELIABLE, TO 

ENSURE A GUARANTEED 
OUTCOME.” 

BIG DATA CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
At the heart of F1 is a sport of technology, where racing teams are 
actually engineering companies who design, manufacture, and 
produce F1 racing machines. And safety is utmost in mind.  

During his talk, Gallagher said that many champion drivers do not 
like to take big risks, as nobody likes to get injured or killed. He 
cited the tragic story of Ayrton Senna da Silva, one of the greatest 
Formula One drivers of all time, who was killed in an accident while 
leading the 1994 San Marino Grand Prix for Williams. Although 22 
years have passed, his memory still lingers on. The Brazilian race 
driver won three Formula One world championships for McLaren 
in 1988, 1990 and 1991, and his death was a big loss to the motor-
racing industry as well as fans alike. 

“In F1, managing and reducing risks is very important to us. By using 
data analytics, engineers can now ensure that their car is well-
designed, safe, and reliable, to ensure a guaranteed outcome.” 

Relating the above incident, Gallagher who knew Senna back then, 
said he was an amazing talent who had an innate knowledge of 
his vehicle like no one else.  During one high speed practice for 
McLaren, Senna pulled his car into the pits and instructed the 
mechanics to replace his engine, whereupon the chief mechanic 
pointed out that all electronic and mechanical sensors showed 
perfectly normal readings.  Later, they found a tiny hairline fracture 
in one of the components which would have resulted in a blown 
engine.

Later, by showing video footages of Senna’s fatal crash -- the last 
ever F1 fatality;  Gallagher made an important case study on how 
big data has changed the landscape of the motor-racing industry 
today. “Do you know there were 47 deaths (averaging 1.5 a year) 
since F1 started in the 50s. Since Senna’s death more than 20 years 
ago, there has not been a single fatality which is simply amazing,” 

“For the first time ever, by collecting data from multiple data sources 
– video, audio and onboard camera; we are able to use data to 
forensically analyze a negative outcome by replaying the video over 
and over to identify the anomaly which led to the fatal accident,” 
added Gallagher. 

What is more important than using available technology to save 
lives? Now, engineers have advance technology to ensure driver’s 
safety even in a high-impact crash, and the ability to predict the 
outcome of any scenario.

Besides safety, big data is also used to reprogram hi-tech driving 
simulators to replicate racing tracks from around the world. “With 
thousands of hours in driving simulators, now we can groom a 
young driver to become the next world champion. When we put him 
in the car, we are not only hoping he would win, we know that he 
would win. We have taken all the guess work out of the equation to 
minimize human errors,” said Gallagher. 

Thanks to Big Data, another record was set this year for the fastest 
F1 pit stop of all time, when British F1 company Williams blazed 
through a pit stop at 1.89 seconds with the help of 22 engineers 
at the European Grand Prix in Baku, which usually takes more than 
20 seconds, 

“Today, with functionalities oozing out from our ears – with multiple 
sensors like infra-red cameras to 3D cameras, and GPS positioning, 
we have the technology to make a car drive itself,” said Gallagher.
“Whatever improvements we have seen in F1 come from the data 
driven era. Ultimately, we can use data to improve processes, to 
improve performances, and risk management. When you look at 
what we have achieved, and start applying that into the field of 
medicine, and so on – efficiency and value creation is just waiting to 
be unleashed,” he added.

LESSON IN TEAMWORK
Being at the forefront of international motorsports for three 
decades, and having his own racing team Status Grand Prix, 
which he sold off two years ago, Gallagher certainly knows 
the importance of leadership, teamwork and collaboration. 

“In the early days, when I was head of communications and 
commercial director for F1 teams, I had to do the driver’s 
contract, negotiate deals with sponsors, and everything else. 
My background was in marketing, so I was always working 
with the drivers and the business side of the sports,

“I had the opportunity to work closely with three of the 
world’s most  famous drivers -- Michael Schumacher, Mika 
Häkkinen and David Coulthard, and developed a unique 
insight into the way they operate,

“I learnt a great deal working with these guys because they 
are top sports people, with very strong dedication, very 
strong work ethics, and they work hard at what they do.”

“When a team wins, it is both the result of technology and 
the driver’s skill. Of course the car has to be fantastic. You 
cannot win if your technology is not the best, 

“From the design team to the supply chain, from the pit 
crew to the driver, the importance of these teams working 
together can make a difference, not only between 1st and 
2nd place, but between winning and losing as a business”.

These top guys are not only good drivers, but they play 
the roles of mini chief executives. For example, the driver 
cannot win a race unless the mechanic builds a great car, 
so the driver is really the leader, and he must have good 
leadership and strong communication skills to meet and 
motivate the team.

‘So when people asks me, what makes some drivers 
a winner and what makes some losers, the difference 
between a winner and a loser in F1 is all about their 
intelligence and their ability to lead -- to inspire the whole 
team to perform. So when you win a race, it is not about one 
driver, it is about the whole team. 

“You win as a team, you lose as a team. For a top Formula 1 
driver, it is all about leading the team and inspiring people. 
I’ve been very lucky to work with these guys and they have 
taught me a lot,” he added. 

MALAYSIA’S FORMULA 1 VENTURE
“Believe it or not, Malaysia has an important place in the 
business of Formula 1, as it is the first country to have 
Formula 1 in this part of Asia before anyone else, which has 
helped to transfer F1 from a European sports to something 
truly global.

Gallagher said: “There is no question in my mind that since 
Malaysia hosted F1 in 1999, it has changed the world view 
of the country, and for 10 days each year, the Malaysian 
F1 Grand Prix dominates the sports headlines around the 
world, which has really helped to promote the country.

“Currently, with 20,000 jobs directly and indirectly involved 
in F1, it’s a big growth industry and I would really like to 
see a country like Malaysia, not just to have a race once 
in a while, but to create a business which you can employ 
people and create value, as a workable future opportunity,

“It has always been my hope that Malaysia would have a 
Formula 1 driver. Of course, I knew Alex Choong very well. 
He was the Formula 1 driver for a short time, but we would 
like to find a new local F1 driver for Malaysia, and maybe 
with the help of Petronas, which is a major partner; that 
may be possible one day.

“We would like to see more people in countries like 
Malaysia to have ambition to work in F1. We want to 
encourage young people to come into the industry in every 

job – engineering, marketing, management and leadership, 
because the opportunities are there, and the career is 
fantastic.

“Although F1 may look a bit elite and unachievable, it really 
is not. It is not necessary for you to be rich to join the F1 
team. For example, I am a normal guy from a working family 
in Ireland originally, but I was ambitious and I got to the 
top of F1. Nowadays, F1 teams are looking for children to 
put them into apprentice programmes. To reach the top, 
you must have talent, motivation and training to win a 
scholarship to the F1 programmes.  

“My message to Malaysians is to do all sports -- Olympics, 
Football, or Formula 1. They should be ambitious, they 
should look to achieve because the opportunities are there 
for young Malaysian boys and girls to drive F1,

“I said boys and girls, because there is nothing to stop a 
woman competing against the guys in F1. The only thing 
that we have not found yet is a competitive woman 
F1 driver, but we really want to find her, because from a 
marketing point of view, and from a media point of view, 
that would be such a big success story and it would be 
really good for the sports,” said Gallagher.

“I LEARNT A GREAT DEAL 
WORKING WITH THESE 

GUYS BECAUSE THEY ARE 
TOP SPORTS PEOPLE, 
WITH VERY STRONG 
DEDICATION, VERY 

STRONG WORK ETHICS, 
AND THEY WORK HARD AT 

WHAT THEY DO.” 

“WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE PEOPLE IN 
COUNTRIES LIKE MALAYSIA TO HAVE AMBITION 

TO WORK IN F1. WE WANT TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG 
PEOPLE TO COME INTO THE INDUSTRY IN EVERY JOB 

– ENGINEERING, MARKETING, MANAGEMENT AND 
LEADERSHIP, BECAUSE THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE 

THERE, AND THE CAREER IS FANTASTIC.” 

image:
Dr KKJohan presenting The BrandLaureate Award to Mark Gallagher at BIGIT Technology Malaysia 2016.
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The air of excitement surrounding the ongoing Formula 
One Grand Prix season brings much buzz to fans 
around the world. Not forgetting, following the recent 
announcement that Liberty Media has agreed to acquire 
Formula One, the business has a new Chairman in the 
form of Chase Carey, formerly President of 21st Century 
Fox. Formula One released an exclusive interview 
with the American businessman to get his immediate 
thoughts on what the deal means for the future of F1 
racing.

Q: Chase, what makes an American media conglomerate 
like Liberty Media invest heavily in a sport that currently 
does not mean a great deal to many Americans?

Chase Carey: Well, it is a company that has its roots in 
America, yes, but it does business around the world. But 
now I have to speak for myself rather than for Liberty, 
as my career has been at Fox and News Corp more than 
at Liberty. And in the future I will work for Formula One 
and not for Liberty. As for the question of why invest 
in a sport that is very much European dominated, 
there is a simple answer: business has got global and 
Formula One is a global sport. So the times when you 
were thinking in terms of continents and regions is a 
thing of the past. Liberty has been investing in global 
businesses, so Formula One is just one asset of their 

global portfolio. I definitely would agree that the US 
is an area of opportunity for the sport in the longer 
term. But so is the Americas and Asia - and we certainly 
believe that all these are important areas of growth. But 
to a certain degree there for sure is a bigger untapped 
market in the US. Maybe it has not been tapped in the 
past in the right way, so we will try to grow it smartly. 
This, of course, is a longer-term proposition - but an 
important one. But of the same importance will be 
strengthening it in historic places like Europe. There is 
the foundation of the sport and we certainly will build 
on that historic strength.

Q: American companies are very much profit driven, 
so it is clear that you are not here just for the fun of 
it. What are Liberty Media’s plans in terms of return on 
investment?

CC: I certainly cannot speak for myself or for Liberty - 
it’s still too fresh. But, of course, profits are important 
- but realistically the primary goal of the business that I 
have been in has always been to build long-term value. 
So the goal is not what can be achieved in the next 12 
months, but where you are going to be in three to five 
years. That means the willingness to make investments. 
And I do think that Liberty, to its credit, has a history 
as a long-term shareholder. They are supportive and 

they know their 
business, as they 
have been in the media 
and entertainment space.

Q: So there is no ‘take the money and run’ mentality?

CC: It sure is not ‘take the money’ with a focus on how 
to get the profits up in the next 12 months - it’s about 
how to build long-term value. So the focus will be 
investing and building over time. That is the mind-set 
that we bring and hopefully it will enable us to bring 
Formula One to the next level. Formula One is a great 
business, a great franchise and we want to build on that 
and I see that there is opportunity too for stepping up 
by investing in all sorts of areas - some of the historic 
areas in making the racing great, making tracks more 
exciting than ever; investing in marketing the sport so 
that it connects with fans in the right way; investing in 
new platforms - digital platforms - that really are able to 
connect to the fans with the information that they really 
want, taking advantage of everything that the sport has 
to offer.

Q: Where do you see the beauty of the purchase? F1 
board member Sir Martin Sorrell said that there is a 
huge demand for global platforms…

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE 
INTERVIEW WITH CHASE CAREY

CC: There is no question that one of the truly distinguishing 
features of Formula One is that it is a global sport. And the 
world is growing more and more global - people are global, 
companies are global and there aren’t many platforms that 
match that global demand. Yes, you have the World Cup and 
the Olympics, but they are only every four years. Formula 
One is unique in being a global sport recognised around the 
world - and one that happens every year for nine months! 
That is an incredible strength that Formula One has the 
opportunity to build on.

Q: So there is a bit of petrol running through your veins?

CC: What is more in my veins is sports. I have been in the 
media business, so I know content well - and sports are 
content, sports are entertainment. Sport has been an 
enormous part in the business we’ve built at Fox - and not 
just US sports, but global sports: cricket, soccer, rugby - and 
Formula One. Formula One has been a big part of Fox Sports. 
I always believed in the values of sports. They are becoming 
more and more important in a world that sees so much 
fragmentation. And think that with all the fragmentations, 
there is still only one Formula One! The power of really 
global sporting franchises is becoming more important than 
ever. I appreciate what sports mean to fans: it has a unique 
connection… Their teams, their heroes. So sports have a 
unique relevance.

Q: The F1 calendar has 21 races - which means 21 different 
political and economic situations. Then you have 11 teams, 
50-odd TV stations and a legion of media and sponsors. 
One might say that it is easier to control a flea circus than 
F1. There must be a strong vision regarding the future 
management structure to run that. What is that vision?

CC: Well, realistically what I am doing in the next few 
months is probably more listening to what people have to 
say - and adjusting that. Yes, it is a sport with a wide range 
of constituents, so it is important to understand what each 
of those constituents’ objectives are - what their issues are 
- and then to provide a degree of leadership that take all 

that into account - with a vision of where you want to go 
and where you want to be - something that people can align 
behind. You cannot make everybody happy all the time, 
but you’ve got to understand what everybody wants and 
then find a path. Sure, that is not a task for a committee, 
as committees tend to become bureaucratic - but there 
also can’t be a dictatorship - even if probably here they are 
used to it. They need leadership, and leadership means that 
you create a vision to achieve the right goals for the future. 
Successful businesses are built on successful leadership that 
understands what every party wants - and yes, there are a 
lot of parties involved in Formula One. There have to be 
compromises. You can’t make everybody completely happy, 
but you want hopefully make everybody happy enough to 
believe and ultimately sign on that it’s the right direction for 
the sport as a whole.

Q: What is your timeframe in F1? Five years? Ten years?

CC: The world moves so fast that I have never thought 
anything beyond two to three years. Yes, you have to have 
long-term visions, but you have to adjust them to the 
changing circumstances. For the first few months - call it 
100 days - it is largely listening and meeting - and digesting. 
And then come out of that phase with a degree of visions 
that continue to be shaped. Nothing is ever written in stone. 
Bernie is the CEO, so Bernie is going to lead it and I will 
work with Bernie to establish some kind of strategic plan to 
where you want to go.

Q: Where do you see the next ‘cash cow’ of the Formula One 
brand right now?

CC: Well, the historic pillars are important and we will 
continue to grow those - make the events bigger from the 
promotion side of it, and with broadcast probably widen 
the core television experience to today’s needs. I believe 
that a good digital product makes the television product 
more rewarding. Marketing the sport, in telling the story 
of the stars and heroes and the incredible machines. Then 
strengthen it geographically. So there is not ‘the cash cow’, 
but there is growth possibility in every area.

Q: Speaking about strengthening F1 geographically, what 
about the US?

CC: It is too early to have a clear plan, but we clearly will 
have a plan to develop America, to be in the right market. 
As I said earlier, there is a big untapped audience in the 
US. I don’t want to criticise the efforts in the past, because 
I don’t know the efforts in the past. Formula One is a great 
premium brand and that means to me that you want to be 
at a location like Los Angeles, New York or Miami. Ideally in 
the great cities in the world!

Q: In your view what are the three biggest assets of F1? 
What have you personally been most impressed by?

CC: I am not sure I can break it down to three! (Laughs) Let’s 
give it a try: the amazing cars and technology; the stars - the 
world is built on heroes; the global aspect of the sport with 
these amazing venues. I have not been to all the venues so 
far, but Singapore certainly is amazing. The race is great - 
that’s the core - but it is really a week-long extravaganza 
with music and entertainment. That’s really what it is about 
- great events. This is it: creating a great event. So there you 
have the three: the cars and technology; the stars; and the 
events - the live experience.

Q: How long did you ponder over taking the job?

CC: When I first was asked I thought about it - for ten 
seconds - and then actually said yes. It sounded interesting 
and I thought that I could make a difference in a business 
that has real opportunities - there was an opportunity to 
do something really special. With all credit to Bernie, he’s 
had enormous success - the world admires Bernie for the 
business that he has built. But I still think that there is 
another level that we can take Formula One to. That is the 
opportunity that excited me when it was presented to me. I 
thought, ‘That sounds great!’ Then after saying yes, I had a 
few months to digest... (Laughs)

This full version of the interview was originally published on 
www.formula1.com.

MAIN SECTION
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Unilever has long been established as one of the world’s leading consumer 
product manufacturers. It is known to make some of the best known brands 
in the world and every day, there are about two billion people that are using 
products from Unilever in their daily lives. The company has 400 brands 
spanning 14 categories of home, personal care and food products. Its brand 
portfolio has made them leaders in every field that they work in, from much-
loved world favourites including Lipton, Magnum, Dove and Rexona, to locally 
known and trusted brands. 

Now, Unilever is giving people the opportunity to be a part of their success 
through a new marketing channel that promises unsurpassed earning as an 
independent entrepreneur with their premium beauty and wellness products. 
In 2000, Unilever branched out from the retail market into the direct sales 
industry and has become a member of the direct selling association of the 
markets in which it operates and also a member of the World Federation 
of Direct Selling Association. Building on the strong and global platform of 
Unilever, Unilever Network is the network marketing business opportunity for 
people with the spirit of an entrepreneur. 

At the Forefront of Direct Sales Industry
Unilever Network was established in Thailand 15 years ago and later set 
its footprint in Cambodia, followed by Malaysia and Singapore in 2015. In 
Thailand, it started with premium skincare products which later on expanded 
to personal care products, homecare products to supplements. The company 
renamed its direct-sales networking system from Aviance Networking to 
Unilever Network due to its wider coverage of products and for a more rapid 
international growth. Unilever Network’s Thailand office is the headquarters 
for global networking and the management structure. 

The BrandLaureate Business World Review recently met up with the Country 
Head of Unilever Network Malaysia and Singapore, Mr Anddrew Tan where 
he shared with us the growth of Unilever Network in Malaysia. Tan holds the 
responsibility to grow the business in the two countries by looking for new 
ways to reach out to more consumers and business partners who are keen 
on joining the Unilever Network team. As Tan shares some of their success in 
Malaysia so far, 

UNILEVER NETWORK
A BRAND OF REMARKABLE ENDURANCE

BIG PICTURE

“I joined Unilever Network Malaysia last year after seeing great potential 
in this company. We stand out from other multilevel marketing companies 
because of Unilever’s strong brand presence and being well known around 
the world as a trusted brand, makes it easier for us to penetrate the market. 
We have been present in Malaysia for 5 years and so far we have progressed 
tremendously. Unilever Network now has more than 7 centres all over the 
country in Muar, Johor Bharu, Kuching, Sungai Petani, Miri, Bintulu as well as 
Sibu. 

As of today, Malaysia is the second biggest contributor after Thailand. In 2015, 
we achieved double digit growth and we target to double our business in 
three years time. Meanwhile, this year we manage to hit the highest record 
sale ever in history and we have successfully increased our repeat sales from 
10 per cent to 50 per cent – in business it is important to enhance your repeat 
sales because the more you prospect, the more customers would leave. 

Currently we are only tapping on 0.03 per cent of the Malaysian market with 
95 per cent of them Chinese and 5 per cent are the others. We are planning on 
expanding our market in Malaysia and especially to tap on the Malay market. 
In doing so, we are preparing a Halal certification for our products from 
recognized authority, JAKIM. Moving forward, we are also looking at expanding 
to other countries in Southeast Asia such as Philippines, Indonesia and China.” 

A strong consumer base with the highest confidence in Unilever’s array of 
products has constantly placed the company at the forefront of the industry 
for over a hundred years now. This very fact assures members of the Unilever 
Network that they are a business partner who is not only secure but also a 
visionary on a truly global scale. Unilever Network has achieved so much as a 
direct sales business and certainly their presence will be further reinforced in 
all countries globally where they operate. With the trust Unilever has earned 
from consumers over the course of a century, people can be sure that Unilever 
Network is the best business partner to have. As Tan further added, 

“Direct selling is an exciting and intriguing industry as it attracts people to 
want to explore more. What draws people to Unilever Network is its unique 
example of a multilevel marketing business. Here, our partners can learn 
the art of building and growing a business with us as well as earn profits 
together. We provide people the platform to grow a business by becoming 
our business associates and without having to invest too much. In fact, to join 
Unilever Network, members would only need to pay a reasonable starting fee 
to register as our business associate.”

Unilever Network Academy
The Unilever Network Academy was established as a learning centre with 
emphasis on personal development including skills, leadership and character. 
Built on the same principle as its parent company, Unilever Network, the 
Luxury Division of Unilever Network focuses on building their business 
associates, privileged members and all staffs as an individual to learn more 
and further improve themselves in all dimensions. Its aim is to ensure an 
all-rounded development on which business associates can best grow their 
Unilever Network business. Tan further expounded, 

By NURILYA ANIS RAHIM

image :
Beyonde Maqui Plus, one of the many 
Unilever Network quality R&D products, 
is a world class drink from the Unilever 
Global Innovation Centre. It is the 
concentrate antioxidant drink from the 
proprietary natural combination of Multi 

Fruits & Berries Concentrate 
which contains 12 fruits 
including Maqui Berry, 
Artichoke, Goji Berry, Acai, 
Acerola Cherry, Raspberry, 
Red Grape and many more.
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“At Unilever Network Academy, we provide our members with the foundation 
to build this business by teaching them the required skills, expand their 
product knowledge, learn how to leverage on the company and how to build 
the confidence a Unilever business associate needs. It is very important to 
constantly improve the people that represent this company. We need to be 
focused and improve leadership skills to not only the management team 
but also our business associates. At the same time we also need to upgrade 
the consumers to become retailers, from retailers to business builders, from 
business builders to leaders.”

Countless Unilever Network business partners and associates have achieved 
tremendous success in terms of business development, income creation and 
family life. This is the clearest proof of how Unilever Network Academy can 
help shape their members into successful professional they can be. One whose 
achievement can be sustained indefinitely. 

Future Plans
Unilever Network sets out a plan to double the size of the business by 
increasing the number of members and consumers as well as expand product 
lines. The company has also seen various growth opportunities, especially 
through digital marketing to reach potential customers. With the presence 
of five outstanding potential factors – local growth, global growth, product 
excellence, income growth and personal development – Unilever Network is 
confident of positioning itself for sustainable growth and the highest growth 
potential among networking businesses. 
 
For more than a decade, Unilever Network has been flourishing among 
network-marketing businesses with excellent products, dedication and 
enthusiastic business associates. So now the company is ready for a firmer step 
towards a brighter future in the global arena. Unilever will continue to support 
the networking business, which comprises working systems, administration, 
organisation management, and training as well as new innovations including 
the latest formulations of new products. 

At Unilever Network, everyone is offered the chance to grow their wealth 
through Unilever Network premium beauty and wellness products and its 
robust networking organization. This global opportunity has created a solid 
foundation of consumers and partners around the world and made real the 
promise of boundless returns on one’s efforts. Now with presence in four 
countries, Unilever Network is confident in growing further in Southeast Asia 
and beyond.

“AT UNILEVER NETWORK ACADEMY, 
WE PROVIDE OUR MEMBERS WITH 
THE FOUNDATION TO BUILD THIS 
BUSINESS BY TEACHING THEM 
THE REQUIRED SKILLS, EXPAND 
THEIR PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE, 

LEARN HOW TO LEVERAGE ON THE 
COMPANY AND HOW TO BUILD THE 

CONFIDENCE A UNILEVER BUSINESS 
ASSOCIATE NEEDS. ”
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BIG PICTURE

THE emergence of terrorism and its potential threat is causing great concern 
amongst the public. As Malaysia’s population has  become more diverse, its 
counterterrorism efforts must continue to focus on mitigating the threat and 
create the perception of safety. 

Some of these security threats and challenges were addressed during 
the IFSEC South East Asia 2016 -- Security, Fire and Safety exhibition and 
conference at Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC) from September 7 to 
9, which attracted visitors from various industries including transportation, 
hotels, construction, developers, banks, retailers, and  IT. 

During his opening speech, Deputy Home Minister Masir Kujat said to 
keep Malaysia safe and secure, a high level of operational excellence 
and preparedness is crucial, and every effort must be taken to straighten 
every aspect of security, due to increasing global terrorism, cybercrime, and 
transnational crime, which continue to pose a serious threat to our country.

Security Response
With the evolving nature of such threats, security response must be enhanced 
to include community response as well, such as  the introduction of the 
National Blue Ocean Strategy, said Masir.

“Preparedness alone is not enough, working in close partnership with the 
community and preserving the national ideology of unity, harmony and peace 
are essential, with the involvement of all stakeholders, be it the public or 
private sector,” he added.

He congratulated UBM Malaysia for successfully organising IFSEC South 
East Asia for the second time, with the collaboration with Asian Professional 
Security Association (APSA) Malaysia Chapter, to strengthen security through 
“preparedness, response, and resilience”.
“These events are indeed timely, as safety and security are cornerstones of 
Malaysia’s stability and economic development. We have to step up our efforts 
to deal with these growing challenges and security threats,” he added. 

Security Platform
IFSEC Southeast Asia 2016 saw Malaysia playing host to over 350 companies 
from 42 countries exhibiting the latest security products and infrastructure 
from CCTVs, to access control, and drone perimeter protection, besides some 
of the latest security products from both the government and private sectors.
It is the best platform for industry players, trade buyers, specifiers, system 
integrators and government agencies to witness the latest products and 
technologies available  globally under one roof.

The event received support from a number of government agencies 
including Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Urban Well-being, 
Housing and Local Government, and Royal Malaysia Police amongst 
others. 

There were also national pavilions from the United Kingdom, 
Singapore, China, Korea, and Taiwan, on the exhibition floor, 
showcasing the latest range of security  products.  

For example,  Korea’s Ministry of Interior, gave a seminar on Korea’s 
cybersecurity strategy: “Public-Private Collaboration in Response to 
Cyber-attacks” while CyberSecurity Malaysia organised a one-day 
training on “Cyber Security Risk Management for C- Suite”.

Now an annual event, IFSEC Southeast Asia attracts more than 
10,000 trade buyers from around the region, in the commercial, 
residential and Cyber Security-related businesses.

Global Security Challenges
The on-going conflict in Syria and Iraq, and the rise of ISIS have 
heightened the global terrorism threat. The recent attacks in Paris, 
Ankara, Istanbul and elsewhere, demonstrate that the global threat 
of violent extremism is a real and present danger. The movement 

of people and goods across countries have also made crime 
increasingly cross-border in nature. 
One notable speaker at IFSEC 2016 was Brig Gen (R) Rashid Ali 
Malik from Pakistan who spoke on “TERRORISM – Failing World 
Order: Drawing Board to Projections and Possible Closure.”  

Currently the President and Chief Executive Officer of Security 2000, 
a leading security company based in Karachi, Pakistan; Rashid said 
the war on terror is a growing concern, and we must take this threat 
seriously in its prevention, detection, and the manner which we 
respond to these attacks.

Security Measures
The security threats we are facing today are real, and has to be dealt 
with immediately  and strategically. The landscape of preparedness 
have changed from the question of whether an attack will take 
place, to when, and where an attack will take place, said Rashid.

“Every effort must be taken to significantly strengthen every aspect 
of security, as we gear ourselves to face these global security 
threats,” he added.

Army Days

THE WAR ON TERROR
FIGHTING THE GLOBAL TERRORISM THREAT

images:
01) CENTRE: Deputy Home Minister Masir Kujat and President of Asian Professional Security 
Association (APSA) Malaysia Dato’ Sri Mustapa Bin Haji Ali and other dignitaries at IFSEC South East 
Asia 2016 opening ceremony.
02) Chief Executive Officer of Security 2000 Brig. Gen (R) Rashid Ali Malik.
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Having served in the Pakistan Army for 32 years, and participated in two wars, 
Rashid said the `War on Terror’ is close to his heart.  

“Pakistan has been hit hard by terrorism over the past 25 years, with more 
suicide bombings than the rest of the world combined, usually aimed towards 
the army, police, lawyers, and even school children,” he said, adding that 
Malaysia has been lucky to stay away from the madness of terrorism.

One of the most daring rescue mission he witnessed during his time was 
Black Hawk Down in Somalia on June 5, 1993, where 19 U.S. soldiers were 
killed and 68 injured. Many Pakistani soldiers who came to the aid of the U.S. 
soldiers died in heavy gunfire, but they were later commended for their valor. 
In 1996, Rashid retired from the Pakistan Army, and received 17 medals for 
war and peace-time service, including the coveted Army Chief Gold Medal. A 
year later, he established his own security company and has been a frequent 
speaker at international security seminars on the War on Terror.

Modern Terrorism
Although Rashid left the army 20 years ago, he said the menace of terror 
doesn’t seem to go away. In modern times, the `War on Terror’  is often 
associated to Osama bin Laden and 9/11. With ISIS looming in the horizon, 
“we are right in the midst of unspeakable brutalities and barbaric killings of 
the innocents in non-defined battlefields”. 

Although terrorism is a serious threat there are many grey areas investigators 
are struggling with. For example, there is still no real definition on what 
terrorism is, and “why the need for excessive violence to advance a political, 
religious and ideological gain?”

Another concern is how do you identify a friend or foe in the battlefield? 
“One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter, and there are many 
such examples in history where soldiers are willing to fight and die for their  
country since World War II”.

ISIS Threat
With recent news report of ISIS plots in the country and new 
recruits going to Syria to join the terror network, terrorism 
is a clear and present danger in the region, and Malaysia is 
no exception. “Today, we are at a stage of uncertainty as we 
do not know what will happen next,” said Rashid.

As reported in the newspaper, ISIS may be already here,  if 
not sooner or later. In 2015, Malaysian authorities arrested 
more than 100 suspected ISIS supporters and terrorists, 
with scores convicted in court, as they continue to identify 
Malaysians who have joined or support ISIS, and therefore 
we must be prepared in our home ground.

“In the past, we were hard hit because we were not  
thoroughly prepared,  but now we are. It is a good time for 
your country to be prepared too, and not wait for the threat 
to come and hit you,” said Rashid.

Counter Terrorism Strategies

“The first wave of attacks are usually carried out by locals, 
which is their modus operandi,” said Rashid, adding the 
first recruits are usually `failures in society’ who act as 
footprints for ISIS, before the real terrorists move in, 
 “Osama has worked on the minds of these collective 
`failures’ - ordinary people taking revenge on society for 
being left out, in exchange for a better life in the next 
world.”

Rashid added that fighting terrorists is a full time job and a 
special force, or leadership unit, must be established to tackle 
this threat, and report directly to the Prime Minister. “Police 
have gotten their hands full, usually overworked 24-hours a 
day, and not equipped for this arduous job,” he added.

Inflicting fear and dividing society is the graph of any acts of 
terror. An effective counter-terrorism strategy is to develop a 
community that is vigilant, cohesive and resilient, a role both 
the public and private sector security will have to undertake. 

Other crime prevention measures are being introduced, with 
new legislations, like the Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA), 
and amendments to the Prevention of Crime Act (POCA) that 
reinstate preventive detention without trial. 

In the financial sector, Malaysia has established a 
comprehensive Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Financing 
of Terrorism (AML/CFT) Act to respond to the evolving money 
laundering and terrorism financing threats.

The Royal Malaysian Police will continue to improve 
interagency cooperation and information sharing. Led by 
the Special Branch Counterterrorism Unit, the Agency has 
increased their capabilities with real-time monitoring and 
law enforcement activities to curb acts of terror and safeguard 
against any attempts to disrupt peace in our country.

For more information, visit www.ifsecsea.com.

“IN THE PAST WE WERE 
HARD HIT, BECAUSE WE 

WERE NOT  THOROUGHLY 
PREPARED,  BUT NOW 
WE ARE. IT IS A GOOD 

TIME FOR YOUR COUNTRY 
TO BE PREPARED TOO, 

AND NOT WAIT FOR THE 
THREAT TO COME AND 

HIT YOU.” 
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B
IGIT Technology Malaysia 2016, the anchor event for Big Data 
Week Asia 2016, was held on 19th and 20th September at the 
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC). The event, which is 
recognised by industry experts as the ‘Leading Big Data Show 
in Asia’, was aimed to drive conversations and promote Big Data 

Analytics in Southeast Asia and introduce Malaysia as the regional hub for 
Big Data Analytics. 

With the increasingly aggressive growth of Big Data in Southeast Asia, 
much focus have been driven to understand the concept of Big Data as a 
powerful tool in valuing the data and to make the most out of it. Having 
said that, many organisations are still sceptical and find it a challenge to get 
management buy-in. Only a handful of companies have started to adopt Big 
Data to obtain absolute data values and implement its practical concepts 
and guidelines for smarter data management. This is the conference for data 
enthusiasts to be convinced to drive value from their data assets and learn 
from other organisations from around the world testify their journey to big 
data adoption. 

Co-organised by Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) – Malaysia’s 
government agency leading the national Big Data Analytics initiative, and 

Olygen (under the brand BIGIT), the event consists of the much anticipated 
4th Big Data World Show, Data Security World Show Conferences and the 
BIGIT Exhibition. 

Kuala Lumpur is the 2016 city partner of Global Big Data Week and the 
congregation has been officially recognised as the biggest in Asia this 
year. With an audience of 3000 delegates, 1500 trade visitors, 45 speakers 
and 70 exhibitors from over 500 dynamic companies in 40 industries, the 
event was surrounded by exclusive group of established sponsors and 
exhibitors including renowned key players in the industry such as the C-level 
management, Directors of MNC companies, Strategic Decision Makers with 
high purchasing power and Key Government Personnel governing the 
national policy.

Malaysia focuses on building a data driven ASEAN
For the first time in Malaysia, BIGIT Technology Malaysia 2016 featured 
Pepper, the world’s first robot that is capable of reading emotions and 
feelings. The two-day event was part of MDEC’s efforts to catalyse digital 
innovation ecosystems in expanding opportunities in the area of Big Data 
and Analytics (BDA). Speakers include international thought leaders such 
as Professor Karim R. Lakhani from Harvard Business School, Daniel Castro, 

Director of Centre for Data Innovation, US; Amr Awadallah, 
Co-founder and CTO of Cloudera and Lutz Finger, Data 
Scientist from Cornell University along with a host of 
regional and local speakers. 

“We are thrilled to see such a great response from speakers 
and participants of Big Data Week Asia 2016. This is just 
remarkable,” said Dato’ Yasmin Mahmood, Chief Executive 
Officer, MDEC who officiated the Big Data Week 2016. 

“In 2014, based on the estimated demand, we had targeted 
for 1500 Data Scientists by 2020. But due to the increase in 
awareness and adoption, this figure has now been revised to 
2,000 data scientists and 16,000 data professionals. With the 
support of our partners – Cloudera, Coursera and TheCADs 
– we are producing Data Scientists through innovative 
working models that include forging Industry – University 
collaborations and formulation of industry relevant 
curriculum. Last year, we saw 70 data scientists emerge 
from this model representing corporate MNC’s, government 
linked companies and even start-ups.” she added. 

Ir. Dr. Karl Ng, Director, Innovation Capital, MDEC said, 
“Needless to say, we have achieved excellent results from 
our BDA initiatives until now. But the next upcoming event is 
even more exciting and will truly amaze the global Big Data 
community. The launch of ASEAN Data Analytics Exchange 

(ADAX) will redefine our approach to Big Data entirely by 
bringing together the community, enterprises, startups, 
academia and working professionals at a single venue.”  

“Creating niche and tailored events that address the latest 
technological trends and developments such as Big Data, 
Data Security and Artificial Intelligence is aligned with 
Olygen’s BIGIT expertise and experience. We share the 
same vision with MDEC as we strive towards propelling 
Malaysia to the forefront of the Big Data race. With MDEC 
as our strategic partner and co-organiser, BIGIT Technology 
Malaysia 2016 is announced as one of the key initiatives 
as we aim to position Malaysia as the leading Big Data 
Analytics hub in the SEA region,” said Alvin Yong, Managing 
Director of Olygen Sdn Bhd. 

Malaysia is making steady progress in becoming a hub 
for BDA solution providers in Southeast Asia. As of August 
2016, there are 22 multinational BDA companies from six 
countries currently setup in Malaysia. These include IHS 
Markit and SiteCore. In addition to this, Fusionex and Data 
Micron are among the Malaysian companies who have 
expanded globally. In total, there are 32 BDA companies 
that have exported their services and solutions and 47 Big 
Data Analytics start-ups continuously innovating and testing 
cutting edge technology in this space.  

BY NURILYA ANIS RAHIM

BIGIT TECHNOLOGY
MALAYSIA 2016

CREATING NICHE AND 
TAILORED EVENTS THAT 
ADDRESS THE LATEST 

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS AND 
DEVELOPMENTS SUCH AS BIG 

DATA, DATA SECURITY AND 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS 

ALIGNED WITH OLYGEN’S BIGIT 
EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE. 
WE SHARE THE SAME VISION 
WITH MDEC AS WE STRIVE 

TOWARDS PROPELLING 
MALAYSIA TO THE FOREFRONT 

OF THE BIG DATA RACE.
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Bringing Malaysia to Global Stage
Functioning as the focal point for foreign importers to 
source for Malaysian products and services by connecting 
them to Malaysian suppliers and designers, MATRADE’s 
offices overseas offer international buyers a range of 
resources and services such as accurate and reliable 
information about Malaysian capabilities, products 
and services, advice on doing business with Malaysian 
companies, assistance in organising business meetings and 
assistance in establishing connections with key decision-
makers within Malaysia’s public and private sectors.

MATRADE’s mission to promote Malaysia’s export has 
enabled many local companies to carve new frontiers in 
global markets. Today as they continue to put the spotlight 
on capable Malaysian companies on the international 
stage, they are helping make the phrase ‘Made-In-Malaysia’ 
synonymous with excellence, reliability and trustworthiness.

Late September, Malaysia External Trade Development 

Corporation (MATRADE) announced that its signature event 
INTRADE 2016 featuring Malaysia Fashion Week (MFW) is 
set to take centre stage from 2nd to 5th November 2016 at 
Menara MATRADE.

INTRADE is an annual international exhibition organised 
by MATRADE since 2007 which connects trade exhibitors, 
buyers and visitors to the global markets. INTRADE 
enhances networking, business matching, exchange trade 
ideas and inspiration amongst the business community 
of different countries, especially those who are seeking to 
venture into the global market.

Malaysia Fashion Week 2016     
MFW is a dedicated trade fashion event organised by a 
government agency in partnership with the private sector 
and its multinational collaborators at an international level. 
The nation’s largest lifestyle and fashion trade event is a 
collaborative effort between national trade promotion 
agency, Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation 

(MATRADE) and Malaysia’s leading lifestyle fashion event 
organiser, STYLO International Sdn Bhd. MFW is supported 
by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). 

Since 2014, INTRADE featuring MFW has been making 
headlines and is focused on boosting the Malaysian fashion 
and lifestyle industry. The event is an initiative to provide 
a marketing platform to present local fashion brands to 
international buyers, whilst aspiring to elevate Malaysia’s 
status as a major fashion hub in ASEAN and beyond.

The third edition of the event is set to host hundreds of 
local players in the fashion and lifestyle industry as well 
as buyers from around the world. The highly anticipated 
fashion event will be showcasing a dedicated fashion and 
lifestyle exhibition (INTRADE) interspersed with fashion 
shows and gala events (MFW). While Malaysia Fashion 
Week is predominantly a B2B event, this year they are 
including the B2C elements to encourage consumers and 
end buyers to visit the event. 

According to Chief Executive Officer for MATRADE, Dato’ 
Dzulkifli Mahmud, 

“INTRADE featuring MFW aims to forge sustainable and 
profitable business partnerships among players within the 
industry. As a growing fashion trade hub, the event will 
connect trade buyers, exhibitors and designers from around 
the region and the rest of the world to source for, and 
showcase, their latest trends.”

“Malaysian fashion industry has a lot to offer to the 
world but we need a strong marketing strategy to ensure 
Malaysia gets noticed by the world. MATRADE and STYLO 
International collaboration embodies a strategic public-
private partnership and such inter-dependence is crucial in 
ensuring we are able to push this sector globally. Ultimately, 
with consistent efforts, we will be able to have a strong 
foothold around the world,” he added.

Among one of the key attractions for consumers is a 
premium outlet sales at the MATRADE event hall on the 
3rd floor featuring many local and international designer 
brands where consumers can purchase original branded 
products at very good discounted prices. Consumers can also 
visit the fashion and lifestyle exhibition spread over 10,000 
square meters and see the many quality products produced 
by local and international fashion and lifestyle companies 
and brands.

The event has seen to be helping the growth of local 
businesses in Malaysia, where local companies are 
encouraged to join the MFW event by taking up a booth 
and participate in the International Sourcing Program 
(INSP) where MATRADE plays a role in arranging for them 
to showcase their products and meet with interested 
international buyers and agents according to the respective 
product segments. In addition to that, fashion exhibitors can 
also participate in the trade fashion shows whereby they are 
able to showcase their designs for Spring/Summer 2017 to 
international fashion buyers who are looking to discover 
and trade with emerging and hidden Asian fashion talents 
that have international potential.

In its 2015’s edition, over 200 fashion buyers from countries 
such as China, South Korea, Japan, Vietnam, UAE, Philippines, 
Thailand and India as well as visitors from over 50 countries 
attended the event. This year, the event targets to have 300 
exhibition booths to fill a space spanning over 10,000 square 
metres, making it the largest fashion event in the country.
For the 2015 event, 1541 business meetings were arranged 
resulting in RM127.52 million in business transactions. MFW 
2015 had over 200 trade buyers from China, Japan, Dubai, 
Philippines, Vietnam, Korea, India, Thailand, Singapore and 
others. 

INTRADE exhibition will be featuring over 300 fashion 
and lifestyle exhibitors spread over 10,000 square meters. 
The exhibition component of this event will be segmented 
according to six clusters – Fashion, Apparels & Accessories; 
Jewellery; Beauty, Hair & Cosmetics; Art & Handicrafts; 
Lifestyle & Interior; Textile & Peripherals. There will be 
hourly trade fashion shows every day and this include both 
the Malaysia Fashion Showcase, and the Mercedes Benz 
STYLO Asia Fashion Week.

This year, INTRADE featuring MFW will comprised around 
two themes:

• Inclusivity – a continuation from last year’s theme. 
The theme was adopted to give a strong emphasis on 
Malaysia’s diverse culture that is made up of various 
races namely Malay, Chinese, Indian, Peranakan and 
the ethnics from Sabah and Sarawak, among others. 

• MODESTLYE – another continuing key component 
of this fashion event; a dedicated Muslimah fashion 
pavilion which brings together a large collection 
of Muslimah fashion by designers from Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Brunei, the Middle East and others.

To further promote the MODESTYLE Pavilion, the organiser 
has forged a partnership with Modestyle Malaysia (www.
modestyle.my) as the event’s official e-Commerce partner 
for the MODESTYLE Pavilion. The e-Commerce retail 
platform is a B2C and B2B site dedicated for Malaysian 

and international Muslimah fashion brands. All Muslimah 
designers participating in the event will be showcased and 
marketed digitally on Modestyle.my.

Apart from being a retail platform, the website also features 
Muslimah fashion news and styling videos from around 
the world – a result of their partnership with various 
international fashion associations. Currently, Modestyle.my 
will focus on the ASEAN market and will soon be launched 
in Indonesia, Singapore and Brunei.

The Perfect Platform for Local Designers
Today, up-and-coming young Asian designers are creating 
waves in the international fashion arena. MATRADE 
facilitates young and emerging designers through various 
exporters’ development programmes such as the Young 
Exporters Development Programme. The facilitation is not 
only done through grants or funding but through knowledge 
transfer too such as training and capacity building 
programme, which is key for them to succeed globally. There 
are many examples of young Malaysian designers who have 
gone on to achieve success following their participation in 
fashion weeks such as the Malaysia Fashion Week. 

Among them are Yii; who now has a strong presence in 
London, Blancheur; who made inroads into Shanghai and 
Dubai buyers, Man Chien; who is now one of this region’s 
most exciting designers, and Jo Disaya; who has showcased 
in Hong Kong and Tranoi. Other designer and brands that 
have received firm interest from international buyers 
through their participation in MFW last year include Yan’s 
Creation, Fairuz Ramdan, Bon Zainal, Benua Clothing, Hazree 
Wahid and a cosmetic brand called EMPRO. The success of 
these designers and brands have proven that fashion week 
platforms like MFW have successfully open doors for the 
young and talented to be discovered by international buyers 
from the East and West.

MATRADE has been on the forefront in assisting the local 
potentials through realize their business dreams. For those 
who may not know; local entrepreneurs, organisations and 
businesses including the many SMEs in the country can 
benefit from the funding and training programmes that 
MATRADE provides such as the MDG, SMM and others. 
To assist SMEs and start-ups, MATRADE offers a funding 
program called the Market Development Grant (MDG). 
The MDG provides reimbursable financial assistance on 
eligible expenses for eligible Malaysian companies and 
organisations when they undertake export promotional 
activities. 

Among these activities they can claim MDG for include 
participating in international trade fairs or trade events 
held either locally or overseas, Export Acceleration Mission 
and industry related international conferences.Those 
eligible for MDG includes Malaysian Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs), Trade & Industry Associations, Chambers 
of Commerce & Professional Bodies. Through the MDG, 
companies can claim for participating in events such as the 
upcoming Malaysia Fashion Week.

With that being said, the event will be the ultimate fashion 
expo that offers a golden opportunity for professional buyers 
and consumers alike to source for the best Malaysian and 
ASEAN designs for their Spring/Summer 2017 collection.

INTRADE 2016
THE RETURN OF MALAYSIA FASHION WEEK

By AIN MC
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O
WL OPTICS is a small and sexy Berlin glasses brand 
which is now spreading its wings to reach an increasingly 
international audience. Known for their stylish frames 
that come in an unusual palette of cool matte colours, 
their new website means snapping up their affordable 

wares is easier than ever.

“Which glasses should I wear today?” In the eyes of OWL, there are 
far too few people that can ask themselves this question. In 2011, 
David Kamp undertooka search for beautiful, yet affordable glasses 
and ultimately realized: “Nobody else seems to have done it, so we 
will do it ourselves.” And so OWL was born: to make people happy, 
notpoor, in their search for extraordinarily tasteful glasses.

In the first half of 2013 – about one and a half years after the 
successful launch in Germany– OWL started to offer its glasses and 
sunglasses throughout Europe for the first time. As if that wasn’t 
already reason to celebrate, OWL introduced two new models – VIER 
and FÜNF – and two new colors – Dolomite (a warm grey-brown) 
and Glacier (an icy lightblue).

Throughout 2013 the brand has established a solid customer base: 
Happy spectacle wearers adding frame after frame to their collection 
of OWL glasses. The mission of outfit-driven glasses choices is well 
on its way. The next step for OWL is to broaden the variety ofcarefully 
curated places throughout Europe where the frames can be tried on 
and – if desired– purchased directly. Those places will stand out in 
terms of atmosphere and ambience, but they won’t necessarily be 
opticians or concept stores. Expect to be surprised by new places you 
will discover in your hometown, simply by trying on OWL spectacles!

One of OWL’s core beliefs is that the more spectacles one has to 
select from each morning,the more enjoyable wearing spectacles 
becomes. That’s why the brand creates glasses that are desirable, 
and obtainable. This straightforward, yet cunning idea has been 
translated intothe design of the glasses themselves by Head of 
Design and Production, Lars Neckel, who worked several years for 
Mykita before bringing his talents and passion for glasses to OWL.

The frames, a hand-crafted matted acetate construction, proffer 
a distinct language of form,with slender lines and crisp contours. 
The branding consists only of a copper ring subtly embedded on 
the left temple. The inspiration for the colors Midnight, Palisander, 
Nude,Dolomite and Glacier ranges from the night sky to smooth, 
glassy flotsam. Every edition of OWL glasses and sunglasses 
is limited and has a propensity to sell outquickly. We had the 
opportunity to ask David Kamp, founder and CEO, about running 
the company; where he also spills some of the brand’s little secrets. 

OWL OPTICS
NICELY CRAFTED GLASSES

“OUR STORY BEGINS 
WITH THE QUESTION: 

WHY DO WE HAVE 
A HALLWAY FULL OF 

SHOES, BUT ONLY ONE 
PAIR OF GLASSES? 

THAT’S BECAUSE GOOD-
LOOING GLASSES ARE 
EXPENSIVE. THE RIGHT 

LENSES EVEN MORE SO. 
AND CHEAP GLASSES 
LOOK, WELL CHEAP. 

THAT’S WHY WE ASKED 
OURSELVES THE NEXT 
QUESTION: WHY DOES 

IT HAVE TO BE LIKE 
THAT? OUR ANSWER: IT 

DOESN’T.”

1. What do OWL OPTICS stand 
for as a brand?
All marketing jabber aside: 
When we decided to make 
glasses, we wanted to create 
beautiful everyday objects 
that we, as well as their future 
owners, would be happy with. 
The key for us was sensibility 
– objects that are well thought 
through have something incredibly 
satisfying.

2. When did you discover your 
passion for glasses?
I got my first pair of glasses 
when I was twenty, which was 
pretty late. They were made 
from nearly invisible metal, and 
were really hideous  – the type 
of glasses people wear who 
wish they didn’t have to wear 
glasses. With time, I started to 

see glasses no longer as a necessary evil, but as an accessory.

3. How, when, where, why did you establish OWL? 
In 2009, still working as a strategist in advertising, I started 
searching the internet for a new pair of glasses. The 
experience was atrocious. So I figured there was a need 
for a nice place on the web to buy cool glasses. I did some 
research and quit my job the following year. OWL went live 
12 months thereafter.

4. How would you describe your core customer?
We make stuff that we like. Hence we’re there for people like 
us: talented, smart, insanely good-looking and very modest.

5. What are your main style/visual influences for OWL?
OWL was developed in Berlin, and continues to be shaped 
by the city. We try to keep an open eye everywhere we go 
though. The Internet? Not so much. We use it for emails, 
selling glasses, and watching cute animal videos.

6. Where do you get the ideas for things like the signature 
matte-finish, the unusual colour shades and the shapes?
We’ve become quite good at listening to what we want, and 
we were really fed up with shiny, multi-colored surfaces, big 
logos, fat ergonomically shaped temples, etc. – so we did the 
opposite and made stuff that has a fairer chance of standing 
the test of time.

7. Why the name? OWLS seem to be everywhere at the 
moment! 
So many reasons – I don’t even know which one is true 
anymore. OWL OPTICS = O-O. Go figure.

8. How closely do you follow the fashion industry and the 
different seasons, colours and trends?
Not very closely. We don’t believe in seasons when it comes 
to glasses. We are building a portfolio instead of cranking out 
entirely new collections every 6 months.

9. Why is Berlin the perfect location for you and for owl?
In contrast to other metropolises, Berlin is very casual and 
easy-going. In the best sense of the word it’s planless. 

10. OWL glasses are only available in your online shop – will 
this change soon?
We enjoy being independent, which we are thanks to direct 
selling via our online shop. That doesn’t mean we’ll always 
stick to just online distribution. And to make sure we spend 
less time in front of the computer, we are planning to pack 
our bags and start a tour through Germany with our trunk 
full of glasses. 
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Scandinavian design focuses on delivering minimalist and highly 
functional products that is inspired by nature; the core tenets of 
Scandinavian living. In Sweden, the preservation of this movement 
started in 1845 with the establishment of the Swedish Society of 
Industrial Design and has since been emulated by most Swedish 
companies including Volvo Cars.

Social consciousness in design took root in Sweden between the 
1920s and ‘30s (Volvo was founded in 1927 by Assar Grabielsson 
and Gustaf Larsson). The company’s philosophy glimpses this pivotal 
moment in Sweden’s design history:

“Cars are driven by people. The guiding principle behind everything 
we make at Volvo, therefore, is and must remain, safety”

Those very words became the building blocks of the brand and 
directed a path on how Volvo products should be made for years to 
come, leading them to become the unequivocal leader in automotive 
safety.

Volvo’s Side Impact Protection System (SIPS) in the Volvo XC60 and 
V40 is a good example of how safety functions are assimilated into its 
minimalist design. In the event of a side collision, the system absorbs 
and transfers force through a series of points. The only hint of this 
system is a “SIPS” stamp on the lower part of the B-pillar.    

Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS) consist of an energy absorption 
mechanism which is integrated into the ergonomically designed 
seats. WHIPS reduces short- and long-term whiplash injuries as a 
result of rear-end collisions. 

As with all Volvos, the XC60 and V40 comes with an assortment 
of standard safety features, such as dual-stage driver and front 
passenger airbags, SIPS airbags, and inflatable curtains;  all of which 
offers the best protection to the car’s occupants, whenever possible.   

These passive safety systems complements the active safety 
technologies available in the Volvo XC60 and V40. The most notable, 
City Safety, a standard on all new Volvo cars. City Safety is an 
autonomous braking system which helps to avoid collisions if the 
relative speed between the two vehicles is up to 50 km/h. At higher 
speeds, the system helps to reduce the impact of the collision. 

The enhanced, radar-based Blind Spot Information System (BLIS) 
informs the driver about vehicles in the blind spots on both sides of 
the car and also monitors and alerts the driver to rapidly approaching 
vehicles up to 70 m behind the car. 

The same radar is used for Cross Traffic Alert (CTA) which alerts 
the driver of crossing traffic from the sides when reversing out of 
a parking space. CTA is especially helpful in tight and crowded 
areas where the side view might be limited due to infrastructure, 
vegetation or other parked cars.

All-in-all, the safety systems present in a Volvo gives assurance to the 
driver and occupants that the car is made with safety as the utmost 
priority. 

VOLVO’S 
SCANDINAVIAN 
DESIGN HERITAGE

Whilst safety holds precedence, the cabin design, materials 
used and systems put in place also ensures a pleasant 
experience for the drive and occupants.

The cabin design in a Volvo is a manifestation of Swedish 
design ideals. The beautifully crafted interior focuses 
on functional elegance where clutter is minimised and 
functions neatly integrated into the design. The measure 
of enjoyment is counted in millimetres and could only be 
appreciated once experienced.

Volvo’s Interior Air Quality System (IAQS) reduces the levels 
of certain harmful gases and particulates. The Clean Zone 
Interior Package (CZIP), a feature developed specifically for 
allergy-sufferers, and providing interior air recommended 
by the Swedish Asthma and Allergy Association.

On the environmental front, the Volvo XC60 is equipped 
with the new Drive-E powertrain which delivers more 
power whilst reducing harmful emissions and fuel 
consumption. Both the Volvo XC60 and V40 is 95% RRR-
certified (Reuse, Recycling, and Recovery) ensuring a more 
sustainable use of our earth’s precious resources.

Volvo cars are made to put owners at ease in both driving 
and ownership experience. More importantly, it signifies 
the promise of a better future by espousing the virtues 
of good design, care for the environment and safety – the 
universal values of a contemporary society.  

For more information, please visit your nearest Volvo 
dealer today.
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E
arlier this year saw the struggling national 
carmaker weighing on its options on a foreign 
partner – in exchange for a RM1.5 billion 
government assistance to turn the ailing Proton 
marque around, DRB-Hicom was instructed to 

find a foreign automaker to partner it. Fortunately, it 
has been decided that Proton Holdings Bhd will remain 
a Malaysian company with DRB-Hicom Bhd being its 
substantial shareholder. r.

2016 will be a big year for Proton as it promises to 
turnaround a not-so-encouraging 2015. Last year, the 
national carmaker sold just slightly over 100,000 units, 
a bit under the 115k units that rolled off dealerships 
in 2014. As such, the company is renewing its resolve 
by introducing new products and an improved after-
sales experience for the brand. Leading the charge are 
four new models – the three are of course the Perdana, 
Persona and Saga sedans, with one more jointly 
developed by Proton and Suzuki.

The D-segment Perdana was launched in the first 
quarter, while the Iriz-based Persona – Proton’s 
renewed entry to the popular B-segment sedan market 
arrived later. After that came the Saga, still based on 
the current model but heavily revised, which forms the 

bottom end of Proton’s new product range. The relative 
unknown will be the new Proton-Suzuki model that is 
expected to arrive before the end of the year – and it’s 
a safe bet that it will be a new A-segment hatch to fill 
a void in the company’s lineup. 

These new models have state of the art technology and 
safety standards, yet are affordably priced. To develop 
the new models, Proton has spent a total of RM2.2 
billion in capital expenditure over the last two years, 
including the research and development as well as on 
building new engines. 

Next comes after-sales, a known weak point for the 
brand. Proton acknowledges this and promises an 
improvement in the area as moving forward, the 
company will only add 3S and 4S dealers to its sales 
and service network. On top of that, Proton is also 
planning to fill up capacity at its under-utilised Tanjung 
Malim and Shah Alam plants, which are capable of 
producing up to 300,000 cars annually. 

Overall, Proton has a bullish outlook for 2016, with 
a string of new models, it’s understandable why 
confidence is running high. 

The 2016 Proton Perdana
June was a big month for Malaysia’s largest manufacturer 
of automobiles, as the new 2016 Proton Perdana was 
first launched. Fittingly, the fourth-generation Perdana 
was officially revealed by Prime Minister, Dato’ Sri Najib 
Tun Razak at Putrajaya. The new model is based on the 
previous-generation of Honda Accord, like the current 
Perdana used by Malaysian government officials. This 
one however, can be purchased by all Malaysians for 
RM113,888 for the 2.0L, while the 2.4L range topper is 
priced at RM138,888.

What makes it also different from the “government Accord” 
is the styling, which is obviously unique to the Proton. 
Measuring 5,020 mm long, 1,845 mm wide and 1,475 
mm tall, with a wheelbase of 2,800 mm, the Perdana is a 
lot longer than the 4,849 mm Accord, which was already 
quite a big car.

Should the Perdana’s sheer size not stand out enough, 
there’s that rear end. The sloping roof and fastback profile 
culminates in a tall behind. Plenty of elements competing 
for attention here, but the two main teams are the lamp 
and chrome garnish combo, and the diffuser panel, which 
is largely in body colour. Yes, even the exhaust tips are in 
body colour – possibly a world’s first!

PROTON
IS ON ITS WAY TO BECOME MORE COMPETITIVE

The new Perdana retains the i-VTEC engines and gearbox 
from the Honda it’s based on. The “bones” of the Perdana 
are also unchanged from the previous-gen Accord. 
Hydraulic power steering, all round disc brakes, front 
double-wishbone suspension and rear multi-links are 
under the skin.

If you’re attracted to the top line car’s longer list of kit, you 
will have to like or accept the mandatory beige theme for 
the spacious cabin, with wood trim. The 2.0L’s interior is all 
black with metallic trim. Speaking of colours, six exterior 
hues are available, and they are Ruby Red, Graphite Grey, 
Sterling Silver, Cotton White, Midnight Black and Citrine 
Gold.

The 2016 Proton Persona
In August, Proton launched the 2016 Proton Persona, the 
second entry in a four-model resurgence for the national 
carmaker. The Persona arrives in a total of three trim 
levels – Standard, Executive and Premium – all of which 
are powered by a 1.6 litre DOHC four-cylinder VVT petrol 
engine. 

First introduced in 2007, the all-
new Proton Persona is the 2nd 
generation Persona. The new 
Proton Persona is powered by a 
more efficient 1.6L VVT engine 
and is the first Proton car that is 
supported by ECO Drive Assist. 
Capable of achieving 5.6L/100km, 
the indicator will light up when 
optimum driving is achieved.  

There are six colours to choose 
from – Midnight Black, Sterling 
Silver, Cotton White, Graphite 
Grey, Fire Red and a new 
Carnelian Brown. The new model 
is eye-catching from every angle 
such as its bold and attractive 
face with smart headlamps and 
refreshingly modern rear view 
that is dominated by trendy rear 
lamps and aggressive looking 
lower diffuser.   

The all-new Proton Persona 
is engineered with safety in 
mind. It is well-equipped with 
advanced safety features to 
complement Proton’s signature ride and handling.  With a 
5-Star ASEAN NCAP rating across all variants, it provides 
comprehensive active and passive safety features such 
as Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with Traction Control 
System, Brake Assist, Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Hill-
hold Assist, ISOFIX and top tether, as well as 6 airbags 
for the Premium variant to ensure optimal protection for 
both the driver and passengers.  

The 2016 Proton Saga
September saw the launch of the new 2016 Proton Saga, 
the last of Proton’s three sedans to be introduced this 
year and arguably the most important as it represents the 
national carmaker’s bestselling model. The nameplate 
first made its debut in 1985 and 31 years later, the latest 
Saga is now available in four variants which are the 
Standard (MT), Standard (AT), Executive (AT) and Premium 
(AT).

Sitting at the entry level of the company’s range, the new 
Saga is priced at RM36,800 for the Standard manual 
variant and RM39,800 for the CVT. Moving up, the 
Executive CVT retails at RM42,800, while the Premium 
tops out at RM45,800. All prices are on-the-road inclusive 
of insurance and a five-year/150,000km warranty, up from 
the old model’s three-year/100,000km coverage. There 
will be a total of six colours offered for the new Saga; 
white, silver, black, red and the new colours introduced 
are blue and grey.

The new car is built on the bones of the outgoing Saga, 
but its definitely not just a facelift. There’s a lot that’s 
changed since the second-generation BLM model was 
originally introduced way back in 2008. The measuring 
tape alone indicates that there’s been a significant rework 
– at 4,331 mm long, 1,689 mm wide and 1,491 mm tall, 
the Saga is not only 74 mm longer than before, but also 9 
mm wider and 11 mm lower. Only the wheelbase remains 
the same, at 2,465 mm. The longer overhangs are likely 
the reason why the boot is now seven litres larger at 420 
litres.

The 2016 Saga also manages 
improved performance and 
fuel economy figures as well 
as improved fuel consumption. 
Improvements to the structures 
include a chassis that is stiffer 
by 20 per cent, a quicker, still 
hydraulically assisted steering 
rack, lighter door closing effort 
as well as improved ride and 
handling.

Regaining its market position
Year after year, Proton has been 
losing market share. According 
to statistics by the Malaysian 
Automotive Association, its 
market share dropped to 13 
per cent on sales in the first 
half of 2016, compared with a 
15.6 per cent in the previous 
corresponding period. The 
company’s sales have dipped 
throughout this year due to 
a slowdown in consumer 
spending and tighter borrowing 
requirements for auto loans. But 
with cars being a necessity these 

days, it’s only natural to see consumers downgrading 
to cheaper vehicles during an economic slowdown. 
Therefore, Proton is on the right track in introducing new 
models with a more affordable price tag into the market. 
The launch of a new generation of Saga and Persona has 
also help boost sales and appeal to customers.

Although Proton is not currently in the position that it 
should be but the introduction of new models and further 
campaigns to drive sales is expected to keep the sales 
curve upward for the short-term at least. With Proton’s 
new product range, the three new models and the launch 
of a multi-purpose vehicle next – the first product of the 
joint venture with Suzuki, Proton is likely to reach its 
target sale of 100,000 cars this year. However, time can 
only tell how these new models will perform and whether 
it will help revive Proton in the long run. 

“IN AUGUST, PROTON 
LAUNCHED THE 2016 
PROTON PERSONA, 
THE SECOND ENTRY 
IN A FOUR-MODEL 

RESURGENCE FOR THE 
NATIONAL CARMAKER. 
THE PERSONA ARRIVES 
IN A TOTAL OF THREE 

TRIM LEVELS – 
STANDARD, EXECUTIVE 
AND PREMIUM – ALL OF 
WHICH ARE POWERED 
BY A 1.6 LITRE DOHC 
FOUR-CYLINDER VVT 

PETROL ENGINE.”

BY NURILYA ANIS RAHIM
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PERCEPTION
 ISN’T ALWAYS

HALF THE BATTLE;
SOMETIMES IT’S THE 

ENTIRE BATTLE

BRAND SPEAKS

In the marketing community, there is a struggle between 
two schools of thought. One school is focused on the 
product. The other school is focused on the brand.

The product folks believe the ultimate winner in every 
marketing battle is the better product. If this is so, goes 
the thinking, the role of a company’s marketing program 
is to communicate the features and benefits that make a 
company’s product clearly superior to its competitors.

Virtually every young person in the marketing community 
tends to join the product school. I know I did. And why not?

It’s simple, logical and most important of all, the product 
school fits the facts everybody knows. Just ask yourself a 
couple of questions.

What’s the best energy drink? Red Bull, of course.

What’s the best coffee? Starbucks, of course.

What’s the best smartphone? The iPhone, of course.

So if you want to become market leaders like Red Bull, 
Starbucks, iPhone and many others, you need to develop 
the better product or service. Then hire the best advertising 
agency you can find to communicate your superiority 
message.

How can anyone believe otherwise?
With all the evidence on the side of the product school, how 
can anyone believe the brand is more important than the 
product? The key insight is perception.

There are no facts. Everything in life is “perceptions.” There 
are no superior products. There are only superior perceptions 
in consumers’ minds. And so it is with many other “facts” we 
assume to be true.

Take another example. Grass is not green. The sky is not blue. 
Snow is not white. There are no colors in nature.

Color is created in your mind by the frequencies of the light 
reflected by the grass, the sky and the snow.

The role of perception 
There’s no question Red Bull has the perception of being 
the best energy drink. The same is true of Starbucks and 
coffee. The iPhone and smartphones.

BY AL RIES

HAVING A BETTER BRAND IS BETTER 
THAN HAVING A BETTER PRODUCT

What else do we know about perceptions? They are very 
difficult to change. Once a person holds a strong perception 
about a specific brand, it’s extremely difficult to change that 
perception.

Developing a better coffee than Starbucks is a simple task 
compared to developing a better perception than Starbucks 
in consumers’ minds. In fact, it’s almost impossible -- unless 
Starbucks does something stupid.

Perceptions are difficult to change. When was the last time 
you changed your mind? How many Democrats became 
Republicans last week? And vice versa?

The role of timing
The product school doesn’t need to worry about when 
to launch a brand. At most, it might be wise to delay the 
introduction of a new brand in order to have the extra time 
to develop a superior product.

The brand school thinks differently. Since perceptions are 
difficult to change, it’s critical to get into consumers’ minds 
before the competition does. That’s why leader brands are 
usually first in their categories.
Motto of the brand school: It’s better to be first than it is 
to be better.

The role of difference
Only a handful of brands can be first. So how can an also-
ran overtake a leader? The brand school has an answer for 
that question, too.

Be different.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car wasn’t necessarily better than Hertz. 
But it certainly was different. Instead of locating its rental 
counters in airline terminals (like Hertz, Avis, National and 
almost everybody else), Enterprise opened in the suburbs.

Today, Enterprise is the largest car-rental company in 
America. Not Hertz.

Motto of the brand school: It’s better to be different than it 
is to be better.

The role of believability
No superiority claim is believable unless you are already the market 
leader. And then you don’t need one because consumers believe the 
market leader is the superior brand.

A claim of superiority by a No. 2 or No. 3 brand is just not believable. If 
the brand was actually superior, thinks the prospect, then why isn’t it 
the market leader? Since everybody knows the better product wins 
in the marketplace.

(Virtually all consumers belong to the product school. Many go out 
of their way to say brand names play no part in the products they 
buy. The only thing that matters is the quality of the products.)

As time goes on and as perceptions harden in consumers’ minds, it 
becomes more and more difficult to make progress with an also-
ran brand.

Look at the touchscreen smartphone, a category pioneered by the 
Apple iPhone, still the leading smartphone in America. Samsung 
got in early and became a strong No.2 brand.

It’s way too late in the game for Amazon to generate much 
momentum in the category with its Fire smartphone. No matter 
how good the product is.

Why would prospects pay attention to an advertising message 
about the Amazon Fire? Their minds are already occupied by the 
two major brands: Apple’s iPhone and Samsung.

image :
Coiling Dragon Cliff Skywalk
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BRAND SPEAKS

*BRAND SPEAKS

Recently Netflix attracted significant attention with its 
new‘N’logo. The following statement accompanied it; 
“We are introducing a new element into our branding 
with an N icon. The current Netflix logo will still remain, 
and the icon will start to be incorporated into our 
mobile apps along with other product integrations in 
the near future”. There’s nothing unusual about most 
of this statement. Companies regularly update their 
identities in a bid to stay relevant with their customers. 
The intriguing aspect to the Netflix statement came in 
the final sentence. “The icon will start to be incorporated 
into our mobile apps”. 

Netflix is a story most of us find appealing.  The company 
had been successful through renting DVD’s. Unlike a 
number of other legacy companies, it had the foresight 
to evolve, demonstrate its agility and, by doing so, avoid a 
‘Kodak moment’.  Today, the company still rents DVD’s, but 
has become somewhat of a market darling by moving to 
a platform that has disrupted industry players such as 
HBO, Verizon, AT&T and News Corp. 

In addition to its bespoke content, Netflix developed 
a user-friendly,programmatic system that enabled a 
level of personalization not seen before.  It also had 
a desirable, distinctive and engaging identity. What is 
unclear is where and when the warm, red, rectangular 
logo of Netflix will appear. The less distinctive‘ ribbon 
N’ has a more universal application, however, lacks the 
remarkability of the original identity.

The dilemma faced by Netflix is not unusual.  Indeed, 
a number of brands will face the same challenge. In a 
world of smart phones, tablets and wearable technology, 
will brands be forced to represent themselves in the 
commoditized, parameters of a slightly rounded square?

The iPhone was released on June 29th, 2007. It paved 
the way for mobile technology. Most particularly, the 
app. The invention heralded a new age of being able 
to access a plethora of information, on the go.  It also 
signaled a change in how consumers would perceive 
brands. Whereas the advent of the internet in the 
early 90’s provided brands with a new platform for 
interacting with customers, the difference with the app 
is that it changes the parameters for how brands will 
be perceived at the first point of interaction. As Netflix 
bears testimony to, a rectangular brandmark does not 
fare well on a homogenized square on the screen of a 
smartphone. 

Within a fairly short period of time, the app has significantly 
changed how we go about life. Uber, Instagram, Twitter and 
Airbnb have all fared well in this new dynamic. Indeed, it is 
these brands that have pioneered an ‘app enabled universe’. 
For brands like Coca-Cola, Panasonic, Hershey’s, Danone, 
Bridgestone,Gillette and Microsoft, adapting to an app 

based interface is more challenging. Why?  The wordmark 
has been the brand. Any brand that is not abbreviated, 
or is not represented by a visual icon and has more than 
five letters in its name will face similar challenges. So, 
what should marketers do in a world that is increasingly 
becoming standardized? 

An interesting event occurred in the Japanese car industry 
back in the early 90’s. Toyota, Mazda, Honda, Mitsubishi and 
Suzuki all stopped using brand wordmarks.  Toyota went to 
a cowboy hat inspired ‘T’, Mazda to a dove shaped ‘M’, Honda 
to a disproportionate ‘H’ and Mitsubishi and Suzuki adopted 
similar approaches. The custodians of Japan’s finest 
automobile brands discovered something their German 
counterparts had known for years.  A picture is a worth a 
thousand words.  Mercedes’ three pointed star, BMW’s blue 
& white propeller and Audi’s four interconnecting rings all 
demonstrate the power of beautifully designed icons. 

Other industries can learn from the manner in which 
automobile brands have evolved. Squared app parameters 
need not be the harbinger of conformity. At Landor we 
believe brands must be agile. There are six principles 
that underpin this.  Within the context of an ‘app enabled 
world’, the two principles of brand agility that resonate 
the most are these; Brands must be adaptive. They must 
also be multichannel. Microsoft constitutes a useful case 
in point. In 1994 the company evolved its identity from an 
upper case wordmark, featuring a speed-lined ‘O’, to a more 
approachable, italicized and bolder brandmark. In 2012, 
the identity adapted to a broader array of channels and 
platforms. Greater emphasis being given to the company’s 
four coloured tiles.  Such branding aligns with a multichannel 

approach.  Whether the brand adorns a billboard, 
storefront, Surface box or an app, the effect is the same.  
The four tiles signify the Microsoft brand which cuts 
through on a screen as much as it does on a shelf. 

The impact of the app on design could easily be viewed 
negatively.  Narrow parameters, a uniform size and 
overtly functional are all factors that spring to mind. 
Increasingly, the craftsmanship of an intelligently 
created wordmark feels a bitdusty. However, marketers 
and designers need not despair. One approach could be 
to take a page out of Snapchat’s book and simply design 
an identity (In Snapchat’s case, the Ghostface Chillah 
icon) with the mobile platform top of mind.

For those brands wanting to hedge their bets between 
online and offline, Netflix remains a brand to watch. The 
company is no doubt coming to the realization that a 
beautifully crafted wordmark is not mutually exclusive 
with a distinctive and engaging app. The two can co-
exist, however, a brand may not be as successful if it 
resists having a visually enticing identity that stands 
out on a mobile device. I sense we are about to see a 
number of companies place more emphasis on apps 
being the gateway to the overall brand experience. 

Nick Foley is the President of Landor Southeast Asia Pacific 
& Japan

WHAT IF IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THIS?

T H E  A M P W A L K  •  B A N G S A R  S H O P P I N G  C E N T R E  •  PAV I L I O N  K U A L A  L U M P U R

T U A N  A N A S  M I K A E L  |  S TA R R I N G  A A R O N  A Z I Z
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When PayPal was launched in 1999, online card payments 
were still a challenge for many merchants. Their great 
breakthrough was determining how individuals and 
businesses could more easily accept money over the web, 
and they succeeded and dominated the e-commerce 
storyline ever since.

Today, PayPal continuously aspires to be at the centre of 
virtually every payment transaction, whether it unfolds 
online when the consumer is sitting in front a computer 
screen, via a mobile device when the consumer is on the 
go or in a physical retail store.

As VP of Global Brand Marketing, Greg leads the Global 
Marketing functions career across the global brand, 
working on increasing brand preference, sales and market 
share which are constantly at the tipping point of change 
driven by technology and innovation. Fisher shares his 
thoughts on Paypal’s marketing efforts to sustain their 
position as the number one payments brand..

Q: Could you tell me a little about your background 
and how you came to be the VP Head of Global Brand 
Marketing at PayPal? 

As Vice President and Head of Global Brand Marketing, 
I’m proud to lead the Global Marketing functions across 
PayPal, Braintree and Venmo — Prior to joining PayPal, I 
was responsible for growing the international marketing 
functions for Kindle devices at Amazon, focusing on 
expansion into the high-growth markets of China, Brazil 
and India. Earlier in my career, I served as Senior Vice 
President of Global Marketing at HTC, as well as Director 
of Global of Integrated Marketing for Intel.

Over my career, I have drawn much joy in leading 
teams to create and deploy the best integrated global 
brand campaigns. No matter the size of company, I 
have been attracted to and fascinated by fast-moving 
technology brands across several categories including 
microprocessors, consumer devices and now, payments.

Q: How much of a close watch do you keep on the 
explosive marketing technology landscape? Do you have 
dedicated marketing technologists on your team?

PayPal was one of the original disruptors in technology. 
Way back in 1998 when we started out, our vision was to 
disrupt the payments landscape and to make payments 
easier. That vision remains part of our DNA today, as 
evidenced by the launch of our major global campaign as 
an independent company called “New Money”. This was a 
huge moment for us and a great opportunity to introduce 
the world to our idea for the future of money.

Of course we pay attention to emerging marketing 
technology and use it to better differentiate our “New 
Money” campaign and to bring to life our vision for 
the future of moving and managing money in new, 
unexpected and engaging ways for everyone.

Q: How successful has marketing automation been 
in breaking down human sentiments to get accurate 
insights? Will marketing, sales and customer service tech 
evolve soon to such an extent that it will make face-to-
face personal interactions with consumers redundant?

There are few things that people feel more passionately 
about than their money. That’s why it’s incredibly 
important for us to deliver top-notch and responsive 
customer service. In fact, ramping up customer service 
support has been a key focus of the company over the 
past number of years.

However, we believe that face-to-face is not only a 
necessary reality, but not what our customers are 
looking for. We of course maintain a strong customer 
service workforce to help customers with more complex 
or complicated problems, but we’re able to solve 
many issues through smart social media community 
management.

It is part of putting people at the center of everything we 
create and do.

Q: Can you share a screenshot of the homepage of your 
smartphone (iOS/Android/other)? It would be interesting 
to see some of the apps you personally use on a daily 
basis to get things done and stay on top of your day.

BRAND EXPERT

GREG FISHER, PAYPAL’S VP HEAD OF GLOBAL BRAND MARKETING 

MARKETING THE 
FUTURE’S NEW MONEY
WHEN PAYPAL WAS LAUNCHED IN 1999, ONLINE CARD PAYMENTS WERE 
STILL A CHALLENGE FOR MANY MERCHANTS. THEIR GREAT BREAKTHROUGH 
WAS DETERMINING HOW INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES COULD MORE 
EASILY ACCEPT MONEY OVER THE WEB, AND THEY SUCCEEDED AND 
DOMINATED THE E-COMMERCE STORYLINE EVER SINCE.
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BRAND PERSONALITY

WITH Satya Nadella10 QUESTIONS
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella has reshaped the company since taking over two years 
ago. He is making strong progress re-establishing the $93.58 billion-in-revenues 
company as an innovator in tech. The company’s new operating system, Windows 10, 
successfully launched in July; flashy new gadgets like the HoloLens augmented reality 
goggles made headlines, and new consumer hardware like the Surface Book earned 
rave reviews. Check out his answers to the Top 10 Questions here!

How long have you been with Microsoft?
I joined the company in 1992 from one-time Silicon 
Valley icon Sun Microsystems so I’ve been a Microsoftie 
for well over half of the company’s existence.

What’s surprised you most as CEO on a personal level?
As a CEO, you have to be very, very careful of making 
sure that you just don’t opine without thinking through 
things, because the last thing you want to do is say 
something and then—you know, people will take it 
seriously and make it happen. You’d better know that’s 
really what you wanted done.

Microsoft’s theme of aligning IT with businesses is 
something you’ve talked about for years. So what’s new 
in the cloud era?
It is all about empowering IT.  And in some sense I look at 
it and say, you know, of course IT stands for information 
technology, but none of those other transformations for 
business users can really be achieved, especially in the 
context of the enterprise, if IT professionals don’t also 
think of themselves as key drivers of innovation and 
transformation. And that’s kind of the play with words 
that I’ve been thinking about a lot. IT really stands for 
innovation and transformation. 

As Microsoft enters middle age, what do you want this 
company to be?
I think any company that has had tremendous success 
should be mindful that early success or big success 
can get in the way of creating new success. We’ve 
been tremendously successful. So we need to remind 
ourselves that every new business that’s going to grow 
at Microsoft is not going to grow in multibillion-dollar 
chunks.

You’ve done a lot of traveling in the spring to China, 
India, and other countries in Asia. What did you learn 
from observing the way people there use technology?
Whenever I go to most countries, I visit schools just 
to see what’s happening. And there was this school in 
Jakarta I went to, and what was awesome was to see 
the tools the kids there used—Windows, PCs, in fact, I 
think they were using a two-in-one tablet and using 
OneNote. The same toolset that my daughter in Seattle 
uses is what kids in Jakarta are using. The fact that it’s 
been democratized is amazing.

Is it hard to change the culture at such a big company?
All change is just hard. I mean, forget the company – 
let’s just individualize it. If somebody says, “Hey, today 
you’re going to have to change,” it’s the last thing 
anybody wants. It’s the most uncomfortable thing. 

What do you think of the augmented reality trend going 
on today?
I think it’s fantastic to see these augmented reality 
applications getting built because the best thing that 
can happen when you’re creating a new category is for 
applications that are these killer apps, whether it be a 
game or in the industrial scenario, to get invested in. 

Can you tell us more about your upcoming book, ‘Hit 
Refresh’?
This book is about change. It is not a ‘how to succeed’ 
book, nor is it a memoir—it’s premature for that. 
Ultimately, I am writing for Microsoft team members, 
customers, and partners in hopes that these stories of 
transformation will be useful to them as they navigate 
their own path.  

In your opinion, what is the key to success for a company 
in general?
I like to say that the real determinate of long-term 
success is the day-to-day culture of the organization.

What’s the worst piece of advice you’ve ever received?
The worst advice I would say is from people who have 
said, “OK, be either very long-term or be very short-
term.” And it just never is like that.
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BRAND ANNIVERSARY

BOTTEGA VENETA 
CELEBRATES GOLDEN JUBILEE

Bottega Veneta has been in the business of making luxury for 50 years. After 
Gucci, Bottega Veneta is the second-largest luxury brand in the world leader 
in apparel and accessories, Kering portfolio. Founded in 1966 in the Veneto 
Region of northeastern Italy, the company developed a distinctive leather 
weave design, called intrecciato, that was used on the exterior of many of its 
products, and became widely associated with the Bottega Veneta brand.

The Italian brand recently held its 50th anniversary in the Milan Fashion Week 
show at the prestigious Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera, also known as the 
Brera Academy. It was a double anniversary for the Italian brand as its long-
term creative director Tomas Maier marked his 15th year working with the 
brand. Maier took the helm in 2001, in the days when the It-bag reigned, and 
he immediately revived the famous Bottega Veneta motto: “When your own 
initials are enough”. 

The company had fallen into obscurity and debt when Tom Ford, then creative 
director of its owner, the Gucci Group, asked Maier to run it. Within a few 
months, Maier introduced the Cabat, a simple, logo-less intrecciato tote. It set 
off a feeding frenzy among high-end handbag enthusiasts that continues today. 

The intrecciato was created by Bottega Veneta in the early Seventies, and when 
Maier saw the capability of the craftspeople working for the company was just 
incredible and he immediately recalled the intrecciato bags his own mother 
used to carry. The distinctive leather weave design is a beautiful way to make 
a supple, soft, constructed bag durable. The leathers are very, very soft and 
layering and weaving them into each other is what makes each item so unique.

That was the starting point, along with the brand’s four cornerstones of 
outstanding craftsmanship; timeless yet innovative design; contemporary 
functionality; and the highest quality materials to define the products. When 
Maier joined the house it was losing its identity and roots, so he instituted 
those four cornerstones. Once these principles had been defined, he went on to 
develop Bottega Veneta into a full-range luxury lifestyle brand. This philosophy 
continues to drive everything we create and produce today.

Maier and Bottega Venetta, in this sense, are firmly intertwined – like the 
classical intrecciato (woven) leather technique that has come to define the 
house – for today, under Maier’s direction, the brand is a case study in the art 
of stealth branding. The logo-less Bottega is recognisable by the superlative 

quality of its fabrics, the metallic knot hardware, the luxurious knitwear. Pared 
down to its essence, less truly means more for Maier: there is something 
about these timeless classics that reminds us of the real value of long-lasting 
craftsmanship.

“I like looking back to what we’ve been able to build and I couldn’t be more 
proud of what we’ve been able to achieve in collaboration with all the people 
who constantly work for this company with their incredible dedication and 
commitment. For this reason I look at our future, imagining what we’ll be able 
to create moving from here. I am honoured to have led our story, and have the 
opportunity to continue leading it.”

The brand made a quieter statement, showing a collection that stayed close 
to Veneta classics, a combination of craftsmanship and luxurious materials. 
To celebrate the brand’s 50th anniversary, fifteen new bags were released and 
fifteen vintage designs were re-launched. 

And there’s never been a more graphic illustration of Maier’s conviction that 
Bottega Veneta knows no age than runway’s hottest girl Gigi Hadid and 
legendary actress Lauren Hutton strolling down the catwalk arm in arm during 
the anniversary celebration. Hutton, who held a remake of the Bottega Veneta 
clutch she first carried in American Gigolo nearly four decades ago, depicts the 
brand’s inherent values of heritage and tradition. 

Claus-Dietrich Lahrs, former chief executive officer of Hugo Boss, recently joined 
Bottega Veneta as the chief executive officer, making this year an exciting and 
memorable one for the luxury brand. In his role as CEO of Bottega Veneta, 
effective this October, his mission will be to pursue the global development 
of one of the world’s most prestigious brands, and to continue 
building on its reputation for excellence. Lahrs succeeds Carlo 
Alberto Beretta, who has been promoted to chief client and 
marketing officer at Kering.
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BRAND HISTORY

THE STORY OF THE MAN BEHIND THE BRAND: 
LEVI STRAUSS

The man behind the brand 
myth
The history of the five 
pocket blue jean and how 
they came to be is the story 
of Levi Strauss. But the 
story of this pioneering dry 
goods merchant is littered 
with numerous myths and 
anecdotes. With this article 
we uncover some of these 
myths.

The man, Levi Strauss, founded one of the key enterprises 
of the clothing industry in recent times. With roots 
back to the 1850s, the story of Levi Strauss & Co., 
often appreciated LS&CO., has for many decades been 
synonymous with the history of jeans.

Throughout it’s existence, the company has marketed 
itself heavily on its central historical position, which to 
some extent is based on the myths, and as a consequence 
has created one of the industry’s strongest brands. But 
let’s start at the beginning.

The Humble beginnings
No matter how we look at it, a pair of jeans will 
undeniably smell a bit of gold mines and conjure images 
of the tough rebel.

Part of what continues to fascinate and inspire denim 
consumers around the globe is the story of how the 
product came to be. It all started in 1847 when Loeb 
Strauss, an 18-year-old emigrant from Bavaria, Germany, 
came to the United States with his mother and three 
sisters.

Strauss spent the first couple of years in New York where 

he worked for his two older brothers, Jonas and Louis, 
who under the name J. Strauss Brother & Co. had opened 
a wholesale company that specialized in dry goods 
(textile products).

Here, young Loeb quickly learned how to succeed in the 
industry and around 1850 he became known among 
family and customers as “Levi.”

Heading West
At the end of January 1853, Strauss received U.S. 
citizenship and in February 1853 he traveled to San 
Francisco to seek his fortune in the wake of the Gold 
Rush.

Originally conceived as a west coast branch of the family 
business, he started a company under his own name. 
Sadly, records of the fate of Levi’s brothers are missing 
from this point on.

We know that Straus imported a wide range of dry 
goods. He brought in clothing, underwear, umbrellas 
handkerchiefs and raw fabrics and resold them to the 
many shops that had sprung up after due to the gold 
rush.

David Stern, who was married to Strauss’s sister, joined 
the company in the mid-1850s. In 1863 the name was 
changed to “Levi Strauss & Co.” After several relocations, 
in 1866 the San Francisco headquarters moved to 
Battery Street 14-16.

It remained there for the next 40 years. When David 
Stern died in 1874, he left four sons who all joined the 
company. Their descendants still own Levi Strauss & Co. 
to this day.

The birth of a legend
It was not until the early 1870s that Levi’s became 
directly associated with jeans. Before this they 
concentrated on the wholesale business. Levi Strauss 
was approached by a tailor from Nevada, Jacob Davis.

Davis had the unique idea to reinforce pockets and 
other exposed areas of the pants with copper rivets, a 
method he had used on horse blankets prior to seeing 

the application in pants. The iconic five-pocket jean 
was born. At this time they were simply known as the 
“Riveted Overall.”

The reason for the Levi myths
Levi Strauss died in September 1902 and left no 
heirs. Over the years Strauss had been involved and 
committed in the community of San Francisco, and he 
was known as one of the city’s biggest philanthropists.

A definitive event in the history of Levi Straus & CO., 
and the history of jeans, dates back to 1906 when 
San Francisco was hit by a severe earthquake and 
subsequent fires.

Throughout the Gold Rush in the second half of the 19th 
century the town was hit by several earthquakes, but 
the major earthquake in 1906 was the greatest of them 
all. The disaster caused massive damage to Levi Straus 
& CO.’s headquarters and factories around the city 
Almost all archives, patent papers, factory equipment 
and photographs were lost. All written history from the 
first era of the company disappeared.
It has been difficult for historians and denim hunters to 
determine how the original jeans really looked and who 
actually invented them.

With the destruction of the company records, a breeding 
ground for the numerous myths, anecdotes was created. 
There are many stories associated with Levi’s brand, 
many of them contradictory.

It is doubtful we will ever know the true tale of Levi 
Strauss’s personal history and perhaps more importantly, 
the origin of the famous and groundbreaking 501XX 
jeans.

This article was originally published on www.ropedye.com
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The Off Switch for Menstrual Pain

Livia is the off switch for your menstrual cramps. Livia is a 
drug-free solution for menstrual pain. With one single touch, 
the tiny device closes the “pain gates” by stimulating the 
nerves and blocking the pain from passing to the brain.  No 
more pain, no more pills.Livia’s technology is based on the 
“Gate Control Theory”. Livia is transmitting a pulse that is 
keeping the nerves “busy”. Busy nerves means that the nerve-
gate is closed, therefore pain signals cannot pass through and 
are unfelt.

Reason to Buy: Nothing is better than a machine that could 
put an end to period pain forever!

@GetLivia  www.mylivia.com

The emergence of new brands happen almost on a daily basis that it gets impos-
sible to catch up! But not all is given the limelight they truly deserve and why is 
that? What makes some brands stand out from the rest? It’s the uniqueness that 
catches people’s attention! In this new section, we feature some of the brands 
that we don’t want you to miss.

The Personal Trainer 
On Your Finger

Nutrition, sleep and stress are all vital components of your 
overall well being. BioRing will help you control and improve 
these crucial aspects unlike any other wearable.Forget the food 
journals and the clumsy fitness wristbands that simply don’t cut 
it. BioRing is a game changer that automatically and seamlessly 
tracks your nutrition and fitness, helping you be the best you 
every single day. Other wearables like FitBit and Jawbone only 
measure your calorie burn, without measuring your calorie intake. 
Knowing both is crucial if you want to lose weight or just live 
healthy. BioRing measures both, giving you a detailed breakdown 
of the food you are eating and helping you manage your weight 
- all in a revolutionary small size with sleek Scandinavian design. 

Reason to Buy: Imagine if you could track everything from your 
calorie intake to your vital signs through a device no wider than 
your ring finger?

@BioRingOfficial                       www.thebioring.com

The Travel Pillow

The invention that will revolutionize sleeping on trips 
— FaceCradle. It’s an upgraded memory foam neck 
pillow with five options and it looks like it’s ripped 
from a massage table. The pillow has a standard 
dozing mode, a snoozing mode for your shoulder, a 
table nap mode, and front or side deep sleep modes. It 
definitely looks different from any other travel pillow, 
but one will definitely love the possibility of actually 
sleeping on airplanes!

Reason to Buy: If you’re like most of us, trying to 
get some sleep while traveling via plane, train, or 
automobile is almost impossible. So, why not?

@FaceCradle www.facecradle.me

See What You Need, When You Need It

The Glance Clock is described as a smart clock that is “here to help you organize and 
enjoy your life.” The time-teller syncs with your smartphone, wearable, and connected 
home device, and then displays only the notifications you need to see. Whether that’s 
a meeting reminder, your fitness stats, or an Uber alert, Glance gives you important 
information with a quick peek.To set up the device, simply download the Glance app 
(available on both Android and iOS), and connect your smartphone to it via Bluetooth. 
Then, use the app to select which notifications you want to see and when, and the 
clock will do the rest.

Reason to Buy: Because it helps you stay up to date with your appointments, and helps 
you focus on what matters most. 

@glanceclock www.glanceclock.com

Devices All in One 

As you can probably relate, carrying around big chargers, flash 
memory drives and cables every day can be a huge hassle.What if 
there was one device that could hold it all?
QIUB is “The Swiss Army Knife of Power banks”, world’s first smart 
multi-functional mobile phone gadget with integrated cable, 
memory card reader and smart power bank features.Once you start 
using the QIUB you will never use any other cable or power bank!

Reason to Buy: Carrying cables, power banks and memory card 
readers separately is outdated. This is what you’ve been looking 
for!

@myqiub  www.myqiub.com
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KEEPING UP WITH 
TECHNOLOGY

FITBIT ALTA
MOTIVATION IS YOUR BEST ACCESSORY.
$230

There are more feature rich trackers out there, like the 
superb Garmin Vivosmart HR, but the Fitbit Alta is aimed 
at a completely different user; the type of user who’s not 
a fitness fanatic, but would like to improve their level 
of activity. It is designed to fit your personal style. Stay 
motivated by tracking all-day activity like steps, distance, 
calories burned and active minutes, and get credit for 
your workouts with SmartTrack automatic exercise 
recognition. At night, track your sleep and set a silent 
alarm to wake better and get your best rest. No matter 
where you’re headed, the easy-to-read OLED screen 
keeps your goals in focus with stats, time, and call or text 
notifications on display. And with accessory wristbands in 
metal, leather and sport, help you find the right style for 
every occasion.

EVERY YEAR, THE MOST POPULAR BRANDS ARE SADDLED WITH 
RELEASING THEIR FLAGSHIP DEVICES, WHICH GET PEOPLE TALKING. 
THEN, THE QUESTION “WHICH SHOULD I BUY” IS CONSTANTLY NAGGING 
AT THE BACK OF YOUR MIND. BUT WE ARE HERE TO MAKE IT EASY 
FOR YOU. HERE ARE OUR PICKS OF THE HOTTEST, COOLEST AND MOST 
SIZZLING GIZMO NOW!

GOPRO HERO5 
SIMPLY THE BEST, EVER.
From $299.99

GoPro just officially announced the Hero 5 
Black, the company’s first flagship action 
camera since the Hero 4 was unveiled in 
2014. The company also announced the 
Hero 5 Session, and update to the original 
Session — the small, cube-shaped camera that 
was released last summer.The $399 Hero 5 
Black and the $299 Hero 5 Session share a 
surprising number of specs and traits. Both 
shoot 4K footage at a max of 30 frames per 
second, and both are water resistant out of 
the box up to 33 feet without a housing. Each 
camera also has voice control, with seven 
languages  supported at launch. And both are 
capable of automatically backing up footage 
and photos as part of the new GoPro Plus 
cloud-based subscription service.

IPHONE 7
THE UPGRADE IS HERE.
From $649

iPhone 7 dramatically improves the most 
important aspects of the iPhone experience. 
It introduces advanced new camera systems, 
the best performance and battery life ever in 
an iPhone, immersive stereo speakers, and 
the brightest, most colourful iPhone display. 
iPhone 7 Plus doesn’t have just one entirely 
new camera system — it has two. The same 
12MP wide-angle camera that’s on iPhone 
7 works with a 12MP telephoto camera that 
can get even closer. That means you can 
get higher-quality zoom from farther away. 
Despite pre-release angst that the new 
models wouldn’t sell, the initial batch sold 
out in minutes on Sept. 9 and delivery times 
for tarrying buyers slipped into October.

MICROSOFT HOLOLENS
TRANFORMING YOUR WORLD. 
$3,000

HoloLens, Microsoft’s augmented reality (AR) viewer, feels 
like the future of computing.Microsoft HoloLens is the first 
fully self-contained, holographic computer, enabling you to 
interact with high-definition holograms in your world. Microsoft 
HoloLens is made up of specialized components that together 
enable holographic computing. The optical system that works 
in lock-step with advanced sensors. The HPU that makes light 
work of processing a large amount of data per second. All 

those components and more enable you to move freely and 
interact with holograms. HoloLens embraces virtual reality 
and augmented reality to create a new reality—mixed reality. 
Virtual reality immerses you in a simulated world. Augmented 
reality overlays digital information on top of your real world. 
By understanding your environment, mixed reality enables 
holograms to look and sound like they’re part of your world. 

LEICA SOFORT
BRINGING THE WHIMSY. 

$300

The Leica Sofort may not be as feature-
packed as, well, any serious camera, 

but it’s not here to be serious. It’s 
here to have fun, to take the instant-

gratification spirit of Polaroid and 
cram it into a fashionably chunky body. 
You can shoot with regular ol’ Fujifilm 
Instax Mini film, or opt for one of two 

Leica-branded variants that roll out your 
tiny pics in either black and white, or 

color but with a cream-colored border.
They’ve got style, though, as well as 

just enough more granular control over 
what you’re shooting. It has four preset 

modes, including Automatic, Party & 
People, Sports & Action, and Macro, 
and gives you control over focusing 

distance and brightness. You can even 
take competent selfies with it, thanks 

to a front-side mirror.is made up of 
specialized components that together 

enable holographic computing. The 
optical system that works in lock-step 
with advanced sensors. The HPU that 

makes light work of processing a large 
amount of data per second. All 
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‘GAME OF THRONES’ 

MAKES HISTORY

With its second consecutive win for best drama, “Game 
of Thrones” claimed an even loftier title: all-time Emmy 
champion.

The win gave the HBO fantasy 38 total Emmys, which 
surpasses “Frasier” as the most won by a scripted series. 
“Game of Thrones” led all shows with 12 Emmys this year, 
including awards given out earlier. This matches its record 
from last year and also helped HBO claim the most of any 
network, per usual, with 22.

With two seasons left in its run, “Game of Thrones” will 
probably at least temporarily pass “Saturday Night Live,” 
the all-time record holder with 45. Of course “SNL,” which 
shows no signs of going anywhere, is likely to have the 
last laugh.

TATIANA MASLANY BREAKS 

THROUGH

Tatiana Maslany is a revelation on “Orphan Black,” where she plays 
a series of clones, each with subtle nuance and specificity that, 
even over the phone, you can tell which character is speaking.

When Maslany was nominated for an Emmy last year, it was 
a beautiful surprise. But a win this year? A sci-fi fan dare not 
dream. Viola Davis (“How to Get Away With Murder”) seemed 
likely to repeat — or maybe Robin Wright (“House of Cards”) 
would win in her fourth nomination. If anyone was going 
to upset the establishment, it would be Keri Russell, finally 
nominated for “The Americans.” Maslany and “Orphan Black” 
seemed like a long-shot. Though critics have championed the 
show and her performance for years, the buzz has waned con-
siderably in the show’s fourth season. Maslany’s performance, 
however, has not.

EMMY LEADING MEN: 

JIMMY KIMMEL AND DONALD TRUMP

The 68th Primetime Emmy Awards saw repeat wins for “Game of Thrones” and 
“Veep” and surprise triumphs for actors like Rami Malek (“Mr. Robot”) and Tatiana 
Maslany (“Orphan Black”).

But the show was largely defined by two men. One was, naturally, the host Jimmy 
Kimmel, who hit an agreeable note as the Emmy MC. After a mostly funny open-
ing montage that goofed on O.J. Simpson, “Veep,” Jeb Bush and Wham!, he settled 
into a breezy mix of barbs and light shtick and refrained from making the show 
about him. Some bits were better than others, but in general Kimmel kept the 
trains moving, inspired some laughs and got everyone out on time.

Perhaps the second largest presence in the show wasn’t even in the theater: 
Donald J. Trump. The candidate was mocked throughout, often through the proxy 
of Mark Burnett, the creator of “The Apprentice,” Trump’s former reality show. 
“Thanks to Mark Burnett, we don’t have to watch reality shows anymore, because 
we’re living in one,” Kimmel said.

THE EMMY AWARDS HAVE BEEN DISHED OUT IN LOS ANGELES’ MICROSOFT THEATER ON SEPTEMBER 18TH 
AND RECORDS HAVE BEEN BROKEN. IF YOU DIDN’T CATCH THE 68TH EDITION OF THE EMMYS, NO PROBLEM. 

HERE’S A RECAP OF THE MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS FROM TELEVISION’S BIGGEST NIGHT.

RAMI MALEK LEADS VICTORIES FOR 

MINORITY ACTORS 

Rami Malek has become the first minority actor in 18 years to win the Emmy 
Award for best leading actor in a drama series.The star, who is of Egyptian herit-
age, won the prize for his role in the USA Network drama Mr Robot. He said he 
hoped his win would open the door for more ethnic minority actors.

“For me to stand here as not the typical leading man and to have come home 
with this speaks a lot about where we’re headed,” he said. “I think we can keep 
going a lot further in that direction, not just in entertainment, but socially and 
politically, and strive to be as progressive as possible.”

Malek held off competition from actors including bookmakers’ favourite Kevin 
Spacey, who was nominated for House of Cards, The Americans’ Matthew Rhys 
and Better Call Saul star Bob Odenkirk.

Malek was one of several ethnic minority actors to triumph at Sunday’s ceremony. 
Courtney B Vance and Sterling K Brown, who both appeared in The People vs OJ 
Simpson, won the best leading actor and supporting actor in a limited series 
categories respectively. And Regina King was named outstanding supporting 
actress in a limited series or movie for her role in American Crime. Meanwhile, 
Alan Yang and Aziz Ansari called for better Asian representation on screen after 
winning the Emmy for outstanding writing for a comedy series for Netflix series 
Master of None.
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Emmy Winners’ List

Best Drama Series
Game of Thrones (HBO)

Best Comedy Series
Veep (HBO)

Best Actor in a Drama Series
Rami Malek(Mr. Robot)

Best Actress in a Drama Series
Tatiana Maslany (Orphan Black)

Best Actor in a Comedy Series
Jeffrey Tambor (Transparent)

Best Actress in a Comedy Series
Julia Louis-Dreyfus (Veep)

Best Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
Ben Mendelsohn (Bloodline)

Best Supporting Actress in a Drama Series
Maggie Smith (Downton Abbey)

Best Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series
Louie Anderson (Baskets)

Best Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series
Kate McKinnon (Saturday Night Live)

Best Directing for a Comedy Series
Jill Soloway (Transparent)

Best Limited Series
The People v. O.J. Simpson (FX)

Best Television Movie
Sherlock: The Abominable Bride (PBS)

Best Actor in a Limited Series or a Television Movie
Courtney B. Vance (The People v. O.J. Simpson)

Best Actress in a Limited Series or a Television Movie
Sarah Paulson (The People v. O.J. Simpson)

Best Directing for a Drama Series
Miguel Sapochnik (Game of Thrones)

Best Reality-Competition Program
The Voice (NBC)

Best Writing for a Drama Series
Game of Thrones, “Battle Of The Bastards” (HBO), 
Written by David Benioff, D.B. Weiss

Best Writing for a Comedy Series
Master of None, “Parents” (Netflix), 
Written by Aziz Ansari, Alan Yang

JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS’ POIGNANT SPEECH

Veep’s Julia Louis-Dreyfus managed to get laughs and tears during her accept-
ance speech. Like a number of other winners, Louis-Dreyfus referenced Trump 
and the state of politics in the U.S.

“Our show started out as a political satire, but it now feels more like a sober-
ing documentary,” she deadpanned onstage after her win for outstanding female 
lead in a comedy. “So I certainly do promise to rebuild that wall and make Mexico 
pay for it.”

The actress also took an emotional turn, and tearfully thanked her late father, 
who died two days earlier.

“STRANGER THINGS” KIDS BIKE THROUGH 

THE CROWD

A few years ago, Ellen DeGeneres ordered pizza for the Oscar crowd. This year, 
Kimmel had his mom make peanut butter & jelly sandwichies for everyone, com-
plete with a brown paper bag, juice box and note. Even if the bit wasn’t that 
clever, getting the hottest young actors — the cute kids from “Stranger Things” 
— to deliver the sandwiches was an all-star move.

BEST-DRESSED 

LADIES LEAD THE 

PACK

There was definitely an abundance 
of sparkle-embellished gowns, 
jewel-toned dresses and rich, velvet 
fabrics on the red carpet. But who 
was the hands-down stunner of the 
night? We narrowed down our top 
picks!

REMEMBERING TWO COMIC GARRYS

A pair of eulogies, each for a guy named Garry, provided a small study in televi-
sion comedy then and now.

Introducing the annual in memorial roll call, Henry Winkler gave a well-re-
hearsed, somewhat ornate tribute to Garry Marshall, the director, writer and pro-
ducer behind classic sitcoms like “Happy Days,” where Winkler rocketed to fame 
as the Fonz. Earlier in the night, Jeffrey Tambor was more casual when he memo-
rialized Garry Shandling, with whom he had starred on “The Larry Sanders Show,” 
the 1990s series that helped push television comedy beyond the boundaries of 
Marshall-style shows and into the land of referential, deadpan meta-humor.
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BRAND EXPERT

FILIP TYSANDER: 
THE MINIMALIST MAN

OF DANIEL WELLINGTON

At the beginning of all things is a dream, which slowly starts to turn 
into reality. It was the same thing in case of Filip Tysander, the new 
watch master. In case you don’t know this name, let us mention the 
bestselling brand of watch in the price category of approximately 200 
USD, Daniel Wellington. This man created the brand in 2011. In this 
branch of business, he’s unbreakable and persistent and he brought it 
all to the point where it is now. The first watch was sold in May 2011 
and nowadays it is possible to find them almost all over the world. 
And, over one million pieces were sold in one year, which is really 
amazing!

Filip Tysander is a keen traveler. And that’s how it all came to life. 
During his trip around British Isles he got acquainted with a new 
friend. His name was Daniel Wellington, a man wearing the vintage 
watch with NATO strap. He was Filip’s main inspiration in starting 
something new and Filip decided to combine design with minimalism. 
He connected two different worlds – Swedish and English, and the 
brand Daniel Wellington came to life. 

A lot of people know the brand Daniel Wellington, but many would 
like to know more about the man behind the brand. Can you tell us 
something more about you?
My name is Filip Tysander, 29 years old and founder of the Swedish 
watch brand Daniel Wellington. I have a background in marketing 
and have always been interested in business. I’ve been involved in 
the fashion industry for many years now but the story behind Daniel 
Wellington first started in 2011.

Did you come across any troubles in the beginning of the history of 
the brand when you thought ”I’ll leave it”?
The business industry is really tough and I have struggled with many 
different things along the way. I believe in that you need to put 
down many hours of practice if you truly want to succeed and master 
something great. I learned quickly that if you want to be successful 
you need to welcome challenges and learn by mistakes. Without the 
mistakes and the lessons I have learned from them I would not be 
where I am today with Daniel Wellington.

Which watch brand is your favourite and why?
I am fascinated with Patek Philipe, a Swiss watch manufacturer with 
eminent design. When it comes to the design they embrace simplicity 
and still manage to combine it with artistic details. Their watches are 
really impressive.

Do you have an interest in watches outside of your own brand? What 
pieces do you have and which model was the most expensive one?
I had no great interest in watches before Daniel Wellington as I did 
not find anything that really tickled my fancy. With Daniel Wellington 
we have always aimed for perfection, we want to provide classic yet 
affordable timepieces that will be suitable for every occasion. I am 
very pleased to say that all of the watches I own are of my own brand, 
the style is precisely what I was looking for but did not find before.

Please describe a normal day in the life of Filip Tysander.
No one day is like another! I am happy to say that except 
emails, calls, meetings and conventions, my life involves a 
lot of travelling. One of the big perks of Daniel Wellington 
being such an international brand.

Daniel Wellington is a huge success in fashion watches. 
What is your recipe for success?
The preppy style and the fact that our timepieces are 
classic and affordable are features and characteristics 
that appeal to many. The clean cut watchfaces go perfectly 
with both the playful NATO straps and the elegant leather 
straps. I am very confident that we will maintain this 
leading role in the world of fashion watches in the future 
as I truly believe in our concept.

Please describe your relationship to fashion. Do you keep 
an eye on current trends?
I certainly keep an eye on things that inspires me and see 
how those things might be applicable into our design. I 
still want to be true to my design and try not to allow 
other brands influence me too much. Success in this area 
for me is when you come up with something unique, 
work hard and pay attention to details in the quest for 
perfection.

This article was originally published on www.menstyle.cz
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Accomplished actor and director Dato’ Zahim Albakri believes that there is hope for 
the younger set of actors in Malaysia. 

The Best Actor at Anugerah Skrin 1999 for his role in the television drama Odissi and 
recently starred as Assistant Commissioner of Police Roslan in action packed film 
Temuan Takdir. In the film directed by first timer Dhyan Vimal and includes a cast of 
younger actors including Azura Zainal and Thanuja Ananthan.
 
 “I find that in film, the younger actors are brave. They are more outgoing then I was 
when I first started out. They are willing to do a lot and they realise they need to 
proactively promote the movie on the side. It’s good to see this,” said Zahim, who was 
thrilled to play the good guy since after most of his roles being bad. 

With film credits including The Red Kebaya, Waris Jari Hantu, The Blue Mansion and 
Pontianak Harum Sundal Malam 2, the actor has had his share of experiences for 
various characters in the television and film industry.

In the performing arts scene, Zahim is best known for being the Artistic Director/
Executive Producer of Dramalab and a founding member of Instant Café Theatre in 
1989 together with his friends Jo Kukathas, Andrew Leci and Jit Murad. 

Known for their prowess in presenting political satire, the theatre company was one 
of those pioneers in the performing arts industry that got hundreds of Malaysians 
hooked on to seeing live performances on stage. These days, the versatile thespian 
has not seen as many productions as he used to. 

“I used to go and see everything because there wasn’t much on, but now there is 
a lot going on. Earlier, people complained that there was no infrastructure. Now 
that we have it, it’s all about the content. I think there has been intermittently good 
Malaysian writing in Malay theatre, but I don’t know who the Malaysian writers in 
English are, “admitted Zahim, who admires the works of British actor, theatre director 
and playwright Mark Rylance. 

His talent in theatre surpasses acting and is reflected in the versatility of his theatre 
direction. Among the productions he has directed include Tarap Man, P.Ramlee The 
Musical, Puteri Gunung Ledang The Musical, Gold Rain & Hailstones, Separation 40, 
The Storyteller, A Flight Delayed and Split Gravy on Rice. 

His many accolades include Best Director award at BOH Cameronian Arts Award in 
2006 and 2007 with co-director Adlin Aman Ramlie for Puteri Gunung Ledang The 

A CALLING FOR 
THE 
INSPIRING THE YOUNGER GENERATION, 
DATO ZAHIM ALBAKRI CONTINUES 
TO PURSUE HIS PASSION IN FILM 
AND THEATRE.

Musical and P.Ramlee The Musical respectively.  He 
also received the Anugerah Seni Negara (National 
Arts Award) for Theatre Directing in 2006. 

After his last venture as Artistic Director of PJ Live 
Arts, Zahim has been busy with several projects 
including turning the hit production Split Gravy 
on Rice into film.  While he hasn’t been seen on 
Malaysian stages, for a while, he has recently made 
his debut acting in Bahasa Indonesia in Bali, in June, 
where he performed in Cymbeline, as part of the 
400th year of Shakespeare’s anniversary. 

“The play itself felt like it was Shakespeare spoofing 
himself – with complicated plots, cross dressing, 
mistaken identity. At the end all gets resolved and 
everyone is happy.  It had a majority Balinese cast 
with two Mexicans, a Brazilian and three Malaysians, 
Sheryl Tan and Razif Hashim. It was interesting 
because we sat on stage all the time, and got up to 
perform,” said the Kuala Lumpur native.

In his next appearance on stage, Zahim will transform 
himself into Resten in The Language Archive. Written 
by Julia Cho, the play, directed by Ghafir Akbar, is 
touted as a quirky imaginative comedy asks the 
question “Is language enough for us to understand 
each other?” 

Working alongside Sukania Venugopal who plays his 
wife Alta, Zahim is one half of the couple who speaks 
a rare language and which George, the linguist wants 
to record the language in his archives. However, the 
husband and wife refuse to utter a word to each other.

“They arrive arguing in English because they can’t 
speak their native language when they are angry. 
George is frustrated because they refuse to speak it 
and thus can’t record another dying language,” said 
Zahim about the play.

His decision to act in the award winning play, staged 
from October 5 to 9, at the KuAsh Theatre, was not 
only because of first time producer Pat Ooi, with 
whom he has worked as stage manager previously. 

“I liked the play when I read it first, but it was the 
other aspects that made me want to do it. The cast 
Gavin Yap, Anitha Hamid, Farah Rani and Sukania 
Venugopal was another reason I said yes. I especially 
liked the idea of working with Suki (Sukania), who 
I’ve worked with before at Instant Cafe Theatre. I’ve 
never played opposite her (as husband and wife),” 
added the 53 year old.  

The other attraction for Zahim to act in the play is 
playing four different characters –something which 
he has not done before this. 
“I haven’t done more than one role. One has only two 

lines. I’m also playing Old Man, actually two Old Man 
and also the inventor of Esperanto, which is a real 
but constructed language.  The challenge I have for 
this time is making the characters distinct from each 
other when I switch between roles,” revealed Zahim, 
who speaks English and Bahasa Malaysia (and tiny 
bits of French). 

A play in English that centres around the art of 
communication and its effect on love, The Language 
Archive, according to Zahim is “a bit absurdist but 
quite human, it’s about relationships and anyone can 
relate to.” 

The Johanian Old Boy thinks when it comes to the 
state of English in the country; it is a shame to know 
that English is deteriorating in his lifetime.  Knowing 
that every two weeks, a language dies, Zahim is 
encouraged to note that there are young people who 
take the initiative to learn a language because they 
know it is important.

 “Theatre productions are a good avenue to learn 
a language, but if it’s made compulsory, they might 
end up hating it. I think there’s enough good theatre 
to entertain and educate them to enjoy,” added the 
judge of KLPac’s Short and Sweet Festival (Theatre).  

Arts 

“I used to go and see everything because there wasn’t 
much on, but now there is a lot going on. Earlier, 

people complained that there was no infrastructure. 
Now that we have it, it’s all about the content. I think 
there has been intermittently good Malaysian writing 
in Malay theatre, but I don’t know who the Malaysian 

writers in English are”

BY ANU VENUGOPAL
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BY ANU VENUGOPAL

The Republic of India is one of the most culturally 
colourful nations in the world – and with its Diasporas 
located across the globe, its rich culture and heritage 
continues to shine. 

Known for its vast lands and varied traditions, it is one of the 
world’s oldest civilizations and most populated countries 
in the world. Playing a significant role in the world’s 
history, Indians have contributed to the introduction and 
development of calculus, trigonometry, and algebra. The 
home of civil rights leader and peacemaker, Gandhi is also 
home to 1.3 billion people today. 

Multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and multi-religious, citizens 
of the country celebrate a host of holidays and festivals. 
From north to south and east to west, the festivals such as 
Hindu New Year and Deepavali vary in size and importance 
but are celebrated with much zest and splendour. 

Indians are known for their artistic heritage – from 
literature, the arts and music. From accomplished writers 
like Rabindranath Tagore, Salman Rushdie and Arundathi 
Roy, these authors and more, have encapsulated intricate 
images of India in the minds of readers worldwide. 

The art of dance has been an important part of Indian 
culture for centuries. It is one of India’s most developed 
form of arts and a vital component of worship in temples. 
Seen as mode of communication using the body as a 
medium, Indian dance forms such as Bharatanatyam, 
Kathak, Kathakali, Kuchipudi, Manipuri, Mohiniyattam and 
Odissi represents the culture and heritage of its original 
regions within India. 

More than just songs from movies off Bollywood or 
Kollywood, classical music from the South Asian country 
are predominately two different styles – South Indian 
Carnatic music and North Indian Hindustani music.  The 
traditional elements of Indian music are raga (melody), 
harmony (drone) and tala (rhythm).

These rich artistic traditions of the past have passed on 
from one generation to another and spread throughout 
the world where Indians and their descendents now call 
home. Whether in London, Sydney, Vancouver or Kuala 
Lumpur, many Indians believe it is vital to preserve the 
culture they have inherited from the forefathers, albeit 
embracing the systems and lifestyle of their own countries. 

It comes as no surprise that the classical dance of 
Bharatanatyam and Carnatic vocals are popular. While girls 
are trained in the art of dance and sangeetham (singing), 
many boys are interested to learn how to speak with their 
hands through the rhythms of the tabla and mridingam.  

Preserving and understanding one’s culture in the face of 
modernity continues to be an important element for any 
nation and it is no different here in Malaysia. While being 
able to dance the Bharatanatyam or singing bhajans may 
no longer be vital for all young Indians in this time and 
age, the discipline and faith learnt from these lessons to 
be responsible and progressive citizens. 

With a majority of Indian population hailing from the 
south region, many citizens are in favour of introducing 
the Indian culture to their children through classes in 
cultural based institutions such as Temple of Fine Arts, 
Sutra Dance Theatre and Swara Community Arts Centre. 

Temple of Fine Arts
Temple of Fine Arts (TFA) was founded by the late Swami 
Shantanand Saraswathi in 1981, together with two dance 
masters. Armed with the aim to open the eyes and mind 
of the Malaysian youth to the culture and artistic heritage 
of India, TFA was the much needed space to learn the 
arts. Children from the age of 7 to 12 and young adults 
learnt how the Bharatanatyam, folk dances, vocals and 
instruments such as sitar, table and mridangam. 

With over 800 students after five years, TFA expanded 
from their base in Brickfields to Penang, Johor Bahru, 
Malacca, Singapore, Perth, Chennai, Coimbatore and New 
Jersey. First acquiring the land where the institution was 
housed, the management managed to build a 5 storey 
building through public funds in 2008. The newer premise 
also houses the well known vegetarian restaurant 
Annalakshmi, Lavanya Arts, Hamsa Vahini Travel & Tours, 
as well their own design and communications company 
Hansa Communications.  

TFA has been running successfully over these 35 years 
with the support of the volunteers within the various 
sections to the public. Its cultural courses offerings have 
expanded over the years to include Bala Vitar Yoga, 
Bollywood Dance and Hindustani Vocals.  Dance recitals, 
musical programmes and other productions are held at 
the Shantanand Auditorium.

Many well-known Indian cultural performers such as 
table artist Prakash Kandasamy and keyboardist and 
composer Jyostna Prakash developed their talents and 
love for the arts at TFA. 

More than a place of worship, TFA is open to members 
of the community of various faiths and walks of life who 
are interested in the arts.  The “sanctuary of the arts” 
continues to be one of the ideal spots that parents send 
their children to learn about the rich cultural heritage 
that India has to offer

Sutra Foundation
Established in 1983 by Datuk Ramli Ibrahim, Sutra Dance 
Theatre continues on its quest to preserve, develop and 
promote traditional and contemporary performing arts 

in Malaysia.  Through Sutra Academy, the institution 
provides training in Bharatanatyam and Odissi for 
children from the ages of 6 and above 12 for respective 
classes.

The academy also focuses on developing the skills of 
those who are talented and serious about pursuing a 
professional career in dance. Throughout the formative 
dance years, the masters choose senior dances based on 
their hard work and talent and these dancers have the 
opportunity to perform professionally while hoping for 
a career in dance. 

Sutra has a number of successful dancers who have 
been in the limelight over the number of years including 
dancers and choreographers Rathimalar Govindarjoo and 
January Low and leading Odissi dancer Tan Mei Mei. The 
Sutra Dance Theatre students are known for spellbinding 
audiences with creative choreography in various cities in 
the world including Sydney, New York and Paris. 

The Foundation’s promotion of the arts is not just 
restricted to dance but also to the visual arts. Sutra 
Gallery offers art lovers a chance to indulge in artistic 
paintings, drawings and photographs. The gallery plays 
hosts to many well known artists including Sivarajah 
Natarajan, Eric Peris and Jatin DS.

With the community at its heart, the dance theatre also has 
Dance Outreach Programmes that focuses on developing 
the artistic skills of students during the school holidays. 
The dance camp also allows students to be exposed to 
different art forms and show them the possibilities that 
dance offers.  Thanks to its various facets of the arts, Sutra 
Foundation is one of the premier cultural institutions in 
the country that will surely continue to put Malaysia on 
the cultural map.   

Swara Community Arts Centre 
A people centric arts centre, Swara Community Arts 
Centre provides the space for those who want to serve 
others. On the mission to develop and nurture education 
in classical Indian music and dance, the centre has 
managed to strengthen its presence here in Malaysia. 

Founded by well known sitar player and guru Samuel J 
Dass, the centre  provides children as young as 5 with 
the opportunity to practice the Indian arts – particularly 
in music and dance. These children go on to read music 
notes and perform dance steps that with faith and 
devotion with the idea of serving the community later 
in life. Its philosophy of reaching out to academically 
challenged students and underprivileged students in 
schools and orphanages makes it a truly community 
based non-profit company.

Swara Community Arts Centre offers children and young 
adults the chance to discover their talents in Sitar, Tabla, 
Odissi, Bharatanatyam, Carnatic Vocals, Violin, Yoga and 
Indian Classical and Western. The volunteers, many of 
whom are parents who believe in the knowledge of the 
arts, are a big part of the centre’s annual presentations.    

Although it is still a new cultural hub in Petaling Jaya, 
Swara Community Arts Centre has an increasing number 
of students spreading their wings about all things 
music and dance. While opening its doors to students 
of all walks of life, it has garnered loyal fans among the 
community.

The centre’s gurus (teachers) include the sitar maestro 
and founder Samuel J Dass, table artist Prakash 
Kandasamy, carnatic vocalist Bhavani Logeswaran and 
Kathak dancer Nitin Shirale from India. 

Thanks to the committed gurus and interesting 
programmes offered by the centre, Swara Community Arts 
Centre is becoming more popular among Indian cultural 
enthusiasts in Klang Valley. The centre management have 
plans to establish a new building to cater to the demands 
of its beneficiaries.
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RATHIMALAR GOVINDARAJOO GOES THROUGH REHAB, RETURNS AND BLOOMS

BY Anu Venugopal

position of IB-MYP Dance Instructor at Fairview International 
School before moving on to Help International School as a 
Dance Education Specialist.

Although she’s actively involved with teaching her students, 
Rathi made sure she continued to explore creative works 
including the hit underwater art film titled Blue, together with 
filmmaker Lesly Leon Lee. The 7th Annual BOH Cameronian 
Arts Awards nominee was also a judge at the 13th Seoul 
International Dance Festival, where she first had an epiphany 
– one that involved opening up her own entity. 

“I never thought it was necessary to even have a company, 
until I realised that I needed something to project myself as a 
professional artist. Rehab Creative Arts, will promote healing 
and therapy through dance, movements and collaborations 
with my friends and fellow artists from different artistic 
fields,” explained Rathi, who is all out to break away from 
conventional ideas about the arts. 

While fans will have to wait and see what Rehab will come 
up with in the near future, the enterprising artist will be 
performing bloom at Bobo KL, from October 21 to 23. The 
project started after January turned down Sean Ghazi’s request 
to perform Odissi at Bobo from October 21 to 23, she turned 
it down because of her pregnancy and passed it on to Rathi.

No stranger to the stereotypes in dancing including being 
labelled “fat”, Rathi convinced January to embrace her 
womanhood and dance, with Rathi as support. bloom will be 
their third production together.

“It’s more than a Deepavali dance. It’s about overcoming 
stereotypes – that one can’t dance when you are married and 
bringing up kids, or seven months pregnant, of it you have 
tattoos. We want to show the world it is not impossible,” said 
Rathi, who believes dance is not about brilliant techniques or 
physicality but about reflecting soul. 

Armed with the philosophy “I wanna dance like a man” strong 
and resilient Rathi may not be your average dancer, she is 
much more. Turning life’s highs and lows into expressions of 
art, she continues to inspire, create and expand horizons – all 
for the love of dance. 

D ancing A way P er cept ions ,  

B r eaking A way F r om S ter eotypes

For Rathimalar Govindarajoo, dancing the Bharatanatyam on stage is more 
than looking beautiful in traditional costumes or dancing to a song the 
audience like. It is an opportunity to delve into the depth of the piece, to share 
a message that resonates, moves and inspires the audience – through both 
traditional and contemporary compositions.

“Everyone is going on stage to please the audience.  I want the audience to go 
deeper than the surface and find beauty within,” said Rathi, as she is popularly 
known. 

The woman with many roles - dancer, choreographer and teacher is doing just 
that these days, after moving on from the well-established dance foundation 
Sutra Dance Theatre. Under the guidance of popular Bharatanatyam dancer 
and advocate Datuk Ramli Ibrahim, Rathi has had the opportunity to hone her 
dancing skills and perform on stages both locally and internationally, since 
1990. After 27 years, the lead dancer and choreographer decided it was time to 
try new avenues and create her on path as an independent artist.

“Master Ramli is my guru I have a lot of respect for him. He is like a father 
figure to me, he nurtured and moulded me into who I am. Although he may 
be difficult, he is not egoistic and he perseveres until he gets his way. Some 
people say I have some of his qualities, which is true, after all the years I’ve 
spent dancing with him” added Radhi.
 
Although the training was sometimes tough, Rathi believes her guru’s 
endeavours - getting her to experience the practices of Mak Yong dancers in 
Besut and training with Ileana Citaristi in India have made it possible for her 
to be independent today. 

Like most of us when embarking on a new adventure, the 37 year old went 
into depression as she wondered on her career prospects and of being on her 
own post Sutra Foundation. She found comfort in the company of her friend 
and fellow dancer January Low, who was going through a tumultuous phase 
herself, balancing life as a wife and mother.  

“We were going through a similar change in life. We know each other for so 
long, as teenagers, and danced together in Sutra. Jan and I were in the same 
place and connected really well and support each other. We wanted to keep 
dancing, keep it genuine and dance for our souls,” said Rathi.

After being asked by Dr Joseph Gonzales to put up a piece for the Young 
Malaysian Artists’ Showcase as part of Akademi Seni Budaya Dan Warisan 
Kebangsaan’s (Aswara) Tari 14’ dance festival, both Rathi and Jan spend hours 
in the latter’s basement, finding strength and solace in dancing. As dance 
turned a healing process for them, the two talented choreographers decided 
to turn their practice dance into an official dance piece, adding meditation 
music and calling it rehab, as it had helped them heal their own emotional 
wounds.  

Rehab, created amongst pain and vulnerability was a hit with the audience. It 
also gave the two of them the confident to do things on their own, without 
much support or money. The collaborative efforts between Rathi and Jan 
continued, until Jan moved to Jakarta with her family in January.

 “When she left, I was afraid of what would happen to our partnership. It is 
always harder for the person who has been left behind to move on. So in 
March I did Crowning Glory, a performance based on paintings of Sivarajan 
Nadarajan, to overcome my own fears of being on my own again,” added Rathi, 
who is also trained in Odissi, Ballet and Contemporary dancing. 

The youngest child in the Govindarajoo clan, Rathi’s love for classical dance 
was largely inspired by her mother Sarasvathi Rajan, who singlehandedly 
brought up her four children after the passing of her father. Rathi remembers 
her mom as the one who always encouraged her to pursue dancing, starting 
with her classes at the Temple of Fine Arts (TFA).

“I remember taking the mini bus together with her to go to Brickfields. 
Mom found consolation in helping out at TFA and I ended up watching the 
classes that went on, and sometimes I joined it too,” reflected Rathi, who then 
happened to see her future mentor teaching dancers such as Mavin Khoo, 
Roopa Lavanya and Geetha Shankaran Lam at the nearby Vivekananda Ashram. 

Rathi’s love for dance was evident at a young age, when she decided to ask 
Ramli Ibrahim to join his class. The bold decision led her path to being in the 
forefront of dance productions.  At the age of 15, she was asked by tour Paris 
together with the company and years later, found herself in a sweet spot as a 
dancer at Shobana Jeyasingh Dance Company in London. 

“Throughout my entire life I feel like things have happened without me having 
to chase for it. It feels like I always get to a place at the right time. When I 
decided to go to London to find out more about a Masters programme, I had 
written to Shobana Jeyasingh telling her of my visit. While I was there,   she 
needed another dancer. So I decided to go for it for a year, and then training 
was fantastic, and extended it for 5 years,” said Rathi, who is inspired by the 
way Shobana choreographs creatively. 

Although Rathi came back to Malaysia sans a Master degree, her training 
in London provided her with extra skills in choreographing and dancing. 
Her creative pursuits saw her collaborating with friends and collaborators 
including Edwin Anand Anathan aka Coruz Hooks (music), Roova Li Juan 
(fashion designer), and others to come up with unique productions such as 
rehab, return, SYNC, and The Crowning Glory.

“You don’t get anything out of being a full time dancer in Malaysia. It’s a non-
profitable career path way, unless you teach and open your own school, and 
you need an investment for that. Since I never wanted to open up a dance 
school of my own, I wanted to get a job,” revealed Rathi who took on the 
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THROUGH GLOCAL CUISINES

Branding 
The smorgasbord of food available in the world is indeed dazzling: more than enough to titillate 
any discerning gourmand taste buds. Every country has their own definition of favourite dishes or 
cuisine. Regional food preparation and ingredients often combine to create dishes unique to the 
local area, produce or livestock available.  

Food products are often named after the geographic areas or regions they originate from; Air 
flown Boston or Maine Lobsters, Gruyere cheese from Switzerland, Napoli Pizzas from Italy, 
New Zealand dairy milk and Washington apples to name a few. 

Food producers and restaurants can profit from the higher margin by associating themselves 
to regional specialties. Recognized brand values command premium prices like regional 
specialities like Kobe Wagyu beef and Norwegian fjord salmon.   Bountiful food harvest 
associated with the lush countryside and beautiful coastlines is indeed a blessing, helping 
to show case each country’s rich food heritage by celebrating the hard work by the producers, 
manufacturers, fishermen and chefs.  

To broaden your culinary horizon, it is best to travel the world and to savour diverse cuisine. Once 
a national dish transcends beyond national borders, it would have gained gourmet-
celebrity-status: the fiery Tom Yam from Thailand and Bulgogi and pickled 
kimchi from Korea are international favourites. International cuisine 
helps elevates the country’s rich food culture and cooking 
traditions, giving the country of origin bragging rights and 
global brand prominence. A hearty meal would certainly 
encapsulate innovative restaurant design concepts 
in ambient surroundings, a well-trained brigade of 
employees exceeding guests’ expectations and 
the irresistible lip-smacking cuisine prepared by 
master chefs, each with their own distinctive 
cooking-style and recipe. 

Full English breakfast or a ‘full Monty.’
Have you ever wondered how baked beans and fish and chips are so 
popular since its inception more than a century and a half ago as we 
wander through the historical trail to find out intimately how this 
cuisine has such strong staying power.

In United Kingdom (UK) many cafes and pubs offer “all-day breakfast”.  
All day breakfast is also popular in other English-speaking countries 
and the United States. If you split the term breakfast into two words, 
it means to “break” your “fast’ after the last dinner or supper meal the 
night before. ‘Breakkie ’ is also a colloquial term used for breakfast. 

A traditional full English breakfast includes back bacon or ‘rashers,’ 
poached or scrambled eggs, tomatoes, fried mushrooms, bread or 
toast with butter, sausages and  baked beans. Sausages are fondly 
known as ‘bangers’ in the UK.  The skin tends to burst during grilling-
spurting out a dollop of hot oil and pieces of meat with it. Pity the 
chef standing next to the griddle though! Bacon is the most popular 
meat in UK households and cafes. Bacon is the undisputed king of 
breakfast meats-no morning breakfast is complete without first 
consuming this sinfully tasty morsel. 

The phrase ‘Full English breakfast” or the Brits humorously call ‘full 
Monty’ denotes a breakfast including everything on offer. Mind you, 
the portions are huge. Breakfast is suppose to jumpstart your day 
and not make you feel drowsy after consuming such an enormous 
meal. How did this popular phrase come about? Field Marshal 
Bernard Montgomery (nicknamed Monty) was a very well known field 
commander of the Eight Army during the Second World War. Monty 
used to subject his troops to rigorous physical training and harsh 
discipline. If officers and ranks were slacking in leadership or could 
not cope with the rigorous regimentation they were often dismissed; 
hence the term “to complete or undergo the full Monty.”

Black pudding, bubble and squeak and hash browns are often also 
included in the ‘full Monty’. Bubble and Squeak is a traditional English 
dish made with the shallow-fried leftover vegetables from a roast 
dinner. The term is derived from the “bubbling and squeaking whilst 
frying over the fire.” Shaped like a mini cake, the main ingredients 
are smashed potato and cabbage. It may also contain peas, Brussels 
sprouts and carrots. A mug of tea or coffee is served with this 
delightfully decadent meal. If you are a small eater, some items are 
optional and you need not order a “full Monty and stuff yourself silly.”

Versatile Heinz baked beans.
Baked beans usually refer to canned beans in tomato sauce in the 
commonwealth countries. Contrary to popular misconception baked 
beans is actually stewed and not baked! The beans were native 
to south  America and was introduced to Europe around the 16th 
century. Once baked, stewed, canned or cooked, the white beans take 
on reddish hue of the tomato sauce. Baked Beans is produced by 
inserting raw beans, spices, sugar or molasses and tomato sauce into 
cans. The cans are then cooked in industrial pressure cookers.  UK 
baked beans are firmer, less sweet and the sauce is lighter in colour 
in comparison to the United States (US) recipe. For the US recipe, the 
beans are mushier in texture and darker in colour with the addition 
of brown sugar or molasses, departing a savoury-sweet flavour to it.

US source baked beans was introduce in the UK in 1886 at the 
prestigious Fortnum & Mason store, London. Today, baked beans are 
a staple convenience food-often eaten as part of the modern “full 
Monty” breakfast. “Beans on toast are my firm breakfast treat to start 
the day; ingrained since childhood as it is cheap and delicious-it is 
what it is.”

Heinz Baked Beans is one of the best-selling brand of canned baked 
beans worldwide. In 1967, Heinz launched a memorable advertising 
campaign with the slogan “Beanz Meanz Heinz.” This slogan became 
one of the best-known advertising slogans in the UK. When the 
British colonized Malaya in the early part of the 19th century, toast 
and bake beans were introduce to the local breakfast scene. A century 
has since passed but the popularity of baked beans has steadfastly 
stood the perennial test of time as it is can be easily eaten straight 
from a can or heated quickly in a  microwave. 

Fish ‘n’ Chips or ‘Chippies’
It was the meal fuelling Britain’s industrial revolution. It helped 
Britons tenacity to survive two world wars. During World War II to 
boost morale, ministers ensured fish ‘n’ chips were never ration.

Fish ‘n’ chips or ‘chippies’ is a national British favourite comfort food. 
Every week, 7 million portions are  consumed in the United Kingdom–
that is a staggering 380 million portions yearly. It is Britain’s most 
famous quintessential national dish to be successfully exported and 
globalized. Winston Churchill called them “the good companions.”  
The famed singer, Michael Jackson normally ate them with mushy 
peas. 

Country
BY Tony Thompson
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For generations ‘chippies’ was a staple of the working-
class diet, providing a relatively nutritious hot meal. 
Traditionally, portions were often wrapped in old 
newspaper to reduce cost-a practice that survived till 
the   1980s, when it was ruled unsanitary. Nowadays, 
chippies are served in greaseproof printed newspaper 
design instead. 

Few can resist this mouth-watering combination. 
Depending on the region, some consumers may prefer 
cod, haddock or plaice served with mushy peas, lemon 
wedge and a dose of vinegar chips. It is simply delightful 
comfort food at its best. Tucking into codfish fried in 
peanut oil and dipped in crisp piping-hot golden batter 
is a treat. With the occasional burst of rising steam, it 
is enough to loosen the demeanour of the British stiff 
upper lip.

Sir Walter Raleigh was thought to have introduced the 
potato to England in the 16th century. Oddly, during 
winter months when fish was scarce, fish-shaped 
potatoes was fried as substitutes instead. Chippies often 
come with a generous portion of chips, topped with malt 
vinegar or tartar sauce. We are foremost British, so we 
call our potatoes “chips” and not “fries” against post war 
Americanization of our beloved staple.

The history of fish ‘n’ chips 
Fish and chips are a classic double act. Originally, fish ‘n’ 
chips were serve separately. Which entrepreneur had the 
bright idea of serving fish with chips remains a subject 
of fierce debate.

The first fish ‘n” chip shop in the North of England is 
thought to have opened near Oldham, in Industrial 
Lancashire, around 1863 by John Lees. Around 1860, a 
Jewish immigrant, Joseph Malin, opened the first fish ‘n” 
chip shop. It was located at Bow Bells in East London. 
Others claimed, Joseph was the first to serve combined 
fish ‘n’ chips. Regardless of the competing claims, this 
tasty combination meal pairing took-off!

Many chippy shops soon sprung up in every corner street-
ubiquitously becoming a part of Victorian England “as 
common as steam trains and smog.” The development 
of the steam trawler brought fish from all over the 
North Atlantic. The fast expanding steam railways and 
advancement in refrigeration allowed for efficient   
distribution of the fish around the city and countryside. 

There is also a special fish ‘n’ chip train called “The 
Cheltenham Fryer.”  This preserved steam and heritage 
diesel train departs from Toddington Station, on the 
famous Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway. This 
heritage train offers a leisurely Saturday evening ride 
through the Cotswold countryside replete with a hot fish 
‘n’ chips meal served in heat retentive boxes.

Strains on stocks of cod and haddock have pushed prices 
up due to overfishing and global warming. Fish stocks 
have shown a decline in numbers. Some consumers 
have also reduced consuming deep-fried fish due to 
health concerns. 

The sun may have set for the British Empire but fish ‘n’ 
chips consumption is still popular especially in Australia 
and New Zealand, which has a rich tradition of following 
the Union Jack’s food culture and eating customs.

Entrepreneurial Britons took to this trade but profit 
margins were razor thin thus discouraging chain 
restaurants. Today, chippy shops still retain its 
neighbourhood charm despite celebrating 150th years 
of existence. Currently there are around 8,500 fish and 
chip shops across the UK – that is eight for every one 
McDonald’s outlet, making fish ‘n’ chips the nation’s 
favourite traditional take-out against hamburgers.  

“Yippie for the chippies!”
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C
hina recently added a slew of new glass 
walkways to its already impressive architectural 
achievements. Glass walkways are in vogue as 
it tends to increase mass-tourism appeal. This 
novelty seems to be gaining momentum. 

At the majestic Tianmenshan National Forest Park in 
central China’s Hunan province has the most glass 
walkways attraction. There are three glass-bottomed-cliff 
skywalks in this region. Most of the skywalk is located at a 
height of approximately 1400 meters. This is a certainly a 
“must see” bucket list.

The latest attraction, Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass 
Bridge opened in August 2016. This glass-bottomed 
skywalk bridge is the world’s highest at 300 meters in 
height and longest pedestrian skywalk bridge at 430 
meters in length. This suspension skywalk bridge connects 
two stunning mountain cliffs on the pristine summit of the 
Zhangjiajie mountains. 

The view of the canyon valleys is breathtaking. This 
futuristic glass skywalk was designed to withstand 
earthquakes and strong winds up to 160 kilometres per 

hour. The famed Israeli architect Haim Dotam designed 
this ethereal-white-walkway bridge to fit his vision of a 
structure that “fades into the clouds.” The skywalk bridge 
cost approximately 22.5M Yuan or USD $3.4 million.

Zhangjiajie mountain scenery was the inspiration behind 
James Cameron’s 2009 sci-fi movie blockbuster, “Avatar.” 
Tourist can enjoy the original picturesque vista outdoors 
and savour the cool-crisp mountain air instead of indoors 
at the theatres to enjoy Avatar’s scenery. The skywalk 
bridge can accommodate 800 people at anytime. During 
opening, throngs of tourists had to queue for many hours 
to be the first few to cross the bridge. Tourist wishing to 
enjoy this vertigo-induced thrill is required to book their 
reservations in advance for a smooth outing.  

The more adventurous will be able to take part in extreme 
sports like bungee jumping from the twin platforms 
located at mid span. It will also boast as the site for the 
world’s highest bungee jump for thrill-seekers. This 
skywalk glass bridge also double-up as a runway for 
fashion shows.

Coiling Dragon Cliff Skywalk
One month before the Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass Bridge 
opened, a terrifying cliff-hanging walkway called the “Coiling 
Dragon Cliff” skywalk opened. This 100 meters glass walkway 
clings to the sheer cliff of the mountain in Hunan’s Zhangjiajie 
National Forest Park. The view is magnificent with misty-
clouded mountainous range beckon with white and green 
vista views. 

Peering through the tempered glass bottomed walkway at 
the bottom of the cliff, the meandering ascending serpentine 
Tongtian Avenue (heaven linking avenue) beckons with its 
famed 99 hair-raising turns. The avenue looks like a surreal 
coiled snake carved through the mountainous valley. The 
width of the walkway is only 1.5 meters and it feels cramped 
with the hordes of tourist wishing to take the best selfie with 
their shiny high-resolution-pixel hand phones.

West and East Skywalks
The first glass skywalk to be opened 5 years ago in 
Zhangjiajie National Park was called “The walk of faith” on 
the West of the mountain. There is also another less known 
Eastern glass walkway.  

BY TONY THOMPSON

CHINA’S AUDACIOUS 
GLASS SKYWALKS

For ease of transportation up the skywalks, tourists can take 
a ride on Tainmenshan cable cars-the world’s longest cable 
car ride to the mountaintop on this scenic 7 kilometres ride. 
The cable car passes by stunning monolithic cliffs, cloudy 
mountain and lush peaks. Each multi-coloured cable car is 
able to hold eight passengers.

Since the opening of the Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass 
Bridge, the cliff walkways has been eclipsed by newer and 
more garish glass-walkway attractions in other provinces.

Yuanduan Cantilevered Skywalk, Chongqing
In Chinese, “Yuanduan” means “at the end of the clouds”. It 
is a fitting name for this 27 meters- spectacular horseshoe-
shaped glass observation deck. This glass skywalk juts-
out spectacularly from the top of a cliff in Longgang 
National Geological Park. “Yuanduan” skywalk mimicks the 
Grand Canyon Skywalk design in Arizona, Colorado. This 
cantilevered skywalk is the world’s longest horse-shoe 
shaped structure. It is 5 meters longer than the Arizona 
skywalk. It can support 200 people at any time but the 
park has limited the number to 30 people for a leisurely 
experience.

Constructing the Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass skywalk 
bridge
This futuristic white skywalk bridge took three years to 
construct. Logistics was a nightmare. Heavy equipment and 
materials had to be trucked arduously through Tongtian 
Avenue’s multiple hair-bending mountainous curves. 
The skywalk bridge is suspended between two towers. 
Engineers designed the two main suspension cables to 
hold the structure firmly. Smaller cables or rods connect the 
bridge deck lifting each skywalk bridge sections. The towers 
carry the heavy loads and are imbedded and anchored 
deeply into the bedrocks.

On both spans of the skywalk bridge, the width is broader-
inlaid with triple glass panels tapering to a single panel mid 
at span. The side handrail is wave light in design.For bridge 
rigidity, crossbeams were inserted. This glass skywalk 
bridge has set 10 world records in design and construction.

Tourist safety
For safety reasons tourist cameras and selfie sticks are banned 
when using the glass walkway; less in their enthusiasm for the 
best selfie shot, tourists may topple overboard plunging them 
into an untimely death! Ladies wearing stilettos are forbidden 
to walk on the bridge.  Foot covers must be worn to protect 
the tempered glass panels from dirt and abrasions for a crystal-
clear viewing image.

Many tourists were seen animatedly enjoying the scenic 
views from the skywalk vantage point. For a selected few 
who are acrophobic (afraid of heights) the experience was 
most unnerving. Some tourist were irrationally hollering due 
to the vertigo-induced height causing trembling knees and 
jangled nerves-a handful had to be dragged across the bridge 
by friends and family members. It must have been a terrifying 
excursion ordeal for them. 

Tempered glass
The glass panels are made of Pilkington Optiwhite. The 
tempered glass is 15mm in thickness. Altogether there 
are 99 tempered glass panels on this futuristic bridge; 
acknowledging the 99 infamous bends on Tongtian Avenue.  
Laminated glass is composed of two bonded glass panels. 
An interlayer keeps the glass fragments bonded when 
broken. This toughened glass is up to five times stronger 
than ordinary glass. 

Pilkington tempered glass is a low-iron practically 
colourless glass with very high light transmission. When 
tempered glass is heated to 650 Celsius, it is then cooled 
with air jets to cool the surface temperature rapidly. The 
inner core cools much slower. The glass surface compresses 
and the core goes into tension. Under extreme impact, 
the tempered glass shatters and the core releases tensile 
energy-forming small blunt edge fragments which 
minimizes personal injury.  Damaged glass panel is easily 
replaced.

Skywalk Structural safety 
Following an alarming glass skywalk-cracking incident 
at the Yuntai mountain in northern Henan province occur 
when a metal mug was dropped. The impact shattered the 
top layer of the glass panel. Pandemonium reigned. The 
ensuing melee panicked tourists and created a chaotic 
scene as tourists ran for cover. The much-publicized incident 
went viral on cyberspace and chat groups; it inadvertently 
raised many alarming safety questions.  

Authorities in Zhangjiajie were eager to demonstrate 
the safety of their futuristic glass skywalk. Safety media 
showcases were staged prior to the park’s grand opening 
including one where BBC’s journalist, Dan Simmons was 
invited to bash the bridge with a sledgehammer. 

Subsequently, a Volvo XC90 SUV drove over the damaged 
panes-followed by 10 more burly men roped in to 
sledgehammer the fractured glass. Momentously, the 
tempered glass remained intact. It was a brilliant stunt and 
which assuage the public of the glass safety walkway.

Zhangjiajie Mountains National Parks will certainly remain a 
popular tourist destination as more architectural and bolder 
thrill-seeking attractions are contemplated. 
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Nestled right in the heart of the Kuala Lumpur (KL) City Centre, Impiana KLCC Hotel is 
an ideal destination for vacations, short getaways and business trips. Well-positioned 
among prominent landmarks including the majestic Petronas Twin Towers and the 
ultra-modern Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, the hotel offers an unparalleled level 
of services with its elegantly furnished guestrooms, modern amenities and state-of-
the-art banquet facilities.

Featuring 519 rooms including nine luxurious suites, each room is equipped with 
a host of amenities and modern furnishings to cater to the demands of high-end 
business and leisure travelers. Guests may indulge in an extensive array of facilities 
including an all-day dining restaurant, a rooftop open air restaurant, award winning 
Swasana Spa, gymnasium and the spectacular infinity outdoor swimming pool.

Recently, Impiana KLCC Hotel broke new ground with the launched of “The Orchid 
Floor, Exclusively for Ladies”. This is the first dedicated ladies floor initiative following 
the increase demand from women traveling on business and pleasure as well as their 
requirements for security, comfort and value. 

Located on Level 16 of the Club Tower, The Orchid Floor offers 10 Club Deluxe Rooms 
with spectacular views of the metropolis below. According to General Manager of 
Impiana KLCC Hotel, Mr. Aarron Nelson, “The Orchid Floor” is introduced to enhance 
the experience of the hotel’s ladies travelers and maximize the level of comfort 
during their stay at the hotel. 

Each room is designed to provide a warm ambience and furnished with a host of 
amenities to cater to the needs of the ladies such as Molton Brown bathroom set, 
bath salt, Yukata, professional salon hairdryer and healthier meal options for the 
room service menu. Other interesting amenities include a standing full length mirror, 
ladies emergency kit, a manicure set, a yoga mat and an exercise ball, all of which 
comes at no additional cost.

The Orchid Floor is limited to female guests only to ensure a safe haven for those 
traveling alone and is serviced entirely by an all-female staff from housekeeping 
tasks to security stewards. 

Another treat for the ladies is its award winning, Swasana Spa. Located on Level 
4, Swasana Spa provides a solitary escapade for those seeking for pure relaxation 
and indulgence. Adopting a different approach from the traditional spa experience, 
Swasana Spa was modeled upon the concept of a spice pavilion created out of a 
tantalizing three-way Balinese, Thai, and Malay combination of traditional healing 
methods and pampering treatments. Its comprehensive range of invigorating body 
massages, specialized body treatments and facials coupled with the enchanting 
ambience and luxurious treatment rooms shall elevate one’s body, mind and soul to 
a new level of pleasure.

Fitness seekers will be enthralled with Impiana KLCC Hotel’s signature infinity 
pool on Level 4 and the spacious, fully equipped gymnasium on Level 25 and both 
overlook a panoramic view of the city’s skyline. 

With its strategic location and an array of unique guest offerings, Impiana KLCC Hotel 
is well poised to bring together an exclusive combination of comfort and hospitality, 
thus connecting guests to the many authentic cultural, dining and entertainment 
experiences that Kuala Lumpur has to offer.

IMPIANA KLCC 
HOTEL 
REDEFINES LIFE IN THE CITY
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October 1 marked the first official International 
Coffee Day. Whether you favour espresso, Americanos, 
lattes, cappuccinos or an old-fashioned kopi-o, 
International Coffee Day is the day to savour and 
appreciate your favourite beverage. In fact, any day 
when we can raise our cups in celebration to coffee 
is always a good day!

Coffee drinking was originally popularised in the 
Arab world from around the 15th century. The 
properties of coffee beans are thought to have been 
discovered in Ethiopia. The beans are actually the 
pits found in the coffee berry or cherry. The story 
goes that a ninth century goat herder noticed their 
stimulating effects of the beans or seeds on his goats 
and began experimenting. It then spread across Asia, 
then to Italy and across Europe to the Americas – and 
finally to your coffee cup. Today, coffee supports the 
livelihoods of 125 million people around the world, 
including some of the most marginalised and poor 
people in developing countries.

However, new research, being released in New 
Zealand, on International Coffee Day suggests that 
there may be a bleak future for coffee drinkers 
around the world. According to the new independent 
report commissioned by Fairtrade Australia & New 
Zealand, areas suitable for coffee production could 
halve within decades, with wild coffee, an important 
genetic resource for farmers in developing countries, 
facing potential extinction by 2080. Heightened 
temperatures and rainfall are just some of the big 
issues coffee farmers, mostly living in developing 
countries, are having to face. At the end of the day, 
it also comes back to calling on Governments and 
companies to take action on climate change to build 
a new economy that doesn’t threaten things in our 
lifestyle such as our coffee. 

Worldwide, abundant business opportunities and 
deals in the growing regional and international 
counterparts are sealed over a cup of coffee, and 
even begin with the love for coffee. Companies 
have seen the connection between a creative 
atmosphere, like one offered by most coffee shops, 
and better productivity and have made investments 
into creating a better coffee culture in their work 
spaces for their employees, Forbes reports. It’s a 
phenomenon that goes a lot deeper than just a good 
cup of coffee with more and more companies placing 

high value on employee happiness and employee 
engagement, which in turn makes for a thriving 
company culture.

For example, coffee consumption has 
grown exponentially over the years among 
millennials. One study even found that coffee 
beverage consumption among millennials 
had increased from 19 per cent to 41 per 
cent between 2008 and 2016. This increase 
in consumption is now creating a shift in 
the workplace. The availability of coffee 
options in the workplace plays an important 
part of increasing employee engagement and 
productivity.

In Malaysia, our coffee culture has come a long way 
in just a short few years and we’ve seen a wave of 
coffee connoisseur and entrepreneurs daring enough 
to open their own cafes. The increasing number 
of cafés is an obvious sign that Malaysians are 
welcoming the large number of independent coffee 
spots and slowly developing the Malaysian coffee 
culture to the next level. The country also has seen 
a growing number of international coffee events, 
which gather coffee industry players to equipment, 
machinery, accessories and various supplies and 
products for the perfect one-stop platform for 
industry professionals. 

While the change in coffee culture has formed small 
business opportunity and created skill-based jobs, 
it has also brought major changes for coffee shop 
owners and the expectations their customers have of 
them. Today, coffee is no longer just a drink to wake 
us up in the morning; now, it is something we drink 
all day long!

INTERNATIONAL 
COFFEE DAY 

Celebrating Our One True Love 

for Coffee
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20 GREAT 
THE 21ST CENTURY LIFE LIST

NEW PLACES TO SEE
SOMETHING FOR THE 

SCIENTIST, 
THE HISTORY BUFF, 

THE ARTIST AND THE 
THRILL-SEEKER

Some humans are content with a life well lived. Most of 
us, however, want hard evidence: the vacation photos, 
the souvenirs, the Hall of Fame plaque with the lifetime 
stats. Iconic American birder Phoebe Snetsinger had her 
life list.

That’s what birders call the summation of their years 
of devotion. Snetsinger had long been an enthusiastic 
birder, but when a doctor gave her a diagnosis of terminal 
cancer near her 50th birthday, she began traveling to 
ever more distant and daunting environments to see 
raraeaves. Meanwhile, her disease went into remission. 
By the time she died, in 1999, at age 68, she had spotted 
a then-record 8,400 species, nearly 85 percent of the 
world’s known winged creatures. Her achievement is 
an admittedly extreme example of what the life list has 
become in the broader culture: things to experience 
while you still have time.

Others, less delicately, prefer “bucket list,” a term from 
the 2007 film in which Jack Nicholson and Morgan 
Freeman play stricken men who set out to do all the 
things they’ve wanted to do before kicking the bucket. 
The phrase is so handy it seems as if it has been around 
forever, but the screenwriter, Justin Zackham, says it just 
happened to be what he called an epic to-do list pinned 
to his bulletin board.

Life list, bucket list—the basic idea has been around ever 
since the fifth century B.C., when Herodotus’ History sent 
Greeks eagerly across the Mediterranean to see Luxor 
and the pyramids. Nothing against those spectacles, 
mind you, but just since the dawn of this century, a 
whole roster of amazing sights has emerged, ready 
for the seeing. So get going: Phoebe Snetsinger didn’t 
eyeball 8,400 bird species while sitting on the couch.

The Largest Cave: 
Hang Son Doong, 

Vietnam
Hang Son Doong, in Vietnam’s PhongNha-Ke 
Bang National Park, has ceilings so high (600 
feet) they could accommodate the Washington 
Monument. Its widest expanses (450 feet) 
could fit a pair of Boeing 747s side by side. A 
shimmering blue river runs through it. Most 
spectacularly, a jungle flourishes under shafts 
of sunlight in stretches where the ceiling 
fell in long ago. You want to go deep? The 
cave is more than five miles long—about five 
times longer than its nearest competitor for 
the world’s longest, Deer Cave in Sarawak, 
Malaysia.

Hang Son Doong—the name means “mountain 
river cave”—has been open to visitors for only 
two years. (A tour operator says more people 
have summited Everest than traversed this 

underworld.) The cave entrance was discovered 
in 1991—and promptly lost. Ho Khanh, a local 
man then in his early 20s, went to the national 
park in search of aloe, whose resin he planned 
to sell to perfume makers. After he hiked a 
dozen fruitless miles, rain clouds gathered and 
Khanh took cover. “I sat down with my back 
to a huge boulder, then something strange 
happened,” he later recalled. “I heard the sound 
of a strong wind and running water coming 
from behind me.” Back at his village, Khanh’s 
report of his thrilling discovery was met with 
skepticism, which only increased after he failed 
to find it again. He became a kind of semi-
tragic figure—the young man who dreamed 
he’d found a giant cave.

Nearly 20 years later, a team of British cavers 
recruited Khanh to search for the legendary 
entrance. They made three expeditions, and 
found many caves, but not Khanh’s great pit. 
Finally, he returned to the jungle once more 
in 2009. “I stopped by a big boulder,” he said. 
“There was the same strong wind, the sound 
of water running—I knew I’d found the cave at 
long last.”

Leaving the 
Earth: 

Spaceport 
America, New 

Mexico
Before the moon landing in 1969, 
earthlings had a vision of space travel, 
and boy, was it banal. In Stanley Kubrick’s 
1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey, a 
moonshot aboard a Pan American 
Spacecraft was as much of a grind as a 
trans-Atlantic flight. Sadly, both Kubrick 
and Pan Am expired without even the 
hope of commercial space travel flickering 
on the horizon. That could change soon, 
perhaps by the end of 2016.

Virgin Galactic, a “spaceline” founded 
by the entrepreneur Richard Branson, 
has more than 400 people working in 
Mojave, California, to attain the objective. 
Though Branson acknowledged that he 
was shaken by the crash last October 
that killed a test pilot, he reaffirmed his 
commitment to “truly opening space.” The 
plan is to take as many as six passengers 
at a time on a suborbital trip. Taking off 
from Spaceport America in New Mexico, 
the craft would rise to about 361,000 
feet, where you can see past the curved 
horizons and into the black edge of outer 
space. Then it would come straight down, 
offering a moment of weightlessness. 
More than 700 people have signed 
up, most recently at $250,000 apiece. 
Meanwhile, two other companies, in 
Arizona and in Spain, may steal a bit of 
Branson’s thunder by taking travelers to 
the edge of the stratosphere in high-
performance balloons. PhileasFogg would 
love it.

Home of the God 
Particle: 

Cern Laboratory, 
Switzerland

Stephen Hawking worries that the field responsible 
for the Higgs boson (or God particle) may destroy 
the universe one day. Do you? Perhaps a trip to the 
laboratory of CERN—short for ConseilEuropéenpour 
la RechercheNucléaire—is in order. CERN, in Meyrin, 
Switzerland, houses the world’s largest and most 
powerful particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider. 
Fired up in 2008, this device smashes atoms together 
at incomprehensible speeds to answer all conceivable 

questions we could have about the physical world. 
It answered one of the most compelling of those 
questions in 2012, when experiments first detected the 
formerly hypothetical Higgs boson and buttressed the 
Standard Model of particle physics.

Before this machine went operational, there were 
fringe fears that it would be so powerful it would 
create a black hole that would suck in all of the earth. 
When that didn’t happen, the facility began admitting 
tourists, if only in the most serious of ways. Visits are 
limited to specially designated Open Days, the last of 
which was in 2013, and the next of which has yet to 
be scheduled. But stay alert, bucketeers: If you end up 
getting to boast that you were there when scientists 
did something like isolate 38 atoms of antihydrogen, 
as they did in 2010, you can be sure nobody will show 
you videos of themselves water-skiing at the lodge 
ever again.

Gorillas in Their 
Midst: 

Mountain Trekking, 
East Africa

Most people who have seen gorillas have seen western 
lowland gorillas; nice creatures, but weighing in at just 
a few hundred pounds, they might as well be drinking 
from teacups and working on their macramé. They are 
not the majestic animals made famous by the intrepid 
zoologist Dian Fossey, the mountain gorillas that weigh 
nearly 500 pounds. To see them—and you might want 
to move it, since only 800 or so remain, and they are 

critically endangered by habitat loss—you have to go 
to the verdant heights of the Bwindi area of Uganda 
or the Virunga Mountains, which spread over parts of 
Uganda, Rwanda and Congo.

And thanks to Gorillas in the Mist, the Fossey biopic, 
and the 2014 Oscar-nominated documentary Virunga, 
gorilla tracking (or trekking) has become increasingly 
popular. But it is expensive and highly regulated. 
Permits are limited in number and range from $400 per 
day in Congo to $750 per day in Rwanda; visitors may 
spend no more than an hour with the animals. Beyond 
those precepts, the rules combine common sense and 
good manners: Speak quietly; stay at least 20 feet from 
the animals; if one charges, crouch down slowly, avoid 
eye contact and wait for the animal to pass. In other 
words, act as if you were taking your tween daughter to 
a One Direction concert.
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The Incredible 
Shrinking 
Glacier: 

Mendenhall Ice 
Caves, Alaska

Just 12 miles from downtown Juneau, 
in the Tongass National Forest, is the 
12-mile-long Mendenhall Glacier, which 
began forming about 3,000 years ago 
and stopped growing in the mid-1700s. 
Now it’s melting away, leaving ever less 

time to see one of the most breathtaking 
visions available. The glacier is partially 
hollow; melting reveals astonishing ice 
caves where blue water runs over blue 
rocks, creating surreal lava-lampish 
images. To see them, however, a visitor 
must kayak or otherwise boat through 
icy water to the glacier or clamber 
across the dangerous peninsula that 
protrudes into Mendenhall Lake. (When 
state troopers say the caves and their 
approaches are the “most-rescued” 
area of the Tongass, they’re referring to 
people, not the landscape.) The roof of 
a popular cave partially collapsed in 
summer 2014; what remains is unstable. 
Park authorities strongly suggest hiring 
a guide; two companies lead expeditions 
to the glacier.

The Starriest Night: 
Alma Telescope, Chile

If you like stars, head for the desert—Chile’s Atacama Desert. It’s one of 
the world’s driest places—scientists believe it received no significant 
rainfall between 1570 and 1971—and the absence of moisture offers 
the clearest view of the night sky on terra firma. That’s why in 1999 
European, Asian and North American nations partnered with Chile to 
create ALMA, or the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array. 
Perched atop the Chajnantor Plateau at 16,570 feet above sea level, the 
observatory is one of the highest instruments on earth. ALMA’s state-
of-the-art telescope utilizes 66 radio antennas, most almost 40 feet in 
diameter, to create images comparable to those that could be obtained 
with a 46,000-foot-wide dish. It’s been said that the scope could spot a 
golf ball nine miles away, but usually scientists use it to study ancient 
galaxies and to probe around young stars for nascent planets. That is, of 
course, a far better use of this equipment than investigating any of the 
half-dozen or so UFO sightings that have been reported in Chile since 
2012.

ALMA opened its control room and laboratories (but not the array itself, 
for safety reasons) to tourists this past March. So far, only earthlings have 
shown up. Or so they say.

The Fastest Rollercoaster: 
Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi

You might have thought Ferrari World would be found in the Emilia-Romagna region 
of Northern Italy—perhaps in Modena, where the brilliant Enzo Ferrari was born, or in 
Maranello, where he moved his factory and race car operations during World War II. But 
no. Ferrari World, the planet’s largest indoor theme park, opened in 2010 in Abu Dhabi. 
And in Ferrari World you will find Formula Rossa, the world’s fastest roller coaster. It 
uses a hydraulic launch system similar to the catapults used on aircraft carriers, and 
it goes from 0 to 60 miles per hour in two seconds and to its top speed of 149 mph in 
five. (The previous record holder, KingdaKa of Six Flags Great Adventure, in New Jersey, 
topped out at 128.) In keeping with the Formula One theme, passengers are required to 
wear goggles. Alberto Minetti, a professor of physiology in Milan, says that at 150 mph, 
“even dust that is not normally harmful is. Even dust like when you are sitting at your 
desk, it’s like a bullet in a way.”

The Mecca of 
Islamic Art: 

Museum of Islamic 
Art, Qatar

Fourteen hundred years in the making, the 
world’s greatest collection of Islamic art—textiles, 
manuscripts, metalwork, woodwork, ceramics, 
jewelry and glass—is housed at the Museum of 
Islamic Art in Doha, Qatar. Designed by I.M. Pei after 
his immersive study of the life of Muhammad and 
the architecture of Islamic nations, the museum was 
described as his last major cultural building. (He 
was 91 when it opened, in 2008.) Concerned about 
how future construction in a rapidly growing city 

would affect the way the building is perceived—no 
architect wants to build a museum and then have 
a Dunkin’ Donuts come along and photobomb his 
masterpiece—Pei had a word with Qatar’s emir, 
Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani. The sheik, who 
is also chairman of the museum’s board, responded 
by building an island in the Persian Gulf just off 
Doha’s new waterfront corniche to serve as an 
unobstructed pedestal for the museum and its 
astonishing collection.

Assembled over 20 years from sources in Spain, 
Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, India and Central Asia, it 
covers religious and secular concerns, including 
geometry, science and calligraphy. Take special care 
to see the bronze Andalusian fountainhead in the 
form of a doe and the calligraphy and illuminations 
in an extraordinary copy of the Dala’il al-Khayrat 
prayer book from Istanbul dating from 1216.

The Deepest Dive: 
Cayman Trench, 
Caribbean Sea

You may be one of those for whom a 
vacation isn’t a vacation unless it offers 
a dip in the ocean. If so, you might 
consider the Roatan Institute of Deepsea 
Exploration, or RIDE, a Honduras-based 
outfit that offers to take tourists as deep 
as 2,000 feet below the surface of the 
Caribbean. The owner and operator of RIDE, 
Karl Stanley, has been in business since 
1998, but in the early 2000s he designed 
and built a small submarine called the 
Idabel, capable of deep dives. Stanley and 
his vessel today offer several experiences 
in the Cayman Trench, the deepest part 
of the Caribbean; they vary in length and 
fee, starting with a 90-minute, 1,000-foot 
dive that costs $500 and offers a close 

view of sea lilies, glass sponges, pompom 
anemones and lace coral.

For those who do nothing halfway, RIDE 
offers a $1,500 trip that guarantees a close 
view of sixgill sharks, among the largest 
but least-known predators in the sea. Their 
appearance is assured by the attachment 
of meat carcasses to the Idabel’s exterior. 
The submarine descends below 1,500 
feet into total darkness and waits for the 
sharks to appear, jostling the vessel as they 
enjoy their buffet and providing a signal to 
turn on the sub’s exterior lights. This trip 
can last up to nine hours. Voyages on the 
Idabel are designed for two people and 
a pilot, but any combination of humanity 
that weighs less than 460 pounds can be 
accommodated. The record, says Captain 
Stanley, is six.

The Greatest 
Restaurant: 

Noma, Denmark
Almost anything can be the world’s best 
something for a moment. When something has 
been deemed the world’s best four times in the 
last six years (with a plummet to second and 
third places in the Years We Don’t Discuss), it 
commands attention. Located in a waterfront 
warehouse in Copenhagen, Noma—a mashup 
of the Danish words nordisk (“Nordic”) and mad 

(“food”)—is co-owned by chef René Redzepi and 
dedicated to serving a pure and inventive Nordic 
cuisine. Dinner comprises perhaps 20 small 
courses, each based on ingredients foraged from 
nearby forests, fields and seacoasts. Past dishes 
include fried reindeer moss and mushrooms; blue 
mussels and celery; caramelized milk and cod 
liver; pickled quail eggs; radish, grass and—no 
kidding—simulated soil; preserved fish pancakes; 
sea urchin with dill and cucumber; and a dessert 
of carrot and sea buckthorn. If the dishes seem 
extraordinary, the way they appear on the plate 
is so out of this world that set designers for 
future Star Wars movies should study them for 
inspiration. 
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Royal Treatment: 
Leicester, England

Call it “CSI: Leicester.” Richard III—the much-maligned 
king, the most malignant Shakespearean villain—was 
killed in 1485 at the Battle of Bosworth, the climactic 
conflict of the Wars of the Roses. For centuries it was 
believed that his body had been chucked into a river 
and never recovered. But stellar research published 
in 1986 raised the reasonably good chance that the 
king had been buried at Greyfriars, a long-vanished 
Franciscan friary then thought to be under a municipal 
parking lot. After another battle—this one involving 
bureaucracy and fundraising—archaeologists began 
digging at the site in 2012. They were delighted to 
find evidence of the friary’s church, then ecstatic to 
find a skeleton, one with battle wounds and a curved 
spine. After DNA and other evidence proved that those 
bones were royal, they were reinterred at Leicester 
Cathedral this past March.

The whole saga—king, battle, historical and scientific 
quest—can be marked by visiting a trio of proximately 
placed locations: the Bosworth Battlefield Heritage 
Center to see where he died, the King Richard III 
Visitor Center to see where his bones had lain in 
anonymity, and Leicester Cathedral to pay respects at 
the royal tomb.

Time Capsule: 
Havana, Cuba

Go, baby, for the love of God go! The long-barricaded 
door to American commerce has at last sprung open, 

meaning that perhaps only minutes remain before 
the Pearl of the Antilles turns into a vast shopping 
mall. Go before the trade sanction-preserved time 

capsule disappears, before LED billboards advertising 
Applebee’s and American Eagle Outfitters overwhelm 

the Plaza Vieja, before honking Ford Explorers 
displace the lovingly preserved Pontiac Bonnevilles 
and Cadillac Coupe de Villes, before Gran Teatro de 
La Habana books the touring company production 

of Chicos Jersey, before the graceful expanse of the 
Malecón gets a Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino, before 

the Plaza de la Revolución hosts the opening of the 
flagship San Juan Hillburger restaurant, while you can 

still smoke a Cohiba indoors.

Flower Power: 
Haifa, Israel

At the end of the 19th century, the followers of 
Baha’i, an offshoot of Shia Islam, were exiled from 
Iran and began seeking a home. After several brief, 

inhospitable stops, they settled near Haifa, where the 
believers built a shrine that now serves as a center 
of the sect. The shrine—reopened after restoration 

in 2011—has walls of Italian marble, granite pillars 
and a 120-foot-high dome covered with 14,000 gold-

coated bricks, but its most remarkable feature is its 
astonishing gardens. Extending from the summit of 

Mount Carmel in nine concentric circles surrounding 
the shrine, the gardens extend over 19 terraces, 

from the Persian Gardens, with its topiary sculpted 
into eight-pointed stars, at the top, to the Hanging 
Gardens below, with its breathtaking combinations 
of trees, bushes, flower beds and neatly manicured 

lawns adorned with balustrades, fountains, iron gates 
and stone eagles. Crowning it all is a panoramic view 

of Haifa Bay and the Mediterranean beyond.

Throbbing Temple: 
Delhi, India

With nine domes, 234 pillars and 20,000 statues all hand-carved from red sandstone 
or marble, SwaminarayanAkshardham Temple is both the largest Hindu temple in the 
world and an amazing amalgam of the ancient and the modern. Built with traditional 
engineering techniques, the temple rests not on a steel superstructure but on giant 
interlocking chunks of stone, atop a base decorated with 148 stone elephants, each carved 
from a single block. Begun in the year 2000, the temple drew on the labors of 15,000 
artists and volunteers to meet an opening date in 2005; it now attracts nearly three 
million visitors a year, reportedly accounting for more than 70 percent of Delhi’s tourism. 
But the temple is more than a testament to traditional methods; it has an IMAX screen, a 
spectacular musical fountain show and a Hall of Values, which features 15 3-D dioramas 
employing robotics, fiber optics and animatronic technology to present the messages of 
compassion, endeavor, prayer, morality, vegetarianism and family harmony. Also state of 
the art is the security operation, after a terrorist attack on another temple in 2002. Visitors 
aren’t allowed to bring cameras or electronic devices into the building (you can have 
your picture taken by a volunteer at a designated spot), nor can you wear a belt. Dress 
accordingly

Chill Out: 
Ross Island, 
Antarctica

This New Year’s Eve, you could celebrate the start of 
another trip around the sun the same fun way you 
always do, by donning a conical cardboard party hat 
and giving a joyful honk on a plastic noisemaker. 
Or you could mix things up a bit and take two or 
three planes to Tierra del Fuego, then two or three 
ships to the U.S. research center McMurdo Station in 
Antarctica, and join the thousand or so residents of 
the world’s most remote and forbidding wilderness 

for the annual Icestock music festival. As it happens, 
the festival takes place at the height of the austral 
summer, when the sun never sets and temperatures 
break into the 30s. I know what you’re thinking: 
Won’t it be jammed? Well, true enough, if you make 
this trip, you won’t be alone; annual tourism to 
Antarctica in recent years has been cresting above 
30,000 people, who go to kayak, dive, cross-country 
ski, and see the seals, penguins, whales, glaciers, 
icebergs and avalanches. Note that going to and 
from the continent generally takes about two weeks, 
you’ll almost continuously wear two or three layers 
of clothing while you’re there, and you’ll have to 
observe stringent cleanliness rules in order to 
maintain Antarctica’s pristine condition. But you’ll 
never gripe about a conical cardboard hat again.

For Peat’s Sake: 
John Muir Way, 

Scotland
Constructing a hiking trail through open country 
seems like the perfect way to honor John Muir, the 
naturalist, writer and founder of the Sierra Club, 
although the man’s close association with the 
preservation of Yosemite Valley and Sequoia National 
Park may argue for locating the path somewhere 
in California. But Muir was born in Scotland, and it 
is the Scots who have honored the trailblazer with, 
appropriately, a hiking trail, one that runs 134 miles 
from his hometown of Dunbar, on the North Sea, 
west to Helensburgh, on Gare Loch, a coast-to-coast 
trip that offers views of farms and fields, castles and 
canals, small towns and cosmopolitan Edinburgh. 
The route can be walked or cycled and is in parts 
amenable to travel by horseback. The locals say the 
trip should take seven to ten days, depending how 
often you feel like stopping to sample a single malt 
whisky and proclaiming O my Luve’s like a red, red 
rose in your impressive Robert Burns accent.

Hell, Yes : 
Karakum Desert, 
Turkmenistan

Details of the origin story of the Door to Hell 
are a little vague, but sometime in 1971—or 
perhaps the ’60s—a natural-gas cavern in 
Darvaza, Turkmenistan, collapsed—or maybe 
exploded—leaving a crater 225 feet wide and 
99 feet deep, still redolent of gas. At some point 
thereafter—the ’70s? ’80s?—Soviet scientists 
decided to burn off the lingering gas. Evidently, 
they underestimated the size of the gas reserve, 
because the hole has been on fire ever since. 
Nicknamed the Door to Hell by locals, the crater 
is a glowing red-hot (though clean-burning), 
sulfur-reeking pit on the flat brown desert. In 
2010, the Turkmenistan government decided to 
fill the crater in, but hasn’t acted. Visitors should 
note that Darvaza is 150 miles away from the 
capital city of Ashgabat, and anyone who hasn’t 
brought heat-protective clothing shouldn’t 
expect to spend more than seconds viewing the 
pit. On the other hand, the T-shirt concession 
seems available.
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Eyes Up: Tianmen Mountain, 
Hunan Province, China

Not tempted to test the Door of Hell? Head instead to the Gates of 
Heaven, a destination in China’s Zhangjiajie National Forest Park that is 
far more scenic and sweeter-sounding but actually more terrifying. Built 
in 2011, the Gates of Heaven is a three-foot-wide, 700-foot-long skywalk 
that has been attached to the sheer vertical face of Tianmen Mountain, 
4,700 feet above the lush canyon floor below. But that’s not the scary 
part: a 60-yard stretch of the walkway is made of glass. Yes, glass, of the 
see-through variety, the kind that allows you to look through and imagine 
that you are floating—or plummeting to your death, as the case may be. 
If you can stand it, the mountain also offers a spectacular natural arch, a 
lovely temple and a cave that can be reached only by climbing 999 steps 
that were hewn out of the mountain rock. Evidently everything about the 
experience is breathtaking.

New Berths: 
Ecuador by Rail

What was birthed in travail now lives in luxury. Bedeviled by malaria, 
snakes, floods and landslides that regularly wiped out hard-won 
progress, the rail line between Ecuador’s two major cities—Quito in the 
Andes and Guayaquil on the Pacific coast—was proudly completed in 
1908. Modern roads made the line superfluous, at least until somebody 
realized that modern luxury-loving tourists might find an elegant four-
day, three-night journey aboard the stylishly refurbished TrenCrucero 
the perfect way to study the snowcapped Andes, to visit the amazing 
Avenue of the Volcanoes (including Cotapaxi, the world’s highest active 
volcano), to make the unbelievably steep, tight Devil’s Nose turn and to 
traverse one of the most biodiverse environments—why yes, I believe 
that is an Andean condor, the fabled Jaguar of the Air, right outside the 
window—that can be found anywhere on the planet.

Past Perfected: Ellis Island 
Hospital, New York City

When the grandly appointed Ellis Island hospital began treating patients 
in 1902, the immigration facility had already for ten years been a place of 
unusually raw emotion—hope, desperation, anticipation, confusion and, 
for some, heartbreaking rejection. Adding the emotional freight of disease 
and recovery, of 350 births and 3,500 deaths, the hospital only increased 
the island’s emotional resonance. In 1939 the buildings were handed over 
to the Coast Guard, which in 1954 abandoned the facility as it stood, with 
objects left in place, as though the occupants were fleeing an onrushing 
disaster.

The hospital buildings reopened to tourists in October and endowed with 
a stunning enhancement: an installation by the French artist JR of period 
photographs of the hospital and its patients, enlarged, made translucent 
and hung throughout the buildings. The ghostly images restore to the 
barren rooms the humanity that once waited there, so hopefully, to be 
loosed upon a new land.
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BOOKS

WHAT’SHAPPENING

22ND OCTOBER 2016
MALAYSIA INDEPENDENT LIVE FUSION 
FESTIVAL (MILLF) 
What: This festival brings to Malaysia a “never-been-done-
before” performance of South India’s Top 50 musicians and 
vocalists. These are independent artists and some are film 
industry related instrumental performers’ and back ground 
vocalists. There will be 5 fusion bands performing at the 
indoor StarXpo Centre, Kuala Lumpur trying to compete and 
outperform each other. Though this is not a competition, the 
professional courtesy and competitions amongst the artistes 
will see a brilliant showdown of musical magic on the night.
Where: StarXpo Centre, Kuala Lumpur 
Website: www.redtix.airasia.com  

23RD – 30TH OCTOBER 2016
WTA FINALS SINGAPORE
What: The crown jewel of the women’s tennis circuit, the 
WTA Finals is back in town for more smashing action that 
will keep you on the edge of your seat. Catch the world’s top 
eight women’s Singles players and Doubles pairs go head-to-
head for the coveted championship titles, not to mention a 
handsome US$7 million prize. Don’t miss the action over 10 
days, starting with the Singles Draw ceremony on 21 October 
at Marina Bay Sands, culminating in the grand finale on 30 
October when the new champions of women’s tennis will be 
crowned.
Where: Singapore Sports Hub
Website: www.wtafinals.com 

25TH OCTOBER 2016
WORLD SHADOW PUPPET EXHIBITION
What: A Special programme to showcase shadow puppetry 
from around the world, Including Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Cambodia, China, Taiwan, Turkey, France and Australia. The 
exhibition draws on the Museum’s unique collection of 
Southeast Asian shadow puppets. See Javanese puppets from 
around 1800 collected by Sir Stamford Raffles – the earliest 
systematic collection of puppets in the world. Through these 
objects, see how shadow puppet theatre is a living art form that 
still responds to the times.
Where: National Museum, Kuala Lumpur
Website: www.muziumnegara.gov.my   

CONTAGIOUS: WHY THINGS CATCH ON
By Jonah Berger

Jonah Berger’s Contagious is a fascinating 
read. Not only is the book packed with 
entertaining examples of viral campaigns, 
but each is backed with painstaking 
analysis into the science of social 
transmission. What you end up with is 
a veritable blueprint for creating ideas, 
campaigns and messages that spread like 
wildfire.  There is so much this book offers 
marketers, making it required reading 
that follows in the footsteps of Malcolm 
Gladwell and the Heath brothers. It also 
perfectly demonstrates why advocate 
marketing is such a powerful idea for 
modern marketers. When marketers 
tap into these very human needs, they 
can reach a much broader audience 
with a more genuine message than any 

advertisement can provide.

TO SELL IS HUMAN
By Daniel H. Pink

What, another book about selling? No, this 
is not “another” book about selling. his 
book stands alone in a special category. 
Why? Because Dan Pink was just an 
eentsy-teentsy bit uneasy about the notion 
of himself as a salesperson when he 
started researching the book. He doesn’t 
say so directly, but you can tell, reading 
between the lines. Now, fast-forwarding 
to the end of the book, you can see he is 
totally comfortable with the identity of 
someone who sells. Dan Pink has a knack 
for providing provocative books about the 
changing world of work, and in this case, 
changing the way we look at the art and 
science of sales. Pink breaks it all down 

superbly in this new masterpiece.

RISING STRONG: THE RECKONING. 
THE RUMBLE. THE REVOLUTION.

By Brené Brown
Social scientist Brené Brown has ignited 
a global conversation on courage, 
vulnerability, shame, and worthiness. Her 
pioneering work uncovered a profound 
truth: vulnerability—the willingness to 
show up and be seen with no guarantee 
of outcome—is the only path to more love, 
belonging, creativity, and joy. But living 
a brave life is not always easy: We are, 
inevitably, going to stumble and fall. It is 
the rise from falling that Brown takes as 
her subject in Rising Strong. As a grounded 
theory researcher, Brown has listened as a 
range of people—from leaders in Fortune 
500 companies and the military to artists, 
couples in long-term relationships, 

teachers, and parents.

A LIFE WELL-PLAYED: MY STORIES
By Arnold Palmer

No one has won more fans around the 
world and no player has had a bigger 
impact on the sport of golf than Arnold 
Palmer. In fact, Palmer is considered by 
many to be the most important golfer in 
history. Palmer takes stock of the many 
experiences of his life in A Life Well 
Played, bringing new details and insights 
to some familiar stories and sharing new 
ones. His final book offers advice and 
guidance, sharing stories of his career on 
the course, success in business and the 
great relationships that gave meaning to 
his life. This book is Palmer’s parting gift to 
the world a treasure trove of entertaining 
anecdotes and timeless wisdom that 

readers will celebrate and cherish.

7TH – 9TH OCTOBER 2016
MOTOGP MALAYSIA 2016 
What:MotoGP Malaysia 2016 is a highly-anticipated 
motorcycle racing event in Kuala Lumpur which takes place 
every year at the Sepang International Circuit. The event also 
hosts 80 bike-themed booths, on and off-track entertainment, 
top motorcycle manufacturers such as Honda, Yamaha, Ducati, 
Suzuki and Aprilia. Audience can expect to see big names 
such as Valentino Rossi, Marc Marquez, Jorge Lorenzo, Nicky 
Hayden, and Dani Pedrosa as they race to the top through a 
season of 18 Grand Prix championships in 14 countries.
Where: Sepang International Circuit
Website: www.motogp.com

BRAND CULTURE

“A brand is the set of expectations, memories, stories and relationships that, taken together, account 

for a consumer’s decision to choose one product or service over another.”

Seth Godin

“All of us need to understand the importance of branding. We are CEOs of our own companies: Me 

Inc. To be in business today, our most important job is to be head marketer for the brand called 

You.”

Tom Peters

“If you don’t give the market the story to talk about, they’ll define your brand’s story for you.”

David Brier

“What the mind can conceive, it can achieve.”

Napoleon Hill

“A brand is no longer what we tell the consumer it is -- it is what consumers tell each other it is.”

Scott Cook

“A brand is more than a trademark. It is a trustmark. A brand is a covenant between the company and the 

consumer. A trusted brand is a genuine asset.”

Larry Light

“Instead of begging to be picked by others, you have the choice to pick yourself and 

build your brand”

Bernard Kevin Clive

“Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible; and suddenly you are doing 

the impossible.”

Francis of Assisi

“Great brands don’t chase customers, customers chase great brands.”

Gary Friedman

BRAND THOUGHTS & TIPS

BRAND QUOTES
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